77 Arthur Circle,

Forrest, A.C.T. 2603,
14th July, 1974.

Dear Robert,

Herewith an epistle from Sachiko Hatanaka, who seems to have
fallen on her feet after many vicissitudes.
As it is mostly about
her work in locating and recording Japanese manuscript material I
thought that you might be interested.

We started the whole ball rolling with Hecommendation No.9 of
the Documentary Sources Seminar idiich we held in the National Library

during 1971«
This referred specifically to publications, but it is
obvious that Sachiko is mainly interested in manuscripts, and fran

my recollection of conversations with her (in so far as I understood
a word she said) she always was.
The good lady mentions wanting the dope on the January Canberra
ANZAAS Congress.
Could you please send the necessary information to
her, as I know nothing about it and havn't a clue who runs such things.
Apparently she will be able to come to Canberra and read a

paper on 'Culture change in Micronesia under the Japanese mandate,
1915-1945'.
And once here you can no doubt find out more about her
work and how it progresses.

Many thanks.
Yours,

y'. ^iVifyl^''"
77 Arthur Circle, Forrest,

A.C.T. 2603, Australia,
lAth July, 197'«.
Dr Sachiko JIatanaita,

c/o The Department of Public Affairs,
District Office, TPTJK. Caroline Islands,
U.S. Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands.

Dear Dr ITatanaka,

I was frlad to hear that you are doing so well, with a position at the University
of Kanazawa and the necessary funding to enable you to visit Micronesia and work on the

Japanese source materials.
You will have seen all the Japanese language documentation stored in the office

of Land Management at Ponape, which ''fr McOrath wrote to you about on the 29th May, 1970,
and described as 'the greatest accumulation of "known" official Japanese language doca.>
ments of the "Nanyo Cho", 191'»-19'»5'.
In speaking of other deposits in Micronesia I
see that he mentions that 'another concentration exists in Spppan and remnants in a few
other localities' and states that he possesses a list of the sources of records in Japan
itself*

It will certainly talte time to trace all the documentation that got taken away
after the war to the United States and Hawaii.
The main collections are, I suppose,

already catalogued in such works as

(1) Uyehara, Cecil It. (comp.). Checklist of Archives in the .Taparteae liiniatry of
Foreign Affairs. Tokyo. Japan.

CongresB.

1931.

.

Kicrofilired for the library of

Washington, Library of Congress, 1^45. jlnd

(2) Young, John, 'Checklist of microfilm reproductions of selected archives of the
Japanese Army, U'avy, and other Government Agencies, 1868—1945'. Washington,
Georgetown University Press, 1959.
Both of these list much material on Micronesia.

Put the smaller collections,

especially those in private hands, will be a more difficult propostion.

Have you

tried getting in touch with such people as Uyehara and Young, who might well know of
other deposits?

I have not heard anything about the ANZAAS Congress in Canberra which you speak
of but when I do I shall send you particulars*
Also I will ask Robert Langdon to do

the same as he is more likely to hear about it* I am so long retired, not often in
Canberra, and seldom go out when I am that the Congress could easily be held without
my knowing that it was on.

Please remember that I wn still interested in publishing a comprehensive
Bibliography of Japan in Micronesia in the Pacific Monograph Series.

cannot work at this perhaps you know of smneone else who can*

Lven if you

It would, of course,

only include printed iM, or rather published, material.

We hold

fron. the 29th July to the let Au^at (4 delegates from the

Pacific Islands, 4 from New ZealaJid, and 4 from Australia), to discuss the implementatlWi
of the 1971 Suva Conference proposals for the Preservation of the Cultural Heritage of
the Oceanic Peoples,

A top man from Unesco in Paris will be there, and also I suppose

Mr Kono,

Wishing you all success with your important work*
I suppose that you will be
a Professor soon and perhaps still the only Japanese anthropological specialist on the
Pacific Islands. I am just finishing the preparation for publication of The POCK OF
LUELEN: the great collection of the oral traditions of Ponape made by Luelen Bernart
many years ago.
It has been expertly translated from Ponapean and edited by Professor
John L. Fischer, Dr Saul H, Riesenberg and Dr Marjorie Wilding.

Please remember me to Father Bezel, the Micronesian historian, on Truk, and Miss
Katharine Kesolei, of the Palauan History Development Project, on Palau.

I will be

writing to her as soon as I have finished work on her excellent History of Palau*
Yours sincerely.

'.tv

'

>•

77 Arthur Circle,
Forrest, A.C.T. 2603,
32th Duly, 1975.

nrs Oenny Robinson,
Secretary to the Manager,

Oxford University Press,
G.P.O. Box No,27B4Y,

a, ■
-5- ,

V;

RE LBOURME. Victoria 3001.
"i, ■

•• i'

Dear Rrs Robinson,

Yes, I did forget the Source Raterials symposium,
but remembered and sent it the next day.
Houever it could

easily take a ueek or more to reach you, since it uent by
surface mail.

The reason uhy I didn't send one to Frank Eyre himself
is because he uas on the original'mailing list for one, uhich
I prepared uith my oun fair hands on the 21st April, 1974,
and on the 8th Ray Mr O.L. Kennedy, Acting Secretary to the
Australian National Committee for UNESCO, urote saying that
he had been posted a copy.
I tell you all this to shou hou beautifully my filing

system uorks (uhen I can remember uhere I have filed a letter)
But have a look for the booklet among the thousands in the
office and if its not there and he has not taken it home and

denies ever having received it I'll send another.
Yours sincerely,

H.E. Raude.

.V. i'.

, f •« ,

'' i ,'

yj ' r'li'ft '
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OXFORD

UNIVERSITY

PRESS

AUSTRALIA

JOHN BROWN Publisher
Telegrams and Cables
OXONIAN MELBOURNE

7 BO WEN CRESCENT
MELBOURNE

FE.
JR

4.7.75
G.P.O. Box No. 2784Y

Telephone: 263748
FRANK EYRE Manager

Fir H.E. Maude,

77 -Arthur Circle,
Forrest,

A.G.T. 2603
Dear Mr Flaude,

As Frank Eyre is avfay from the office today, this is just
to acknowledge safe receipt of your two letters to him of 3 Jiily.
I notice, however, that the book 'Source Materials Relating
to Research Materials in the Pacific Area' tra-s not included, and

wonder whether you perhaps sent it separately? If it was, then all
is well. If it v/asn't then I wonder v;hether you would mind, please,
sending us two copies, if you can spare them? I know that Frank
would be very grateful.

Yours sincerely,

(Secretary to Frank Eyre)

TELEPHONE: 81 7078

Australian National Commission for UNESCO
P.O. BOX 826,
WODEN,A.C.T. 2606

- 5 m 1975
Professor H E Maude

77 Arthur Circle
POSEEST ACT 2603

Dear Professor Maude

I am writing to let you know of an amendment to the report
of the Suh-committee which met to consider the recommendations
of the Australian Unesco Seminar on Source Materials Related
to Research in the Pacific Area.

Mr P Scott of the Australian Archives has asked that the

following he added to the report, under the heading:
Recommendation No 7 Pacific Regional Branch "The Suh-committee agreed that the National Commission
should convey to the International Council on Archives

its support for the establishment of a Pacific Regional
Branch".

Tours sincerely

J L Kennedy
Secretary

TELEPHONE: 81 7078

Australian National Commission for U N E S G 0
P.O. BOX 826,
WODEN. A.C.T. 2606

Professor H.E. Maude,

71/1344

77 Arthur Circle,
PORFlEST A.C.T. 2603

1 3 JAN 1975
Dear Professor Maude,
I aim enclosing a copy of the notes of the meeting
of the sub-committee to examine recommendations of the

Australian Unesco Seminar on Source Materials related

to Research in the Pacific Area, held on 12 November

1974. I am also enclosing a copy of the report by
Professor Bruce Biggs on the Program Research on
Oral Tradition in Oceania, which was discussed at
that meeting.

I would like to talce this opportunity to thank
you for your assistance in the work of this sub-committee,

Yours sincerely.

(J.L. Kennedy)
Secretary.

TELEPHONE;81 7078

AustraEian National Commission for U N E S C 0
P.O. BOX 826.
WODEN. A.C.T. 2606

Australian Unesco Committee for Museums and Libraries

Tuesday, 12 November, 1974 in the lOth PToot- Pnn-F
10.00a,m. on
Tower, Phillip A.C.T.
Conference Room, m.L.C.
Present

Mr R.C. Sharman

Deputy State Librarian,
Library of South Australia.

(Chairman)

(Member, Australian Unesco

Committee for Museums and Libraries)
Mrs P. Fanning

Principal Librarian, Australian
Reference, National Library of
Australia.

Professor H.E. Maude
Miss S.M.H, Mourot

Mitchell Librarian,
Library of New South Wales.

Mr P. Scott

Senior Archivist
Australian Archives

Secretariat

Mrs M. Garrett
Ms B. Everall

Agenda Item 1.

Australian National Commission
for Unesco

-

Election of

Mr Sharman was elected Chairman of the sub-committee.
Agenda Item 2.

(i)

Background

The Chairman commented that since the seminar had been held in 1971

Australian «®e.S"peciaUs4

. A the seminar
commxttee
Related
Fields
which had organised
hadfor
beenLibraries
replacedand
by the
Australian

Unesco Committee for Museums and Libraries. ^

^^

Australian

-'
2

(ii)

Associated Activities

This item was noted

Agenda Item 3 -

Consideration of RecoinmendationR

Recommendation No, 1,

Pacific SoiiTce Materials

The sub-committee was advised that Professor Maude had entered into
an agreement with the Australian National University Press to
produce a basic list of standard published source materials on the
Pacific Area.

Professor Maude tabled

a

publication entitled "Basic Hawaiiana" as

an ex^ple of the format proposed for the basic list of source
materials to be published for the Pacific area, and informed the
sub-committee that the supplementary lists of standard sources on

each Pacific Islands country or territory would

probably be

duplicated lists, as there would be a much smaller demand for them.
Professor Maude commented that these could be completed in 1975 or
1976,

Recommendation No. 2. Pacific Classics

Reprints

Series

part

List of rare publications in order of impoirtance and scarcity.

(i)

Professor Maude tabled a list of works which were not easily
obtainable. Mrs Fanning agreed to have the list reproduced at the
National Library, and circulated to members of the sub-committee.
(ii) Inexpensive reproduction of rare source materials

Professor ftoude agreed to investigate the possibility of interesting

a commercial publisher in the publication of inexpensive editions of
rare source materials, if some financial assistance is available.

Professor Maude was also asked to investigate whether the Council of
Wales,

through the Sir William Dixson

fprepared
to giveoffinancial
supportnot
to
publications
progr^, or
in the event
such assistance
being available, to investigate other possible sources.
Panning agreed to enquire whether the National Library would be
interested in undertaking any of this work.

Recommendation Noy 3.

Increased Representati

at related meetings.

bv Pacific Islanders
^

The sub-comMttee noted that in subsequent meetings of this type
there has been increased representation by Pacific Islanders.
Recommendation

No.

Improvement of T.ibrarv

Facilities; Training of Staff.

and

^—

Archives
*

part (i) Establishment or improvement of Facilities

The sub-co^ittee expressed support for the recommendation of the

feting of Experts on the study of Oceanic Cultures held in Suva in
1971, relating to the establishment of cultural centres in the
region, (Final Report, page 5 2(i) and (ii))

- 3 -

part (ii)

Trainincr of Staff.

The sub-committee resolved that the Australian National Commission
for Unesco should approach the Australian Development Assistance
Agency with a view to the Australian Government's arranging and
financing a course to train persons from the Pacific Islands in
library and archives administration.

dur^tfon^^hJ??
of approximately
fourhalf
months
duration,
half of which course
could bebe spent
in Sydney and
in
Canberra. With respect to the Sydney section of the course it was
recommended that co-operation should be sought from the Library of

N.S.W., the Archives Authority of N.S.W., and

oi

the

School of

University of N.S.W. For the Canberra section
^

from the National

j
Australia,
thethe
Australian
Canberra Colleae
of Advanced
Education and
Pacific Archives,
ManuscriptstheBureau.

It was agreed that a course

could

be conducted every two vears and

the overall co-ordination of the course should be eLured by the
appointment of a joint committee representing the Universitv of
N.S.W. and the Canberra College of Advanced EducatioL

It

was also agreed that if the approach

to the Australian

Development Assistance Agency was not successful, the National

Commission should enquire with the

Whether any of the

Department of Foreion AffalJs

grant of $250,000 made by the Australian

Government through the South Pacific Forum, to prLerve and develop

Recommendation Ho. 5. Document Preservation Handbook

It was noted that this recommendation had been acted on. The
sub-committee was advised that the Handbook had been distributed

widely a^ng interested institutions both within Australia and
throughout the Pacific area, also that 200 copies had been sent to
Unesco's Division for the Development of Documentation, Libraries
and Archives Services.

'

Professor Maude OTmaented that while
distribution in Island Territories,
sufficiently well advanced to benefit
TC more demand for the Handbook as

the Handbook was intended for
only a small number were
from it, but that there would
more territories develooed

facilities.

gecommendation

^

No^

6j

Central

and

Regional

Conservatinn

Laboratories.

^e sub-committee was advised that the Australian Unesco Committee
for Museums and Libraries had referred the question of conservation
laboratories to the Department of Special Minister of State for
their consideration, in view of their responsibilities in this
field.

Recommendation

No. 7.

Council on Archives

ti.c.A,;

Regional Branch of the

- 4 -

reported to the sub-committee on action with regard to the
^ Pacifxc Regional Branch of the I.C.A., and tabled

regloLl LanSLs!^

^^^^^itution relating to

there was enthusiastic
upport for the formation®^^-committee
of the Pacificthat
Regional
Branch within the

I.e.A,, but that there were a number of problems.
concerning the

definition

of

the Pacific

^ i could
finding
which territories
which were not
yet independent
joinways
suchina regional
branch.
advised members that the preparation of a
of

fhP»

qnv;,

draft

planning for an inaugural meeting

PoZ? Moresby as suggested
Branch tovenues.
be held While
possibily
in 1975
with
national
archival

j •. -j

national

members

to

get the branch

other archival institutions would be

members

^ ^ lonal members, and there may also be individual

Sblioqraphy^"
1.

^P°sitary Libraries and Current National

Obligatory deposit of Publications

The sub-committee recommended that the National Commission seek the

co-operation of the South Pacific Commission in encouraging
legislation in each territory establishing the obligatory deposit of
ne copy of each new publication in a designated library, and in any
territory where no suitable library is available arrangements to be
1
protem
for the
of the legislature
itself.

deposit of publications in the custody

Current Publications in Polvnesia. Melanesia and

The sub-committee recommended that the National Commission request
established whereby one copy of each

?o^isSon?
Sr

^^f

^ith the library of the South Pacific
-2

that on the

basis of the copies

Pacific commission and on

>, of current
other
information
is available
an annual
bibliography
Pacific
Islands as
publications
be produced.

Se
the

recommendation
attention of the Societe des Oceanistes.

be brought to

Recommendation No. 9.—Pacific Bibliography - Japanese Publications.

lit work"™enLd?°'"'

currently undertaking

Recommendation No. 10. Equipment for Museum - Library Complexes.

- 5 -

This recoirnnendation was noted.
Recoimnendation No. 11.

Oral Tradition

The sub-conmiittee noted that this recommendation has been acted on
by the Meeting of Experts on the Study of Oceanic Cultures, held in
Suva in 1971.

Professor B. Biggs of the University of Auckland has prepared a
regional program on oral tradition, and a three-week training course
was organised in May 1974 at the University of Auckland with
participants from eleven
Pacific Islands.
Further action to

continue the program includes a combined workshop on oral tradition,
music and dance to be held in 1975,

Recommendation No.—12. Pioblication of Pacific Source Materials

The sub-committee noted the excellent work being done by the
Australian National University Press, the Journal of Pacific History
and the National Library of Australia, and expressed the hope that
other authorities will undertake similar work in the future.

Professor Maude tabled several examples of such publications.
Recommendation No. 13.

Further Seminar

The sub-committee recommended that a further seminar on this subiect
be convened in 1977.

-•

The sub-committee agreed that 1977 would be an appropriate time to

hold a seminar as the situation should have developed significantly

and

by that time progress

could

be evaluated and future needs

assessed.

The

sub—committee

also

agreed that the need for

basic lists of

Pacific Island source materials for each Pacific Islands country or
territory could be re-examined at such a seminar.

Recommendation No. 14.

Resolutions of the Seminar to be Conveyed to

the Meeting of Experts on Ocecinic Cultures, Suva 1971.

The sub-committee noted that this recommendation has been acted on.
Recommendation No. 15.

Pacific Manuscripts Bureau.

A letter from the Bureau relating to the recommendation was tabled.

The sub-committee agreed that the Executive Officer
Manuscripts Bureau, Mr R. Langdon, be requested
suitable public relations release concerning the work
which might be distributed through the relevant part

of the Pacific
to prepare a
of the Bureau
of the Pacific

Area by the Literature section of the South Pacific Commission, the
Pacific Islands Monthly and by individual letter to relevant
territorial governments.

The meeting concluded at 2.40p.m.
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PACIFIC MANUSCRIPTS BUREAU
■ ; ,

The Research School of Pacific Studies

T^^rams: "Natuniv" Canberra
Telephone: 49 2259

i'.

The Australian National University
Box 4, P.O., Canberra, A.C.T. 2600 ^
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5 November 1974

'

A:

Mr J.L. Kennedy,
Secretary,
Australian National Commission
for UNESCO,
P.O. Box 826,

WODEN,

A.C.T.

,

■-.f.-; 7.:;

: '

2606

Dear Mr Kennedy,

This letter is in reply to yours of 22 October

(71/1344) addressed to Mr Langdon, who will be in the
Pacific Islands until early December.
I sent your letter
to him in Suva and was lucky to catch him there.
He has
now sent me the following answers to the questions raised
in the last paragraph of your letter.
1.

No

institution

in

the

South Pacific

has

expressed interest in becoming an associate
member of the Pacific Manuscripts Bureau or otherwise
being related with it at a lower cost than that
paid by the present metropolitan member libraries.

The BureaiS has long adopted the policy of depositing
copies of its microfilms in an appropriate Pacific
Islands repository when films of manuscripts are
obtained as a result of field work in a particular

Pacific country.

However, there has been only

one instance of this so far.

This was in 1972

when the Bureau's executive officer spent 3^/2

months in Fiji seeking out and microfilming documents
held by private individuals, companies and missions.,

Copi^es of all films then obtained — about four dozen
100 ft reels - were deposited in the Fiji National
Archives. Others are likely to be obtained in Niue
and Western Samoa during the executive officer's
current Pacific tour.

Copies of the Bureau's films are available to any
Pacific Islands institution on request at cost

price plus ten per cent (to cover postage,
secretarial expenses, etc.) .

This is a considerably

lower price than that charged to metropolitan^
libraries. So far, four Islands institutions
have benefited from this coScession. They ares

the University of Papua New Guinea; the university
of the South Pacific, Suva; the National Archives

SPONSORING
INS 1 11 U I IONS

AuMralia:

The Mitchell Librarj', Sydney; National Library of Austraiia, Canbtrra;

The State Library of Victoria, Melbourne; The Australian Natii->nal University.
Ncti' ZeiiLinJ: 1 he National Library of New Zealand, Wellinjtton.
UiiilcU Sl.iln: Library of the University of Muwaii, Honolulu

> ffl
..g

;■

J\y .-

' ' ' ■ ■';' . .■? • X

of Fiji, Suva;

and the Western Pacific Archives,

Suva.

"

I hope Mr Langdon's information satisfactorily
answers your questions.

Yours sincerely.

(Mrs)

Anvida Lamberts,

Secretary

'.i

..I
■■
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Action on Recommendations

No.l.

Basic Source Materials

(1) No action so far as I am aware of.

(2) Offered to undertake the work, and understood that it would be considered
by the Libraries Committee,

(3) Meanwhile list of standard works being produced commercially for the ANU
Press on model of Basic Hawaiiana.

(4) That need exists is demonstrated by letters received - i.e. one just
received fran the Gilberts.

No.2.

Pacific Classics Reprints Series

Project started through requests received by the South Pacific Commission
Literature Bureau, which was concerned by the dearth of suitable literature

(other than theological) suitable for island use, and a concomitant growth
in functional illiteracy.

(1) Discussed with Libraries Board of South Australia, and publication of
Series agreed to in principle.

(2) When S.A. Treasury cut down publications grant the project had to be
abandoned.

j-j; vas then discussed at the Unesco Seminar and the Recommendation passed
which we are now discussing.

(4) This recOTimendation was further discussed at the Suva Meeting of Experts on
the Study of Oceanic Cultures and incorporated, in principle, in their
RecOTjmendation 9 (ii) calling for the publication of 'paperback books
introducing various aspects of Oceanic cultures'.

At the late Professor Davidson's suggestion the project was then referred
to the Republic of Nauru Literature Fund Committee, who investigated the

possibility of a joint venture between the A.N.U. Press and Penguins.
(6) Suggestions have since been made that Rigby, Jacaranda, Pacific Publications
and a private Press (Mr E.G. Cummings) might be interested in publishing
the Series.

The proposal made at the recent meeting on the Promotion of the Study of
Oceanic Cultures for a Revolving Fund to facilitate the publication of the
Series, to be provided initially by Unesco, proved to be impracticable for
technical reasons, i.e. Unesco does not finance Revolving Funds.

XT "5

There have been no further meetings specifically concerned with the

—Reservation of documentary source materials other than the 1971 Meeting of
Experts in Suva and the recent meeting held in the Academy of Science, in both
of which Pacific Islanders were fully represented. I am sure that this
tendency will increase as the Pacific territories gain self-government or
independence and more and more islanders become conservation minded. My own
mail from the islands indicates this very strikingly.

- 2-

No»4.

(i) has been met by Suva Recommendation 2 (i) on the establishment

of .Cultural Centres to comprise a museum-library complex, and Recommendation

8 (ii) for the training of staff.

These recommendations are rather heavily

weighted on the museum side, though the East—Vest Center course in Muscology

does provide for training in archives management; but not in lihrarianship,
which I suggest it should.

Recommendation 8 (v) of the Suva Meeting includes the repatriation of
documentary records (in original or photo copy form), as well as other local
cultural material.

The present proposals for the dismemberment and repatriation

of the Vestern Pacific High Commission Archives is a case in point, and I

understand (though others will Imow more about this) that archival material
from the Commonwealth Archives is being returned to New Guinea.

No.11.

See Biggs Report and pp.2-3 of Appendix to Agenda.

No.12.

There is.a definite demand from the islands for such a Society.

Pacific History Series does its best to cope with the publication of
source materials, but cannot handle vernacular publication.

\#/

TELEPHONE: 81 7078

Australian National Commission for U N E S C 0
P.O. BOX826.
WODEN,A.C.T. 2606

71/1344

2 5 OCT 197^
Professor H.B. Maude,
77 Arthur Circle,
FORRBST.
A.C.T,
2603.
Dear Professor Maude,

I am -writing to confirm that the first meeting
of the suh-committee to examine recommendations of the
Australian Un_esco Seminar on Source Materials related to
Research in the Pacific Area will he held on Tuesday

12 November, commencing at 10 a.m. in the Tenth Floor
Conference Room of the M.L.C. Tower, Phillip, A.C.T. It is

expected that the meeting may continue -until mid-afternoon.
I am enclosing a copy of an agenda for this
meeting.

Yours sincerely.

(J.l. Kennedy)
Secretary

TELEPHONE: 81 7078

teliiSSSEi fir iJ i E § H
P.O. BOX 826,
WODEN. A.C.T. 2606

AlISTRilLI/UT UlIESCO OOIAHTTEE
FOR I-TUSBUl-IS AKE LIBIIAEIES

Meeting of SuTD-Committee to Examine
Recoimnendations of the Australian
Unesco Seiiinar on Source Materials

Related to Rese3,rcli in the Pacific Area

To be Held at IGoOQ a.m.,
Tuesday 12. ilovenber 1974, in the
Tenth Floor Conference Room

MoL.C. Torer. PbiriiTi^ A.C.T..

AGEITDA

Election of Chairman

2p

(i)
(ii)

Backgroimd Associated Activities

3^

Consideration of Recommendations

4^

Other Eusiness.

f
AGEIIDA NOTES

AGENDA ITEM 2o

(i)
The Auctralian Unesco Sen-iinar "Source Llaterials

Related to Research in the Pacific Area" uas held a.t the
National lihrary of Axistralia in September 1971.
The aim of the seminar was to cleteDnnine wa5'"S in

which
systematic docLiinentation
services in the Pacific
might be imT:ilemonted and jraproved, thus Eacilitating a wide

raige of Pacific studies.

The seminar covered naterial.s

concerned with the Pacific Islands, defined as comprising

Melanesia, ilicronesia, Polynesia and Papua New Guinea, from
the commencement of written or oral records..

The seminar j-ras seen as part of the Australis.n
contribution to the iJnesco Oceanic Cultures Program, adopted

by the Unesco General Conference in 1970.
This program is
a"^ i^ecognition of the need for international artion to save
the cultural heritage of Oceania, rapidly being affected by
teclmological change.

The seminar gave rise to a number of recommendations
and it is the task of this sub-committee tco examine these
rccommend.ations with a view to determining priorities, and
to advise on the m.amer of ii'ieir implementatjion,

(ii) Associatecl .Activities

A.

Unesco Oceanic Cnltures Program
Briefly, the basic aims of this program are as

follovrs:

, To conserve the ciiltnral herit-age of Oceania
by the setting up or improveme.'nt of appropriate
institutions in the areaj
. To fe,ci3-itate research on the cultui'es of the

Oceanic peoples erpropriately .'adapted to local
needs and resources, and;
, To seek out and make use of the most effective

means of making Oceanic cultur-es better knoim
within, and outside Oceania.

An international consultation on the program was

held in Canberra from 29 July to 1 Au^ist tliis year, and
•nrogresG reports on a nivaber of activities "was in the program
7rP-re presented at that meeting.

A report of the meeting is

ttaci.aed (Attacliment A). Part II, (l; OraA Tradition
f n 2"3)> nnd (6) a - Pacific Documentation', (pp 5-6) will be
j cular interest to this sub-committee,
O-L

GGverpment Grant to the South Pacific Fornm

Hernbers rao,y be aware of the Australian Government

to the
Pacific
Poruim
over a period
grant^ of S250,000
-i^q preserve
andSouth
develop
Pacific
Cultures,
As theof
stage of this program the Australian C-overnment is

fading

vieid of a survey team of threes specialists,
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Dr J. R. Speclit, the Australian i--useiLn, Mr H. A. Lanrdon,
Pacivic Manuscripts Bureau and Mr M. Aubrose, Departiaont

ox .Prehistory, A.N.U., to the Paoixio Area to investigate
conservation and ]presorvo,tion of the Area's cultural heritage.
AG.EITPA ITEM ,3o

Consideration of Reconimend3.tions
Hecibers are asked to consider the recoinriiendations

formulated at the seminar, with a view to advising on their
implenento.tion.
The follovring coirxuents are provided for
the information of the sub-eoimuittee.

Roco.mujendation I'To. 5 - Pocuuent Presexuration ITanabook

"A practical gu.ide for the Preservation of Docuiiient.aig,'
Hatex'ial in the Pacific Area" was written by Dr H. J. Plenderleith
following his atte.ndance at the seminar in 1971 j to fill the
need as seen by the seminar participants for a handbook on

preservation.
The then AustroMian iTepGional Advisory Committee
for Unesco had 2,000 copies of the handbook printed in 1972,
and the publication was widely distributed among interested

institutions both within Australia sjid throughout the Pacific
Area.
In addition, 200 copies vrere sent to Unesco's Division
for the Development of Documentation, Libraries and Archives
Services,

A copy of the handbook is attached.
Recommendation Ho. 7 - Pacific Ror-jonal .Branch of the
Internatiorial Council on Archivos.

Mr Peter Scott, Senior Archivist, Australian Archives,
who was a member of the Australian delegation to the recent
Unesco Intergovernmental Conference on Planning Dociraentation,

Library and Archives Infrastrxictiues, ho.s discussed with the
Executive Secretary of the International Ooxincil on Aro.hives,
the preliminary steps necessary for tiio establisliment of a
Pacific Area Branch of the Coxmcil.

Mr Scott is invited to report to the meeting on the
outcome of these discussions.
T?pcommendation iio. 13 - Pacific Manuscripts Bureau

Mr R. A. Largdon, the Execu-tive Officer of the

Pacific Manuscripts Bureau, is currently imdertaking a study
tour of "the Pacific Area, mentioned above (Agenda Item 2 (ii) B),
The secretariat has va-itten to Mr Langdon rega3rd.ing this

recommendation and it is hoped that his comments will be available
for a subsequent m.eeting of this sub-committee.

Consultation on the Promotion of the Study
of Oceanic Cultures

Canberra, 29 Ju].y - 1 August 1974

FINAL REPORT

1,

INTRODUCTION

1,

The consultation on the promotion of the study of Oceanic
cultures was held at the AustraJ.ian Academy of Science,

Canberra, Australia, from 29 July to 1 August 1974, at
the invitation of the Australian National Cormnission
for Unesco.

It was convened within the framework of

the Unesco project on Oceanic cu3.tures adopted by the

General Conference under resolution 3»311 (a) at its
17th session in November 1972.

2,

. '

Ten participants invited in their personal capacity took
part in the consultation.

Alsoi six observers v/ere present

(see Appendix I). , Unesco was represented by Professor
Richard Hoggart, Assistant- Director-General, Social

Sciences, Humanities and Culture, Mr Yasushi Kono,

Regional Adviser for Culture in. Asia, and Mrs Noriko
Aikawa, Programme Assistant in the Division of Cultural
Studies.

3,

The consultation heard first a brief speech of welcome
on behalf of the host country by Dr D. Tugby,

representing the Australian National Commission for
Unesco.
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4. Professor Hoggart, on behalf of the Director-General,
thanked the Australian authorities for making the meeting
possible;

and thanked also all the participants for

being willing to spend a week of their busy lives in

thinking jointly about the future of the project.
then introduced his Unesco colleagues.

He

He suggested

that some of the meeting's main purposes might be;

the

evaluation of progress so far made and proposals for the
next stages;

stimulating the greater association of the

Oceanic islanders themselves with the execution of the

project;

the creation of a regional body for the study

of Oceanic cultures;

and ideas on the raising of extra-

budgetary funds (appendix II).

5.

The Hon. Veehala, Tonga, and Mrs T.P.T. Malietoa,

University of the South Pacific, were then elected

Chairman and Vice-Chairman respectively. Professor

I.H. Kawharu, New Zealand, was elected Rapporteur.

II. PRESENTATION OF PROGRESS REPORTS

6.

A number of activities inspired by the Experts' meeting
held at.Suva, Fiji, September 1971 (SHG. 7l/C0NF. 16/4)
were the subjects of progress reports:
\

(1) Oral Tradition

(a) The regional programme on oral tradition was prepared
by.Professor Bruce Biggs, University of Auckland (1972)
It explains, among other things, the definition and

types of oral tradition in Oceania, methods of
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recording, editing, aimotation, transcription and
translation, equipment, archiving of tapes and

scripts, need of training courses and a bibliography,

publications as well as his recommendations on field
work in ma-jor isla.nds.

(b) Under Professor Biggs' direction, a three-weeks'
training course was organized in May 1974 at the
University of Auckland, with 11 participants from
10 different islands.

A bibliography on Oral Tradition in Oceania is being

prepared by the University of Auckland (Miss Margaret
Orbell) and will be completed at the end of 1974.

(2) Music a.nd Dance

(a) Preparation of a regional prograimne on music and dance

by Professor Barbara Smith and Dr Adrienne Kaeppler is
being made in Honolulu. It will include recommendations
on methodology and field work to be undertaken.for four
years begirming in 1975.

(b) Music in the Solomon Islands (recorded by Mr Hugo Zemp)
was included in the Unesco series of records, "Musical

Sources", prepared by the International Institute of

Comparative Music and Published by Philips (17 April
1974).
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(3)

Arts and Literature

(a)

A basic prograimne for a tr3.velling photograpliic
■ exhibition on Oceanic art was prepared by Dr Roger Duff,
Canterbury Museum, in 1973.

The exhibition is being

produced by Unesco and the first set will be completed
by October 1974.

10 other sets will be made thereafter

and circulated in 1975.

(b) The First South Pacific Arts Festival was held by the
• South Pacific Commission (Suva, May 1972.) vvith Unesco
assistance under the Participation Programme.

(c) A workshop on creative v/riting will be organized by
the University of the South Pacific in August-September
1974 with Unesco's financial assistance.

(4) ■ Cultural Centres
A model programme for the establishment of cultural centres

in Oceanic islands was prepared by Dr Roger Duff, Canterbury
Museum.

This will be shown later to interested authorities

in different islands.

The programme emphasises active

involvement of communities in their own centres.

(5) Unesco's Participation Programme
(a) Study of Micronesian society and culture under the

.

Japanese Mandate in 191445with particular reference
to Saipan, Babelthup, Yap, Ponape, Truk & Jaluit.

Three-months study (1 June - 31 August 1974) by

Miss Hatanaka. (Requested by Japan.)
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(b)

A Video-tape recording of. Maori action song and Haka,

being carried out by Dr M. McLean, of the Archive of
Maori and Pacific Music, University of Auckland.

(Requested by iJew Zealand.)

(c) Research on the cultural history of the New Hebrides.
Professor P3.rsonson, University of Otago, started

work in August 1973. (Requested by New Zealand.)

(d) Documentation survey of ethnological material from
Oceania held in museums in the United Kingdom (to be
completed early 1975).

Mr P.W, Gathercole, Curator

. of the University-Museum of Archaeology and Etiinology,

Cambridge, is directing the project, assisted by one
of his research students, Mr K. Hoffman.

(6) Other activities
(a) Pacific Documentation
Professor Maude noted some progress in the fields of
creative writing and publishing e.g. the Papua and
New Guinea Literature Bureau, the University's
Literature Department, the centre for Creative Arts
and the Department of Education are all age^icies

sponsoring creative writing in Papua - New Guinea.
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Piji (University of tlie ^oouth Pacific) has stimulated
similar developments in Fiji;

although numbers of

talented writers - as throughout Oceania - are umable

to publish through lack of financial backing.

With respect to the promotion of various types of
publications it appears that:

(i)

competent ethnographies and text books
have little difficulty in attracting
publishers,

(ii) school publications in local languages are
being produced on a small scale, but without
external assistance.
•

Clearly there is room

for greater involvement of Island administrations

in publishing activities.

I

(b) The South Ppcific Commission
The representative of the S.P.C. reiterated the

Commission's strong support for the principles underlying
V,

the Oceanic cultures project, and its desire to coordinate
its cultural development activities with those being

undertaken by Unesco and other groups in Oceania.
Examples of the Commission's present involvement are:

support for the East-West Centre's rauseology coirrse,
the collection of data on music and dance in Fiji, an

Arts Festival Council, a Conference on Bilingual or
Multilingual Education, publications in vernacular

languages, etc.
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(c) The Pacific Basin Museo].of-y Pro.loct

A report was received on the first 6 months' course
held at the East-Vv'est Centre, Honolulu July-Decemher

1973.

The course consisted of three parts; Museum

'management, Archives management and Ethnomusicology.
Two similar courses are planned for 1974

1975.

(d) Papua Hew Guinea

Cultural activities were being sponsored by a nimnber
of institutions under the control of the Department

of the Chief Minister, such as Museums, Centres for
Creative Art and the Institute of Papua New Guinea
Studies.

The Australian Government is intending to

provide A^j5 million to Papua New Guinea for its
cultural development over the next five years.

(e) S\mdry reports were tabled on cultural and research
activities in French Polynesia, Micronesia and the

Kingdom of Tonga. All activities were described as
being 'under v;ay'.

McLean papers. The N.Z. National Commission and Massey

University are sponsoring a 6 months editing contract
for the preparation of a Maori language reader. The
first draft of the reader is expected early in 1975•
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III.

EXTEA-BUDG-ETAIIY RBSOURGES

7.

The Aasistant Director-General explained the various

options open to Unesco and to National Commissions for
regular

financing projects other than through Unesco'syBudget;
(1) a) fiznds-in-trust;

money entrusted to Unesco by

governmentsj organisations or individuals to
execute projects of mutual interest,

b)

direct contributions; money paid by Member States,
organisations or individuals to implement specific
projects, e.g. this is a form of bilateral aid which
could be used to implement aspects, of the Oceanic
Studies programme in various parts of Oceania.
I

(2)

Local sources of finance;
a)

governments of Member States
private foundations

o)

commercial firms

(3) Presentation of project to potential supporters by:

a) a brochure setting out general objectives
b) a detailed project document, with a cost/benefit
analysis for each particular element of the
overall programme

8.

.

.

..

The consultation was informed that the Australian Government

had decided to fund the visit of three specialists,
Dr Specht, Mr Langdon and Mr Ambrose, to Oceania to
investigate cultural conservation and development in
the area and that their work would be closely related

to the needs made evident at the consultation.

The

consultation welcomed this initiative because of its

relevance to the Oceanic Cultures project.

IV. REGIONAL BODY FOR 0C5ANIA

9.

There was a general discussion of the Draft Statutes
for an Advisory Committee for the .'Study of Oceanic
Cultures.

There was agreement on the main principles

as set out in the Draft, particularly on the need for

a full representation of Oceanic peoples, as distinct
from the need simply for technical experts.

10.

It was suggested that jDroportional representation on such
a committee could be achieved by specifying the number
of persons on the committee and tfee mazimimn numiber of

people that might represent any area at any one time.

11.

The meeting was strongly of the view that little further

progress could be made with the 0>ceanic Cultures project

until a Committee was in fact appointed, and it asked that
Unesco give the matter its urgent consideration.

12.

The meeting also strongly recommended that the South
Pacific Commission should be invited to send an observer

to all the meetings of the Advisory Committee.
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V.

CO-ORDIKATION

(a) Project
13.

In view of the need to maintain close contact with the
governments of the region most of which are not Unesco
members, and the wide diversity of Oceanic cultures,
the meeting recommended that the Advisory Committee
consider the desirability of having a Project Coordinator

appointed.

Such a coordinator, appointed under the aegis

of Unesco, would be financed from extra-budgetary funds.
In the meantime extra-budgetary funds should be sought
iramediatelj'" for the appointment of an Administrative

Officer to assist the Unesco Regional Adviser for Culture
in Asia.

The person appointed would be concerned

specifically with the

Oceanic Cultures Project and

would be appointed for a period of two years in the
first instance.

'

.

.

(b) National
14.

The meeting recommended that the Island governments of
Oceania be encouraged to establish national organisations

for the promotion of cultural preservation and development

(c) Interdisciplinary

15.

The meeting endorsed paragraph 12 of the Suva Report

concerning the interdisciplins-ry context of research
and asked Unesco to take steps to co-ordinate the

_

Project with projects in v/hich the social sciences
are applied to developm.ent and with the project on
Man in His Environment.

In this regard, coordination

with the activities of the South Pacific Commission is

highly desirable.
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VI. RECOr.l.IENDATIONS FOH A PHASaP PLAN

16.

The consults-tion reiterated the fundamental principle stated
in the Suva Report'that the Project should first serve

the Oceo.nic peoples and stated further that activities
under it shall be undertaken with their agreement.

17.

The meeting expressed its satisfaction with the aims

and purposes of the project and its geographical
and chronological definitions as stated in the Suva

Report, and re-affirmed the general order of priorities

in the Report(cf Suva Report para 11) with the following
specific recommendations:

i)

that at least one of the proposals for coordinated
research into the..oral traditions of a specific

area (e.g. the New Hebrides or the Solomon Islands)
be implemented as soon as possible,

ii)

that the possibility be explored of combining
training in oral tradition, music and dance, at a
vvorkshop to be held at some place v^ithin Oceania.

iii)

that a visual arts workshop in the South Pacific
*

be held in 1975 as a sequel to the creative writing

workshop held in Suva (University of the South Pacific)
in 1974.

The workshop in 1975 should be held in a

village environment and members of the local

community should be encouraged to attend in the hope
that they might benefit from the exercise.
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iv)

tliat

(a) appropriate institutions be encouraged to
organize a workshop on creative writing for
Micronesia;

(b) Unesco include in its provision for the preser

vation of literature (l8c/5 para 3230) the
publication of works of scholarly or literary
merit by islanders;

(c)

bookshops should be incorporated into Cultural
Centres.

v)

that Unesco be invited to make exploratory approaches
to Island administrations with a view to seeking

the establishment of pilot Cultural Centres.
vi)

that systematic recording of Oceanic material culture
and its associated documentation be continued

throughout the world, with the ultimate aim'of making

a photographic archive (with associated dociumentation)
available in each island area as part of the museumcultural centre complex;

and that assistance be

given for work in this field,

vii) that Unesco invite the jpresent owners of the J.L. Hooper
collection to hold the collection for acquisition by

Oceanic communities, with the object of ultimately
returning the items in the collection to the lands

of their origin.

viii) that Unesco fox'-mulate international legislation and
encourage national legislation where such does not
exist to facilitate the repatriation of artefacts,

ix)

that Unesco continue to encourage Member States
to become signatories to the various international
instruments concerning the protection of cultural,
historic and archaeological sites and remains,

x)

that Unesco promote the training of Oceanic peoples

in the protection of cultural properties (l8C/5
para 3336)
xi)

that the Unesco photographic travelling exhibition
on Oceanic art be widely circulated in the Pacific
region

xii)

that, in welcoming Unesco's proposals concerning

the circulation of original objects (l8c/5 para
3347(i))> the meeting recommends that such objects
be widely shown in the Pacific region

xiii)

that support be found for studies of material

culture and technology by Pacific Islanders at
appropriate institutions and in the field.
*

xiv)

that the muscology course for Pacific Islanders
in the East-<Vest Centre be continued and that a

pilot conservation laboratory be set up at
another Oceanic centre
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xv)

that practical training in all fields relating
to tlie Oceanic Cultures Project be encouraged
and supported hy Unesco.

xvi)

that investigations be made into the use of local .
languages in education at all levels,

xvii) that multi-disciplinary investigations be carried
out wherever there is evidence of rapid social and
cultural breakdown producing stress in an Oceanic
community.

xviii) that Unesco assist suitable applicants from Oceania
to obtain training in etlmographic film-making e.g.
at the universities of Sydney, and Papua New Guinea,

xix) that, in v^-elcoming the high priority given by
Unesco to activities for the salvage of archaeological

sites threatened by destruction, recommended that
countries in Oceania take advantage of assistance

available from Unesco (l8C/5 paras. 3318 and 3319).

l8.

At the closing of the consultation the participants
as well as the Unesco representatives expressed their
gratitude to the host coiuntry for the services and
hospitality rendered to them.

APPEKDIX I

Parti cipar.ts

Chief farticipants

Dr F.J. Allen

Australian Rational University,

Research Pellov/, Departnicnt of
■prehistory, Irstitute of Advanced
Studies,

Professor B. Biggs

Dr R. Duff

Dr A. Kaeppler

Kit J. Kamikamiia
Professor Kawharu

Krs T.P. Tiresa Malietoa

Anthropology Dept, University of
Auckland, New Zealand.

Director, Canterbury Museum,
Christchurch, New Zealand.

Anthropologist, Bishop Museum,
Honolulu, Hawaii.

General Manager of Native land
Trust Board, Suva, Fiji.

Dept of Social Anthropology and
Maori Studies, Massey University,
Palmerston North, New Zealand.
Director of Extension Services,

University of the South Pacific,
Suva, Fiji.

Professor H.E. Maude

Professorial Fellovi?, Research
School of Pacific Studies,
Australian National University,
Canberra.

Dr Donald Tugby

Dept of Anthropology and Sociology,
University of Queensland, Brisbane,
Queensland, Australia.

Hon. Veeliala

Governor of Ha'apai Islands,
Nukualofa.

Tonga.

Observers

Kr B. Clioosakulchart

Thai Rational Commission for Unesco

krs Krystyna

Secretary, K.Z. hatioi-al Conunission
for Unesco, vVellington, Rew Zealand,

Dowrey

KrE.A. Langdon

Executive Officer, Pacific
Manuscripts Bureau, Research
School of Tacific Studies,
Australian Rational University,
Canberra, Australia.

Br F. Kahony

Programme Director (Social
Developjp.ent) , South Pacific
Commission, RouiriCa. Row Caledonia.

Mr Ismail Said

Singapore Rational Commission for
Unesco

Dr J.R. Spe cht

Assistant Curator of Anthropology,
The Australian Museum, Sydney,
Australia.

Unesco

Professor R. Hoggart

Assistant Director General,

Social Science, Humanities and
Culture, Unesco, Paris.
Mr Y. Kono

Unesco, Regional Advisor for
Culture in Asia.

Mrs Aikawa

Unesco, Programme Assistant, the
Division of Cultural Studies.

APIEHDIX II

AGEEDA

1

Opening of the conGultation ty the Representative of
the Director-General.

2

Election of the Chairman, the Vice-Chairman and the
Rapporteur.

3 Detailed and phased plan for the execution of the project.

4 Creation of a regional "body for the study of Oceanic
cultures.

5 Possibility of obtaining extra-budgetarjr financing for'
the implementation of the project.
t

6

Adoption of the final report,

7

Closing of the consultation.

AT-IEKDIX III

TIP^E-TABLE

r.jonday 29 July 1974

9.00 - 10.00

Registration of Participants

10.00 - 10.30

Opening of the Consultation

11.00 - 11.15

Election of Chairman, Vice-Chairman and
Rappoi'teur

11.15 - 12.00

Detailed and phased plan for the execution
of the project

2.00 -

5.00

7.00 - 9.00

Continuation of the above

Reception at the Australian Academy of Science

Tuesday 30 July 19734

9.00 - 12.00

Detailed and phased plan for the execution

2.00 -

Creation of a regional body for the study

5.00

of the project (Continuation)
of Oceanic Cultures

5.00 - 6.30

Visit to the Australian Institute of
Aboriginal Studies

Wednesday 31 July 1974

9.00 - 12.00

Extra budgetary resources

1.30 -

Excursion to Tidbinbilla Reserve

5.00

5.15 - 6.30

.Reception at the Research School of Pacific
Studies, Australian Rational University

Thursday 1 August 1974

9.00 - 12.00

Adoption of the final report

Closure of the meeting

5- Any member (ccnttal directorate, associational, institutional or individual) may resign
if all dues have been paid, including those for the year in which the resignation is submitted.
6. Dues arc determined for eaclt class of membership by the General Assembly, at its

ordinary business meeting held during each International Congress on Archives ; these
decisions remain in force until the next ordinary business meeting held during the following
Congress, provided, however, that if tlie General Assembly should take no action in tliis
respect at one of its business meetings tlte dues would remain unchanged.
7. i\ll dues are for a calendar year and are payable at tlic latest on i July of each year.
S. Central directorates, associational and institutional members cease automatically to
be members of tlie I.C.A. if their dues arc two years in arrears and in the case of individual
members the same applies after one year provided, however, that notice of these arrears has
been sent to tliem at least three months before the date when membership of the Cotmcil
will lapse, and provided also that membership will be automatically rcscorcd as soon as the
arrears have been paid.
REGIONAL BRANCHES

9. Arcltivists of the major extra-European geographic areas, wishing to strengthen their
collaboration, may group tliemsclves into international associations forming regional branches
of tlte I.C.A. For such an association to be recogitized as a regional branch, tlte condition!
are as follows :

a) Kt least two-tltirds of tlte member countries of the I.C.A. forming part of the area must
belong to the association and approve the establishment of the regional branch;
b) Any national archival institution (archive directorate or association of archivists) wishing
to become a member of tlte regional branch must first be a member of the I.C.A.;
c) The constitution, working programme and activities of the association forming the regional
branch must not in any way be contradictory to the constitution and activities of the I.C.A.

The board (Chairman or Secretary-Generi) of each regional branch must send a brief
report on its activities to the Secretary-General of the I.C.A. or his assistant three montlis
before the date fixed for the General Assembly of the I.C.A.;

d) The General Assembly of the I.C.A. must approve the establishment of the regional
branch on the proposal of tlie Executive Committee and by a clear majority, after having
talvcn note of tlie constitution and the hst of member-countries of tlie said branch. The

Executive Committee may provisionally agree to the founding of a regional branch j its
decision must be ratified by the General Assembly.
10. These conditions set out in article 9 being met, the association may then be called
a regional branch of the I.C.A. It represents the Council on international organizations having
their headquarters in the area. For its part, the I.C.A. represents its regional branches at
Unesco and at other international organizations having tlicir headquarters in Europe.
The Chairman of any association forming a regional branch is cx qfficio a member of the

Executive Committee of tlie I.C.A; from die time of his election until the expiry of his term
of office as Chairman. lie may be elected President, Vicc-Prcsident or member of dhe Executive
Committee of the I.C.A.

Any regional branch, if it deems it necessary, may send to the General Assembly of the
I.C.A., Uvo delegates with the right to speak; the Executive Committee of die I.C.A. may

also send to the mcedngs ofthe regional branches,reprcscntadves widi the right to speak there.

Any association recognized as a regional branch may terminate its acdvides or give ■
the dde of regional branch following a decision taken in compliance with its own consdtudo'u;
the decision must be communicated to the President of die I.C.A.

Any regional branch ceasing to fulfill the condidons set out in ardcle 9 above may be
deprived of the right to use this name by the General Assembly following due deliberadon
and a vote representing the majority of those cast.
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Pear Vr Kennedy,

Thank you for your letter 7l/l344 of the 24th <?eptemher, ipriting
me to be a member of a sub-committee of the Australian t'nesco Committee

^ .. ■ ' ■

for *'useum8 and Libraries which is being set up to examine the recommend

ations resulting from the 1971 Australian TTnesco Seminar on Source Materials
related to Research in the Pacific Area and to suggest follow-up action.

I shall be |fcd to serve on this sub—committee and will look forward
to hearing from you in due course when and where the first meeting is to
take place,
Yours sincerely.
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TELEPHONE:81 7078

Australian National Commission for U N E S C 0
P.O. BOX 826.
WODEN,A.C.T. 2606

71/1344

Professor H.B. Maude,
77 Arthur Circle,
PORREST,
A.C.T.

« a g£p

2603.

Dear Professor Maude,
At the 1974 meeting of the Australian Unesco

Committee for Museums and Libraries, it was agreed that
a sub-committee be set up to examine the recommendations
resulting from the Australian Unesco Seminar, "Source
Materials Related to Research in the Pacific Area", held

at the Rational Library in Canberra in September 1971,
and suggest follow-up action, A copy of the report of the
seminar is attached for your information.

The Conimittee suggested that your experience and

expertise would be valuable for this investigation and I
am writing to invite you to join the sub-committee, which
could be expected to meet two or three times, probably in
Canberra. The Rational Commission would meet the cost of
interstate travel.

Mr R.C. Sharman, Assistant State Librarian in

South Australia, Miss S.M.H. Mourot, Associate Mitchell

librarian, and Dr G. Chandler, Director-General of the
Rational Library are also being invited to joint the
sub—committee.
vie are proposing to hold a meeting of the sub

committee in October and for this reason I would appreciate

your early advice on whether you are able to accept this
p]^vitation,
I look forward to hearing from you.
Yours sincerely.

(J.L. Kennedy)
Secretary

77 Arthur Circle,

Forrest, A.C.T. 2603,
24th July, 1974.
Mr J.L. Kennedy,

Secretary, Australian National Committee for Unesco,
P.O. Box 826, WODEN. A.C.T. 2606.

Dear Mr Kennedy,

In reply to your letter 7l/44l7 of the 17th July, it is suggested
that copies of your publication Source Materials related to Research in
the Pacific Area might be sent to the Review Editors of the following
periodicals:—

(l) Archives and Manuscripts, Snows Road, Stirling, South Australia
5152.

(2) Australian Library Journal, 32 Belvoir Street, Surry Hills, N.S.W.
2010.

(3) Biblionews, 64 Young Street, Cremorne, N.S.W. 2090.

(4) Bulletin de la Societe des Etudes Oceaniennes, Boite 110, Papeete,
Tahiti.

(5) Cahiera d'Hiatoire du Pacifique, 4 rue de Lille, 75007 Paris,
France.

(6) Fiji Times and Herald, Suva, Fiji.

(7) Hawaiian Journal of History, The Hawaiian Historical Society,
P.O. Box 2596, Honolulu, Hawaii 96803.

(8) Historical Studies, The School of History, University of Melbourne,
Parkville, Victoria 3052.

(9) Journal of Administration Overseas, Social Affairs Department,
Fpreign and Commonwealth Office, Overseas Development Adminis
tration, Eland House, Stag Place, Victoria, London,SSIE 5DH,
England.

(10) Journal of Pacific History, Research School of Pacific Studies,
Australian National University, Box 4, P.O., Canberra, A.C.T.
2600.

(11) Journal of the Polynesian Society, Department of Anthropology,
University of Auckland, Private Bag, Auckland, New Zealand.

(12) Journal de la Societrf des Oceanistes, Musee de I'Honme, Palais
de Chaillot, Paris XVIe, France.

■•ak
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(l?) Micronesica, University of Guam, P.O. Box EK, Agana, Guam 96910.
(15) New Zealand Journal of History, Department of History, University

JiUj ^ * - . '"f ^ .

*
■

of Auckland, Private Bag, Auckland, New Zealand.

(15) Pacific Islands Monthly, G.P.O. Box 3^08, Sydney, N.S.¥. 2001.
(16) Pacific Science Association Information Bulletin, Bemice P.
Bishop Museum, P.O. Box 6037, Honolulu, Hawaii 96818.

(17) Pacific Viewpoint, Department of Geography, P.O. Box 196,
Wellington, New Zealand.

^- c/. -•; ; ■
■*:*

. i;.

_

(1^) Royal Australian Historical Society, Journal and Proceedings,

^

History House, 133 Macquarie Street, Sydney, N.S.W. 2000.

(19) South Pacific Bulletin, Box 306, Haymarket, N.S.W. 2000.

'

^

(20) South Pacific Post, Port Moresby, Papua New Guinea.
Yours sincerely.
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TELEPHONE: 81 7078

Australian National Commission for UNESCO
P.O. BOX 826.
WODEN,A.C.T. 2606

71/4417
Mr H.E. Maude,
77 Arthizr Circle,
FORREST, A.C.T. 2603

f;

Dear Mr Maude,

ThanR you for your letter of 12 June, acknowledging
receipt of copies of Source Materials Relating to Research
in the Pacific Area.

It would "be appreciated if you could provide us
with a list of the names and addresses of joirrnals concerned
with Pacific documentary research. Copies of the above
Unesco publication will then be forwarded to them.

Yours sincerely

(J.L. Kerine dy-)<^
Secretary
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In oeptembei' 1971, the then Australian Unesco Cpifnmitte©'
lor Libx'ai'ies and Related Pields held a seminar on "Source liaterials ' '

related to itesearch in the lacific Area", at the National Library
in Ganber.ra.

j

Iliis seminar was part of Australia's contribution to

the bnesco Oceanic Studies Program adopted by the General ConferehbeSl
l-^ f'
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of
Unesco
in
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1970,
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I have enclosed for j?our information a copy of the

report of this seminar entitled, Source haterials related to --

Research In the laciiic Area, which has recently been published+v'; -^^^^
Yours faithfully,
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(J. L. Kennedy)
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77 Arthur Circle,

Forrest, A.C.T. 2603,
12th June, 1974.

Mr J.L. Kennedy,
Acting Secretary,

Australian National' Coomittee for Unesco,
r.O. Box 826, I^ODFN. A.C.T. 2606.

Dear Mr Kennedy,

Many thanks indeed for kindly sending ae^es of your publication
Source Materials related to Research in the Pacific Area to the indiTld«>

uals and organizations listed in my letter of the 21st April, and also

for letting me have copies for distribution to others who will undoubtedly
hear of its existence and apply. The copy of your letter accompanying
the reports, mentioned in your para. 2, was inadvertently omitted.

Your action is particularly appreciated as on my rapidly attenuating
superannuation I sould not have easily afforded the postage on the 31
copies forwarded by you, even by surface mail.
You must have sent a
number by air as I have had several letters from recipients abroad couched
in quite eulogistic terms.

What appears to please people most is the fact that after the
millions spent on field research in the Pacific, this is the first time
that the documentation specialists, on whom the whole edifice of Pacific
research studies is based, have been recognized and brought together:
thanks to the Australian National Committee for Unesco.

I do not know if copies have been sent for review to the six or
seven Journals concerned with Pacific documentary research, but if not

a list of their names and addresses can be supplied.
Yours sincerely,

n.I,:. Maude.

TELEPHONE;81 7078

Australian National Commission for U N E S C 0
P.O. BOX826.
WODEN. A.C.T. 2606

Mr H.E. Maude,

8 MAY 197^

77 Arthur Circle,
FOIlRECT ,

A.C.T.

2603.

Dear Mr Maude,
Thank you for your recent letter and for the
attached liet of names and addresses.

As requested, I have sent copies of the seminar

report to those on your list, and a copy of the letter
accompanying each report is enclosed for your information.
Under separate cover, I have forwarded 50 copies
of the seminar report. The additional copies sent may be of
use to you.

There is no charge for the reports.

Yours sincerely.

(J.L. Kennedy)
Acting Secretary
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77 Arthur Circle,

Forrest, A.C.T, 2603»
21st April, 197-1•

Mr J.L. Kennedy,

Acting Secretary,
Australian l.ational Coiamission for TRIESCO,

P.O. Box 826, WODiia. A.C.T. 2606,

Bear Mr Kennedy,

In reply to your letter 71/4^17 of the 1.1th February I enclose
a list of nanos and addresses of persons concerned in one v;ay or
another with documentary research in the Pacific Islajids v;ho have been
promised copies of 1116 Report of Proceedings of the Australian Unesco
Seminar on Source Materials related to Research in the Pacific Area,
or who would in any event be sent copies by mo owing to their woric
and interests in this field.

In your letter you kindly offered to forward copies of the
Report to organizations from which I had. received enquiries. I
have, however, given the names of individuals within the organizations

(while in most cases indicating the organizations as well) since
experience heis shown me that while within each institution there may
be one or two individuals essentially interested in the subject of
pacific documentaiy research the organization itself is often not
and any copies sent to it without being addressed to the particular

person concerned migiit as well be put in the waste paper basket.
In any csise people usually prefer to be addressed by name.
Persons who took part in the seminar and others who would
presumably be sent copies of the Report by you have been omitted
from the list.

I should be grateful if 25 copies of the Report could be
forwarded to me, for which payment will be made if required; and
it would be appreciated if I coiild be notified of the names of any
persons to my list who, for some reason, are not sent copies, for
my personal action in cases where an undertaking was made by me.
With many thanks for your kind co-operation.
Yours sincerely,

H.E. Maude.

IV .1

Uneaco Seminaj on Source Materials related to Itesearch
in the Pacific Area

List of proEisod recipients

(l) Dr teter Eiskup,
Canberra College of Advanced education,
1.0. Box 301» CAivBLndA CITY.

A.C.T. 2601.

(2) Dr floyd I'i. Cammack,
Dean of Library Services,
University of Guam,
P.O. Box EK, AGAt.A,

Guam 96910.

(3) Professor G.M. Dening,
Department of History,
University of Helbourne,
FA:jiVlLLK. Victoria 5052.

(4) Miss Enid A, Evans,
Librarian, Auckland Institute and Museum,
The Domain, AUCPJiAIiD. Dew Eealand.

(5) Mr ii'rank Eyre,
Manager, Oxford University Press,
G.P.O. Box K0.2784Y,
^E-LEOUliiE. Victoria 3001.

(6) Dr Jean-Paul Paivre,

Centre de i.eserches liistoriques pour le Pacifique,
9 rue de Houbeuge,
7*300^ PAPlSt France,

(7) Professor Ben H. Finney,

President, Polynesian Voyaging Society,
2467 Alia Aina Place,
HONOLULU. Hawaii 96821,

(8) Mr Lester Gaynor,
152 Burgess Avenue,

VjESTl'OODi Massachusetts 02090,
U.S.A.

(9) Lev, Father Francis X. Hezel, S.J.,
Xavier High School,
T^iJK, Caroline Islands,

U.S. Tiuet Territory of the Pacific Islands,
Micronesia 96942,
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(lO) Mr D.L. Jenkinsj
University Librarian, Massey University,
PALI-iLiiSTOL UOLiHil, Uew Zealand.

(11) Mrs Lmilie Johnston,
Micronesian Area jiesearch Center,

University of Guam,
P.O. Box LK., AUAl'iA,

Guam 96910*

(12) i'iiss Katharine kesolei,
Palau Coranunity Action Agency,
P.O. Box 3000, Koror,

PALAU, Micronesia 9^940.

(15) Professor Aame A. koskinen.
University of Helsinki,
Vucrikatu 3
00

liLLSli'iKI, Finland.

(14) Ur L.L.H. Krauss,
2437 Parker Place,
UOkOLULUt Hawaii $6322*

(15) Lr K.L. Larsson,
Director, kthnografiEika Piuseet,
S - 11s 27 STOCKiIOLI>l. Sweden.

(16) M. le Pasteur Kaymond Leenhardt,
President, Centre de Hecherches Historiques pour le Pacifique,
4, rue de Lille, 75007 PAitlS, France.

(17) P.D. Hacdonald, Lsq., C.M.G., C.V.O.,
Acting Archivist, western Pacific Hish Ccgnmission Archives,

G.P.O^ Box 1404, SUVA. Fiji.
(18) Dr Barrie Macdonald,
Department of liistoiy,
I'lassoy University,

fAUU-HiSTOK NORTI-I. Kew Zealand.

(19) Br John A. Moses,
D^artment of History,
University of Q,ueenslond,
St LUCIA, Brisbane, Queensland 4O67.

(20) Kev.^Pere Patrick O'keilly,
Societe des Oceanistes,
Fiusee de I'Hcoune,
PAillS i6e« France.

- v.
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(21) Mr Peter Orlovich,
Lecturer in Archivea Administration,
School of Librarianship,
The University of hew South Wales,
P.O. Box 1, owsihaTG.';. k.s.'v;,2035.

(22) Dr Caroline Tialston,
Department of History,
Macquarie University,
hOwTH .lYDH. ii.S.v;. 2113.

(23) Dr Saul D, iiiesenberg,
Department of Anthropology,
The Smithsonian Institution,
WASHlDGTOi.. B.C. 2O56O, U.S.A.

(24) i'ir H. Aoth,
The Library, University of Auckland,
AUCiJjAi-.'Di Dew Zealand.

(25) Miss xiarie-Uelene Sachet,
Editor, Atoll Research Bulletin,
The Smithsonian Institution,

V/ASIiIis'OTGli. D.C. 20560, U.S.A.

(26) Pliilip A, Snow, Esq.,
The Dursary» Fcugby School,
AUCiEYt V/arwicksliire, lOngland.

(27) Dr Lindsay 1. Verrier*
6 Gorrie Street,
SUVA. Fiji,

(28) Dr I.'igBl V/ace,

Department of Biogeography and Georaorphology,
Australian liational University,
P.O. Box 4, CAI'.BLim. A.G.T. 26OO,

(29) Dr J.il. Young,

Department of History,
University of Adelaide,

ADELAIDE, Scw.th Australia 5001,
Addenda

(30) Hrs Margaret Felts,
South Pacific Bibliographer,

The UniversityiLibrary,

University of California,

SAPTA ClUZ. California 95060, U.S.A.
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(51) Professor Jean Guiart,
President, Sooiete des Oceanistes,
Musee de I'Homme,
PAItIS i6e« Prance.
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TELEPHONE: 81 7078

Australian National Commission for U N E S C 0
P.O. BOX826.
WODEN,A.C.T. 2606

71/4417

15 FEB 197^

Mr H.E. Maude,
77 Arthur Circle,
FORREST.

A.C.T.

2603

Dear Mr Maude,

I refer to your letter of 4 February concerning the report
of the proceedings of the Australian Unesco seminar on Source
Materials Related to Research in the Pacific Area.

After having encountered difficulties in the printing of the

report, we are expecting copies to arrive in the next couple of
weeks and we will have some for free distribution.

If you wish we

could forward popies to organizations from which you have had
enquiries. Please let me know if you would like to proceed in this
way.

Yours sincerely.

(J. L. Kennedy)A'T"
Acting Secretary

■A
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',1 ^ 77 Arthur Circle,
Forrest, A.C.T. 2605,
4th February, 1974*

Ihe Secretary,

Australian National Advisory Cosnittee for Unesco,

P.O. Box 826, CANDFRRA CITY.
A. C. T. 2601.

Dear Sir,

I should be fateful for information as to the probable
publication date of the FroceedinEs of the Australian Uncsco
Seminar on Sonrce '.aterials related to Research in the Pacifio

Area, which 1 understand was edited for you by >!r J.J. Nraneek.

I have had requests for copies of this work from a

number of organizations and individuals in the Pacific Islands,
as veil as Australia, and should like to purchase some 2(0 copies
%d)en stocks become available.

Yours sincerely.

n.E. Hauda

I ■, V.'- ■ I . '

Australian Unesco Seminar
on Source Materials related to

Research in the Pacific Area
National Library 6-10 September 1971
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Australian

Unesco

Seminar

on Source
Materials

Background to the Seminar
The Seminar was proposed by the

study of the problems of rescuing
the temple of Abu Simbel from

Australian Unesco Committee for

the waters of the Aswan Dam.
Dr. Plenderleith will have dis
cussions with library, art gallery

Libraries and Related Fields which

saw its objective as being to bring
together persons engaged in one or
more of the many aspects of work
on Pacific Source materials, who
rarely have the opportunity to
meet, for the purpose of discussing
the problems which exist in the

Research in
the Pacific
Area

Australia.

A number of representatives of
the Pacific Islands will attend the

meeting to participate in seminar
sessions.

the commencement of written

These visits are being sponsored
by a grant from the DirectorGeneral of Unesco under his

records, and will include in its

Program of Participation in the

coverage materials concerned with

Activities of Member States.

field. The Seminar will be con

related to

and museum personnel while in

cerned with source materials from

the Pacific Islands, defined as com

prising Melanesia, Micronesia,

Registration

Polynesia and the Territory of
Papua and New Guinea.

to register at 8.45 a.m. on JVIonday

All Seminar participants are asked

6 September at the reception area
The Seminar Director will be Mr.

outside the Fourth Floor Con
ference room at the National

W.D. Richardson, Assistant

Library.

Seminar Director

National Librarian and Chairman

of the sub-committee organising
the Seminar.

Meals

Light lunches can be purchased in
the cafeteria of the National

The Venue

Library for a small charge.

Seminar sessions are to be held in
the Fourth Floor Conference

Room at the National Library of

Bus

A bus wi ll be available each day to

Australia.

transport participants from the
Town House Motel to the Seminar.

Accommodation

The bus will depart the Town

This has been arranged for over
seas and interstate participants
at the Town House Motel,

12 Rudd Street, Canberra City.

House at 8.30 a.m. on Monday
6 September and at 9.15 a.m. on

every other day. The bus returning
to the Town House will leave the
National Library at 5.15 p.m.

Visiting Consultant

The leading Seminar speaker is
Dr. H.J. Plenderleith who was
until recently the Director of the

International Centre for the

Preservation and Restoration of
Cultural Property, Rome. Dr.

Plenderleith was this year awarded
a Unesco Silver Medal for the

leading role he has played in such
Unesco activities as the restora

tion of cultural treasures damaged
by floods in Florence in 1966 and

Reception for Seminar Participants
The reception will be held at Uni
versity House, Australian National
University on Tuesday 7 September,
commencing 5.30 p.m. A bus will
be available to transport partici

pants from the National Library
at 5.15 p.m.

Seminar Program (Subject to alteration)
Monday,6 September

8.45 — 9.15 a.m.

Registration

9.20 — 9.30 a.m.

Official Opening

9.30 — 10.30 a.m.

Pacific Documentation:

An Introductory Survey

Speaker — Mr. H.E. Maude
Chairman — Mr. J.J. Graneek
10.30- 11.00 a.m.

Morning Tea

11.00 - 12.30 p.m.

Discussion (Plenary)

12.30 - 2.00 p.m.

Lunch

2.00 — 3.00 p.m.

"Oral Traditions"

Speakers — Dr. S. Latukefu
Dr. R. Crocombe

Chairman — Dr. F.J. West

3.00 — 3.30 p.m.

Tuesday, 7 September

Afternoon Tea

3.30 — 5.00 p.m.

Discussion (Plenary)

8.00 p.m.

Films (National Library)

9.30 — 10.30 a.m.

"National and Local Collection of

Pacific Manuscripts"
Speaker — Mr. Kevin Green
Chairman — Mr. G.L. Fischer
10.30- 11.00 a.m.

Morning Tea

11.00 - 12.30 p.m.

Discussion (Plenary)

12.30 - 2.00 p.m.

Lunch

2.00 — 3.00 p.m.

"Pacific Manuscripts Bureau"

Speaker — Mr. R. Langdon
Chairman — Professor O.H.K. Spate

Wednesday,8 September

3.00 — 3.30 p.m.

Afternoon Tea

3.30 — 5.00 p.m.

Discussion (Plenary)

5.30 p.m.

Reception

9.30 — 10.30 a.m.

"Preservation and Restoration of

Documentary Material — including
any special problems of concern
to the Pacific"

Speaker - Dr. FI.J. Plenderleith
Chairman - Mr. G.D. Richardson
10.30- 11.00 a.m.

Morning Tea

11.00- 12.30 p.m.

Discussion (Plenary)

12.30 - 2.00 p.m.

Lunch

2.00 — 3.00 p.m.

"Storage and Handling of Materialincluding microtexts and their
physical use"

Speaker - Dr. H.J. Plenderleith

Chairman - Mr. G.D. Richardson

Wednesday,8 September
(contd.)

3.00 — 3.30 p.m.

Afternoon Tea

3.30 — 5.00 p.m.

Discussion (Plenary)

8.00 p.m.

Public Lecture:

"'Secrets that only I and the Devil
know'(the blind Tuita) — the
arts of Polynesian and (Vlicronesian
Navigators"

Speaker — Dr. David Lewis
Chairman — Dr. F.J. West

Thursday, 9 September

9.30 — 10.30 a.m.

"Bibliographic Control of Pacific
Manuscripts"

Speaker — Mr. H.E. Maude
Chairman - Mr. Harrison Bryan
10.30 - 11.00 a.m.

Morning Tea

11.00 - 12.30 p.m.

Discussion

2.00 — 5.00 p.m.

Free

Visit to Tidbinbilla Tracking
Station and Fauna Reserve

Friday, 10 September

9.30 - 10.30 a.i

"Use of Pacific Materials - the

problems of the scho lar and
l ibrarian"

Speaker — Dr. F.J. West
Chairman — Mr. A.P. Fleming
10.30 - 11.00 a.m.

11.00- 12.30 p.m.

Morning Tea

Discussion (Plenary)

12.30 - 2.00 p.m.

Lunch

2.00 — 5.00 p.m.

Summary session with afternoon
tea from 3.00 - 3.30 p.m.

Paolflo Source Materlala

In order to facilitate the widest possible dissemination
1 .•

of Source Materials related to Research in the Pacific Area throughout
the Pacific Islands Territories, it is recommended that the Unesco

Committee for Libraries and Related Fields, in collaboration with the

metropolitan Libraries concerned with Pacific documentaiy research,
should arrange for the preparation ofi♦

»

:

,

'.

" . (*) ® basic list of standard published source materials
on the Pacific Area for issue to each Pacific

, .:: ; ^
/' t:

territorial librazy, museum or other appropriate
local cultural organization! together with

(^) ® supplementary list of standard sources on each
■

'

territory, for issue to the appropriate organization
for the territory concerned!

•1
'.

t

and that the abovementioned metropolitan Libraries should be requested
to assist the appropriate local territorial organization, on request,
to procure these works on the most advantageous terms obtainable.

united nations educational, scientific and cultural organization
organisation des nations unies pour I'education, la science et la culture

place de Fontenoy, 75 Paris-7®
1, rue Miollis, 75 Paris-15e
adresse postale : B.P. 3.07 Paris
telephone :566-57.57
cables : Uncsco Paris
telex :27602 Paris

f- ;

%}■ 1'.;

reference : CLT.2/71.02/92

7 FebrucU>y 1972

■/■'.y

;
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Subject : Mgamscripts on Micronesia

Nv-vi
.'..Au

"*

>^'•4 '

Dear Mr. Maude,

ThabM:you^S*^twCToja^ox.,ddx£ detailed information on the survey of

manuscripts on Micronesia which you kindly seu\ me in your letter of
16 December 1971^ Dr. Hatanaka haX not yet v/rit-iren to me, but I am

in contact with Father McGrath of tlife University of Guam,
Since I am planning to visit Honolulu, Gaam,""'Saipan and Tokyo in
March or April, I hope to be able to conhult them about the possibility
of organizing the survey. I think I should's^'Dr. Daniel Peacock in
Saipan, and in Tokyo the three Japanese members of the South Pacific
Memorial Association mentioned in your letter.
"
■

Yours sincerelyj

•;

i
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' ^1; ,'^ir
•i '*t*'
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•

Mr. H.E. Maude,
77 Arthur Giro7ve';
Forrest,
A.C.T. 2603,
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AUSTRALIAN UNESCO

RELATE Tn

Canberra: 6-10 September, 1971.
Resolutions from the Seminar to the Austral i" an ttmpcpo n

for Libraries and Related Subjects!
No. 1

:

UNESCO Committee

PACIFIC SOURCE MATERIALS

thL-oughout'^?hrScific^?siandfof'sLr'''®''/°="'''®
="i®=^>»ination
PaciffS
Az-ea, it is ^ecoS^ISd^d that
related
to the

Libraries and Related Fields in

k

libraries concerned with Pacific document®

arrange for the preparatioS of:-

Committee for

JPPropriate

research, should

w-b-n t-e-Sc-fL-i-fSdStandard sources on each
Pacific Islands country or
territory, for is^Sfto

Groun^^^°^^^^
a
uroup concerned;

within the Island
^^j-cuiu.

and that the Committee be reni3P<a+-QH +•

•

j•

,

of making these works available to
means
to the
the appropriate local organisati

No. 2

PACIFIC CLASSICS REPRINTS SERIES

n -r- Area
A
basic published
materials
the
Pacific
are now unobtainable
evrent
o+- !L- related to ^be
financial means of those most in neeH e +-u P^^®f beyond the

it is recommended that the UNESCO Comm^tt
Related Fields, in collaboration

Pacific Islands,
Lxbraries and

concerned with Pacific documentary research!"^Sd Liangef""
the preparation of a list of such works

d '->^

l/Ul ic

m™ia?
material ind°tte'
and their

scarcity;

as source

for the reproduction of the works listed by the

cheapest means possible consonant with readability
and an attractive appearance; and
^^^^^bility

p!cn?^ sale Of the works at wholesale rates to
institutions and to the retail trade for
of thrpLific
workers, the peoples
thl

thr:ugh!;rs: hit:
No. 3

In view of the fact that the peonies of the
are becoming increasingly interested -i n eho
ihe Pacific islands

materials within their iJlands !nd ?aSli?L''''?r"''\'"°"

increased in very recent years
years (fg
u.g.

University of Papua eteatly
New Guinea,

University of the South Pacific, Univers-ir^

r

museums and libraries as well as activif

° Guam, several new

department, of educatiL and teal^era" colJe'"!"?'?

meetings and deliberations concerned with this ioS^c h -s''^

in addition to institutional involvement
representation by Pacific Islanders. '
-

^f
provide
dullest possible

No. 4

Sxnc© som© Pscific counti?"! ac

4-

'a.

self-governing or independent do not yet hav^^^H

or library facilities, it is recommanH
to the Director General of UNESCO in +

•

which are

+.^ f adequate archival
application be made

Plan for 197l/l976 para. 372

Term Outline
(i)

to assist the establishment or
development of archives, libraries
and/or museums where interest in
the establishment of these facilitie
IS evident;

training of Pacific Islandei
library and archival skills;

(b) nations which hold nrimanv
...

a

country or territory (usually ohta'
relationship) be reouested t

^ Pacific
during a colonial

concerned, upon the esLh! S

'®yi'ory

original or in copy! tftl ?

accommodate them.

^

ishment of facilities tp

document preservatton HANDBOOTC
In order to encourage the wirioc^-

....
-v,!

r.

the Pacific Islands of documentary materials wh^
C? )

deteriorate before they can be used n* r,

which otherwise might

protective custody with suitable facilitH

placed in other

it is recommended that:

u^
j
/ I il

^

e

in

their preservation,

(a) the UNESCO Committee fnr t n k.-. •
jn
arrange
withhandbook'which
Dr H J piq asett^'nut
aries °n
and Related Fields
of
a brief
on
language a varietv of «•

i

.

documentary materials
rnajor
raviLefor^ropi^al
comparable other Island ri3Ss^'ind

^

(b) that the Committee be rertnoo + c^c^ 4. ^

publishing and distribuS

^oa-technical

ways that
against/he
■

manner which will aid its CnH 7^® ?f?^Uook m a
the Pacific.

No. 6

'^1'^"Pacific material
!"

widest utilisation in

CONSERVATTPN

y® research
acute andinto
urgent
preservation ofc
and for
and need
adv-I for
re ^p®^®^yation

created by that particular environment, that the UNESCO°ci^'"®.^^-

for Libraries and Related Fields and the UNF^rn r

■ ? Committee

Should be urged to approach the Australian and NeH::!^Jd'g^verL'^nL:

(a) to establxsh or develop each a central laboratory
in Australia and New Zealand; under the direct!
of trained professional staff;
"T

T~ ">*>

-> -v-v A ^

_

•

_

.

_

W J, on

_

establish or develop existing local restoration
workshops into regional laboratories in Australia;

(c) to give similar help to the various Pacific Islands
groups wishing to establish similar laboratories;

(d) to give consideration to membership of the Rome Centre.
No. 7
'■

meeting recommends the formation o-r ^ n

;

regional branch of the International Council on Archives to^''i

collaboration in the development of
/ It

^-

ives to promote

archival services

(b) projects relating to archival source materials (such

as the proposed UNESCO Guide to Oceania rfcor^s);

and that the support of the International Council on Archives for
the proposal be sought as soon as possible.

No. 8

cnives ior

DEPOSITORY LIBRARIES AND CURRENT NATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY

iLntries/?fg"lat°ive"provijron"L"ld'be^"d^
for
the obligatory deposit of all publicatioL^rat?SeL^g^a^ef
library or other appropriate institution.

^ignarea

possibility of publishing a bibliography of

ltd.

currentinpublications
in themselves
Polynesia, or
Melanesia
possibirMicronesia
either
the countries
in someand
regional
cLtrrbr
investigated as a priority.

3.

s w cti centre be

That the UNESCO Committee be asked to investigate the

foregoing and take appropriate action.

igate the

No. 9

irt.

That the attention of the annrni-.!-;

o, L

T J^^/

urgently to the need to fill an imoortant o-

cv ^ 4.^

•

area of Japanese publications, and to^the
of
a
distinguished
Japanese scholar, Dr Hatanak, ,
uatanaka,

task.

drawn
to

bibliography,
availability
undertake this

No. 10

HVAOceanic
t JanS™''l9n"®„r
f
^
^ „ the
View Cu»u?ef!"Ll'd
of the meetingiTtnTlNV
that a fuseum-U^^^^v
clmpi:^^2tr^rarf
I-'" cultural centre and closely tied in with the educational sefviLs

IS an appropriate vehicle for the conservation and develooment of

South Pacific cultures, and to Resolution No. 4 of this mLtinr

that the Committee consider that an institution in each counj?^ or

territory

-

•' . .

be equipped with microfilm facilities,

and electrostatic copying equipment .

No . 11

of oral trSil-:" 'oLr^^id^nc'f aSd"":

of their collection before they Sr^lost J"™'" °

collection

away of able informants, this seminar strongirrecomLSs

^

FfeLs'^\ouffLSrs^y':oS"d'''''"5'"
recommendations for the e^t

or a department atLch!d t
in the Paci^traJe^tn^^^" T

the purpose

W

colLr?

appropriate

institution
institution
scholars for

and
^
collecting these historical sources;
(b) that a special fund be spt
-p-

'

of such material.

inance the collection

No . 12

, JO. a society, with represlntative^itettive^^^ feasibility of establishing
Pacific source materials including vernacSlat matetia^!^^®'"'"^

5

/U

nndertaken^wSL''apptopitate°by'iu^
area as part of their training

publication be

students within the Pacific

No. 13

desirability of a further^seminar^in

progress in the implementation of the above

UNESCO the

review

recommendations .

AUSTRALIAN UNESCO SEMINAR ON SOURCE MATERIALS RELATED TO RESEARCH
IN THE PACIFIC AREA

Additional Resolutions

No . Ik

That Dr Larkin be requested to convey the resolutions

of this Seminar to the International Meeting of experts of
Oceanic Culture to be held in Suva, September 13-17.

No. 15

Note;

PACIFIC MANUSCRIPTS BUREAU

Resolution to be conveyed to the Pacific Manuscripts

Bureau with advice also to UNESCO that this Resolution had been
forwarded to the Bureau .

In view of the tremendously valuable work of the Pacific
Manuscripts Bureau, and since few institutions within the under

developed island groups can afford to join the Bureau, the

institutions responsible for the Bureau be requested to give
sympathetic consideration to making materials more readily available
within the Pacific Islands by such means as

(1) an associate membership or other relationship, at
lower cost, so that smaller institutions within
these islands can also benefit from the Bureau's
work;

(2) policy whereby a copy of manuscripts obtained
within a Pacific group be deposited in that island
group;

(3) a policy whereby originals be deposited in the
central library of the island group to which they
refer, where possible, upon the establishment of
facilities to accommodate them;

and

(^) the possibility of making microfilms relating to
the Pacific islands available on request at net
additional cost of making additional copies,
that is, this would involve three rather than
two means of obtaining film -

(a) by full membership of the Bureau
'b) to non-members at an added cost

c) to underdeveloped island groups at net
additional cost .

77 ArtJiur v^irclej Forrest,

A.C.T. 2603, Australia,

16th Decemijer, 1971«
Mr Ltuiifel J. Feacock,

Supervisor, Lilsrary Sei-vices,
Office of til? f ip).i Contissioner,

Tiust Jerrltory of the Pacific Islands,
SAIPAP, Mariana Islands S6950.

Dear hr Peacock,

Tiiank you very rruch for your kind letter and for all the trouble which

you took, over the project for the compilation of a Bibliography of Japanese
V.'orkc on hiicronesia By Dr hachiko hatanalca. knowing you I am sure that you
did your best end that no ono could have done "better.

)iy aixiety is, as ycu know, merely to got a complete bibliographical
coverage of all publls" ed material relating to everj'^ island in the Pacific
placed on pG.Tinanent record in works available to the public before I die.

And it locks as if my only lacuna may prove to be tiie Japanese language books,
monographs and articles on ilicironesia.
ftif.. nnsnl'Mv frti* Tinl

nol

Q Ortn o. +V*i!
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not a propitious one for such a venture. nevertheless, I shall keep on
trying from time to time, whenever I see a hopeful break in the clouds,
whether in Guam, Japan, dawaii or at one of the grant-aiding foundations.

It does not matter who does the job, so long as it is done competently, and
maybe the tact-West Center may get interested in doing or funding it some
day. It should rightfully be their cup of tea.

I.eanidiile bachiko has returned, or is a'bout to return, to Japan;
via Honolulu v^iere she apparently has a book being published by the Univ
ersity of Hawaii Press. Fortunately she herself is not likely to suffer

at all from lack of employment as she was offered a good research position
with the Australian Hational University this month on the strength of her
work in New Guinea. But she turned it down in favout of a post at, I think,
the University of Kyoto. I gathered that her fatner, also an academic,
was anxious that she should return to Japan - at least for a time.
Thanks again for your help and with best wislies for Ghristnas and
a really successful 1972.
Yours sincerely.

H«h.« I'laude.

»v.:

Wif

r -f »■». ■ -tf.''"''!'" .' .V • . s j.'

TRUST TERRITORY OF THE PACIFIC ISLANDS
OFFICE OFTHE HIGH COMMISSIONER

SAIPAN, MARIANA ISLANDS 96950

CABLE

ADDRESS

HICOTT SAIPAN

December 8, 1971

Dr. H.E. riaude

77 Arthur Circle, ^'orest,
A.C.T. 2603, Australia
Dear Dr. Maude:

Your letter of October 7, 1971, arrived here when I was leaving
for Palau where we are opening a new public libraiy and it wasn't
until I returned that I was able to consult people and obtain in
formation for a proper reply.
I am now in the unhappy position of having to reply with far less
optimism than I had hoped in the matter of finding a way to utilize
the services of Dr. Hatanaka,

I first broached the subject with Bill McGralh but he was terminating
with the Trust Territory at the tine and not in a position to plan.
I then took the matter to ilr. ilaynard Neas vrho is on our Library
Advisory Council and is intimately involved -with the use of Japanese
documents as part of his work with the Lands S; Surveys Division.
Although very much interested in all of this, Mr. Neas feels that the
Trust Territory has as many Japanese documents as can be handled at
this time. So much has already been done that the fear now is that

what might be done additionally would unavoidably duplicate much
completed work. The people in Land & Surveys feel that the biggest

task ahead is to translate and index what is already at hand or avail
able to us. It is probable that they would welcome abstracting and
bibliographical work as further treatment of this material at some

time in the future but not just now.
It would be helpful, I am sure, if I could describe to you the his
tory of the work that Lands & Surveys is doing and its scope, l-ftiereas I am acquainted with it, someone within that Division would be in

a better position to do that and I am hopeful that I can persuade
them to make such a description available. Meanwhile, these people
have assured me that their documents are open to use for serious re
search purposes.

I would like to comment on other aspects of the Australian Unesco

Seminar and the information you so generously provided on the Suva
follow-up, but that would further delay this already tarc^ reply in
the matter of Dr. Hatanaka. I am very sorry that this first exchange
after the Seminar has to be a rather unproductive one.

Yours sinc^ely.

^nieW. Pe^ock
Supervisor, Library Services
cc:

Neas
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77 Arthur Circle» Forresti

A.O.r. 260?, Australia,
7th October, 1971»

Mr Danial J. Peacock,

Supervisor, Library Seirvices,
Office of the nigii OomiiiissionGr-,
Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands,

pATPAT;, ilariana Islands S6950»

Lear Mr I'eacock,

The Suva meeting on the Preservation of "•'he Cultural Heritage of

the Pacific peoples is now over and was more successful than I had really

expected.

The main theme which eventually developed was the conservation

of the cultural heritage of the islanders for the benefit of present and

future generations through the development of cultural centres (museums
cum libraries cum centres for the creative and performing arts) in each
island territory, v;ith subsidiary centres in each main island group; the
retrieval of at least a representative portion of tiie artifacts and all

significant documentation (in original or copy) from the museums, libraries
and ardiives of Jiurope, America and Australasia; and the institution of
teams for urgent archaeological salvage work where sites were threatened
by the bulldozers of the developers.
The collection of oral tradition
was also accorded a higii priority as being intrinsically evanescant but
where, for example, archaeological sites or documentation were not in

jeepaijjy their study was accorded a lower degree of priority.
However you will no doubt receive the l\ill report of tlie conference
in due course throu^ Unesco and in the meantime 1 am endeavouring to

circumvent the slow-moving processes of international bureaucracy by writing
to you direct on the subject of Dr Sachiko Ilatanaka,

In case you did not take a copy of my talk on •Pacific Bibliography'
back with you I have excerpted the part about Lr Hatanaka as an enclosure.
As you know the Seminar passed the following I'.esolution on the subject,
addressed to the Australian Unesco Committee for Libraries and Related
Subjects:-

N0.9. That the attention of the appropriate authErarities be drawn
urgently to the need to fill an important gap in Pacific
bibliography, in the area of Japanese publications, and to

the present availability of a distinguished Japanese scholar,
Lr Hatanaka, to undertake this task.

1 gathered from i'iobert Langdon, the Executive Officer in charge of
the Manuscripts Bureau, that unfortunately he had insufficient funds to

employ Lr Hatanaka full-time but might be able to pay her for woik done
on manuscript location and copying while she was employed on the Biblio

graphy of Published Material.
When in Suva 1 spoke to Mr Y. Kono, of the Unesco Division of

Cultural Studies of the Department of Studies, Development and Dissemin
ation of Cultures, who was most sympathetic to the wlxole Idea of the

bibliography and of her employment on it: he is a countryman of hers end

J
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I imagine that even in the international civil service one dees net quite
shed all national feelings,

I gathered, nevertheless, that her direct

employment "by Unesco on such a project would "be unusual, as it is apparently
their practice to work through member states and endeavout to persuade them
to provide the necessary finance.

You mentioned, however, the possibility of her being employed by
the U.S. or territorial government on this project, which would of course

be of primary importance to the peoples of Hicronesia and only secondarily
to the rest of Oceania. I am hoping, therefore, tliat you may "be willing

to sotuid out the possibilities of her being engaged to work either directly
imder yourself or as part of the Micronesian Area Hesearch Center or any
other department or agency which seems to be most appropriate.
Dr Hatanaka's address is:-

Kev; Guinea Research Unit,
i'.O. Hex 1338,

FQlo' MOHESBY. Papua.

and I gatlicr tiiat she will be available from the commencement of next year.
I do hope ttiat your wife and you enjoyed your visit to Canberra and

that the seminar proved worth the effort and expense.

I often think that

the main advantage of these meetings is the opportunity of contacting likeminded people from other parts of the Pacific, I only wish that we cotild
have had you along to our house as we had fully intended, but alas my wife
went down with one of tlie acikte attacks of her now chronic asthma and I had

to rush home after each session to nurse her.

She lives permanently on

cortisone and has to be watched carefully for side—effects.

However we

have had exceptionally happy and rewarding lives and are now appixiaching
our 70s, so have nothing to grumble about.
V.'ith "best wishes,

Yours sincerely,

II.E. Maude.

I .,

I.;'

•

f h*i • fti'

Enclogure

Pacific BiblioCTaphy

P.22,

'Ihia leaves us with the Japanese language docrancntation
not only, I fancy, relating to the Carolines but on the whole

of iimerican ilicronesia; and here I should like to throw myself
on the clemency of this conference and ask if you would be

willing to ask our sponsors to finance for Bay two years the
salary and esjpenses of a bibliographer to complete this last
remairdng gap in tlie bibliographical coverage of the Pacific
region.

The facts of the situation are that we have omost

suitable candidate in Dr Sachiko !Iatana]:a, v;hose latest paper
on 'The social organization of a Polynesian atoll', is on the

table for examination. Dr Hatanaka would be ready to commence
woric on this project as from the beginning of next year, when
slie ceases her present contract vnth the hew Guinea Research

Unit; and slie is verj' keen to do so. 'Dt Hatanaka not only
knows the Japanese literature on the area tolerably well already
but, far more important, she is on terms of friendship with

members of tiie Japanese liicronesian Association, that group
of old-timers (once 80 strong, but now reduced by death to
30) vdio lived out their active lives in the islands and still
meet to talk over pre-war days.

I understand that one or more

of tiiem have in tlieir possession the correspondence end other
documentation of tiie Ranyo Boyeki kaislia and, of greater
concern, the h'anyo Kohatsu Company, and that she can obtain
permission to copy this material, thus completing cur micro
filming of the main series of Japanese manuscript material on
Ilicronesia.

dor tliis woik I would commend her for a grant from the

Pacific Manuscripts Bureau, but at the same time it is urged that
she should be employed through funds provided by Unesco or the
Pacific Researdi Libraries to complete the Bibliopranhv of Jauan

in Micronesia, being attached for this purpose, subject to their
agreement, to the Micronesia Area Research Center.

77 Arthur Circlej
Forrest» A.C.i'. 2605»
3rd October* 3971»

Dr Sachiko Hatanaka,
hew Guinea Research Unit,
l.O. Box 1258,
iu::T iiOXiSBY, T.r.h.G.

Dear Dr Hatanaka,

I owe you an apology for not having written before to let you
know the results of ny endeavours to secure your employment on research
relating to Japanese documentation on Micronesia.
However this is
the first spare moment I have had since the conclusion of the two
Conferences in Canberra and Suva.

As proposed in my letter of the 25rd August I duly suggested,
in my address to the Canberra meeting on 'Pacific Bibliography', that
on the conclusion of your employment with the New Guinea kesearch Unit
you should

(a) be employed by the Pacific Manuscripts Bureau to complete the
location and microfilming of all uncopied manuscript material
concerning the Micronesian islands in Japan; and

(b) that funds sliould be made available for your employment on the
compilation of a bibliography of Japanese published woiks on
Micronesia.

I gathered from Mr kobert Langdon, the Mxecutive Officer in
charge of tlie Manuscripts Bureau, that unfortunately he had insufficient

funds to employ you full-time but might be able to pay you for work
done on manuscript location and copying while you were employed on the
bibliography of published material.
iiowever, the best plan woTild be
for you to enquire from him direct.

As regards (b) the following kesolution (ho.9) was passed by
the Australian Unesco Seminar on Source Materials related to Kesearch
in the I'acific Area and addressed to the Australian Unesco Committee
for Libraries and Related Subjects for action:-

Ro.9« I'hat the attention of the appropriate authorities be drawn^
urgently to the need to fill an important gap in Pacific
bibliograpliy, in the area of Japanese publications, and to
the present availability of a distinguished Japanese scholar,
Dr Hatanaka, to undertake this task.

Mr Daniel J. Peacock, Supervisor of Libraiy Services, Office of

the Ui^ Commissioner, Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, Saipan,

Mariana Islands 9^950, stated to the meeting that it might be possible
for him to obtain funds for your employment on this woik: from the Trust

Territory administration, and I am writing to remind him about this.

You may yourself care to send him a letter expressing your desire to

- 2-

undertake the work and stating approximately when you woiild he available?
At the Suva meeting of experts on the Preservation of the Cultural
t-:-

'

^ '

Heritage of the Pacific peoples I also spoke to I-ir Y. Kono about your
problem and he took a copy of the above resolution and promised to do

■v^iat he coiild to help you on his return to Paris,

He mentioned that he

had already met you on, I think, his visit to Canberra in January.

If

you want to ^■o-ite to him his address is:Bureau of cultural Studies,

Department of Studies, Development and Dissemination of Cultures,
DhmSCO,
Palis 7e,

Place de Fontency,
France.

Should I have any further news to impart I sliall of course

communicate with you immediately,
kith best wishes.

Yours sincerely.

li.E. Ilaude.

'

■

' f'

77 Arthur Circlet Forrestt

A.C.l', 2603i ^stralia,
25rd Augustf 1971-

hr Sachiko tfatauakat
Guinea Research Unitt
F.O. Box 1256,
kOii'ji' HOi;£SBY. T.F.W.G.

Dear Dr Hatanakat

Thank you for your letter and for kindly sending me a copy of your
excellent paper on 'The Social Organisation of a lolynesian atoll'# \diich
I read with great interest and should have acknowledged before.

I have#

however# been very busy writing the introductory and closing papers for
the international seminar conference on Source Materials for Research on
the raciiic Islands.

In the latter paper# on 'The Bibliographical Control of Pacific

Documentation'^ 1 have made a recommendation that you should be eiqployed by
the I'acific Manuscripts Bureau on a contract to complete the locatirig and
microfilBiing of all mamscript documentation concerning the Micronesian

Islands in Jepan# and in particular

records of the Nanyo Boeki Con^any

and the hanyo Kohatai* Compaiiy (and ^ Government Mid tSher records still
not recorded for prosperity on microfilm).

I have also made a strong recommendation tiiat on the completion of
this task fUnds sliould be provided for you to work for two years on the
compilation of a Bibliograpliv of Japan in Micronesia# which vo\ild include

all published works# hut not manuscripts.

And that# subject to agreement#

you should be attached for that period to the Micronesian Area Research
Center of the University of Guam# vmder the supervision of the Director#
Professor Paul Carano# and the bibliographical assistence of Mrs Mmilie
G. Johnston# Chief Micronesian Bibliographer to the Center.

Of course I cannot
whetiier the conference will aupport my
recommendation# which however has been pressed strongly in my paper# or
where and vd^en the finds will be procurable if they do.

This letter is

not to raise your hopes but to tell you that I have kept my promise and
am fitting for you,

I am putting yoiir paper on the conference table so

thataUi can see your work.

If you can get a Job in Pacific History under Professor Da^daon
ao much tlie better# for it will inevitably# I expect# take some time for

any money to be procurable for the bibliography project# especially if it h
has to come from Unesco.

You would tlien Join the Micronesian Area Research

Center (or at any rate commence the bibliography project) after your contract
with the Department of Pacific History had eaqpired.

W.f-

.
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I quite understand your difficulty once you get involved in

tesujhing or other woiic in a Japanese University and this is what I should
*

like to avoid.
You are the link in the social services "between Japan
and the Pacific Islands and it is important that this link should not
"be severed.

Do not worry at all a"bout the string figures.

My wife is veiy

busy on her "book, with Kenneth Emory, on the String Figures of the
Tuamotu Islands so there is no hurry in the least.

If you should visit

jgppn again and come across any references to work done on this subject
we should be glad to hear of it, "but whether it is in one, two or three

years is all the same.

My wife has been woiking for 4O years on string

figures, and I hope will still be working on them in 198O.

After she

finishes the Tuamotus, there is still another "book on the Solomons figures
and an article on those from the Loyalty Islands; so she is well occupied.
The day after I finish this meeting on Documentation in Canberra I
have to leave for the meeting on the Preservation ££ the Cultural Heritage

of the Pacific peoples in Suva.

But I ^all try and write ^ou a line

when ST cah about the result of my recommendation.
Meanwhile I wish you the best of good fortune and that you may stay
on in the Pacific, which I think you have come to love as I do.
Yours sincerely.

-m
H.E. Maude.

THE AUSTRALIAN

NATIONAL

UNIVERSITY

Research School of Pacific Studies
NEW GUINEA RESEARCH UNIT
P.O. BOX 1238.
Telegrams "Natuniv Moresby**

PORT

MORESBY. NEW

GUINEA.

Telephone: 53200

Augiist. 18, 1971

PTOfessoi" & Mrs. H»E, Maude,
77 Arthur Circle,
Forrest,

Canberra, A.C.T.

Dear Professor & Mrs.Maude,

It has been a rather long time since I have seen you,

X am glad to have known that you are doing very well.
I extended my contract with New Guinea Research Unit till the end of
Januaiy, 1972 according to Professor Fisk's suggestion.^
I have obtained some useful informations about Micronesia under the

Japanese Administration from the ex-public servants of the Nanyo-Sho and
Nanyo Boelci Company people since I left Canberra. The president of the
present Nanyo Boelci Co. is very co-operative for getting information in
Japan. He offered me to assist.

I foimd, however, a problem for ^'^cronesian study in Japan. If I started
to work by myself as preliminary work. I am sure to have difficultjr"(n
obtaining access to official records or official co-operation in Japan,
insofar as I have no relation with the academic Institute. On the other hand,
even if I get back to Japanese University, it is very difficult to undertake

a project of Micronesia and also impossible to leave Japan again more than
three months. This is the main reason why I had extended my contract with
the Unit. I am thinking that I shall ask to Professor Davidson to take
me as a member of his Department for research facility after January.
I heard that you will attend soon to the UNESCO meeting at Canberra and Suva.

I hope the UNESCO will support Micronesian study too.
I really feel guilty to Mrs.Maude. I wrote three times to Dept.of
Cultural Anthropology. I received once a very short reply but it was not

helpful for you. The late folklorist, K.Tanagida mentioned in his folklore
text book that the string figures had many varieties according to the

District in Japan and interpreted as a kind of play. I cannot remember about

the title of the boolcson the string figures but I will find out it in Japsm.
I am sorry to keep you waiting for a while. The present students are no longer
interested in folklore, so it is not easy to get their co-operation.
With kind regards,

lours sincerely.

TELEPHONE:

81 7211.

TELEGRAMS:

"EDSCI"

Australian National Advisory Committee for UNESCO
ADDRESS

POSTAL ADDRESS

WODEN DISTRICT CENTRE, PHILLIP, A.C.T.
P.O. BOX 826, CANBERRA CITY, A.C.T. 2601
IN YOUR REPLY PLEASE QUOTE

lllUAA.

3 0 SEP \97\

Iitc. H. E. Maude,
77 Arthur Oircle,
POaRESa].

A.C.T.

Dear Mr. Maude,
On behalf of the Australian ITatioiial Advisory

Committee for Unesco, I should like to thank you for
your participation in and the contribution you made to
the organisation of the Australian Unesco Seminar on
Source Materials Related to Research in the Pacific Area.

In particular I would like to thanJo you for your two
addresses on Pacific Documentation and Bibliographic

Control of Pacific Manuscripts.
We appreciate the valuable contribution which you
made to the Seminar.

Yours sincerely.

M. Parr)
?cretar.v.
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I am sorry to be obtruding my voice in this assembly once again; but

" \ I can assure you, with feeling, that it is throng no wish of my own,

"but in deference to the request of our Chaiiman that I migjit set the ball
rolling.

There are, as a matter of fact, one or two points which I should like
to make on the subject of oral tradition.
The first is to express a
concern lest the very eloquent and persuasive addresses which we have just

hear by Professor C and Dr L - with their emphasis^on^i^atters concerned

with the historical validity of oral tradition,imay^^rea>&*participants to
conclude that oral material is required wholly,]or Wen mainly, as historical
source material.

vfie-

t-.Hc
This is very far from being the case.

v.-fv ■\'>

ses%io'^j
Material of any conceivable hist

orical importance mi^t represent what - say 5?^ - of the oral recordings
which one makes in the islands.

The bulk would, I suppose, be obtained by

or on behalf of folklorists, engaged in analysing such matters as theme
content, comparison and distriubtion.
Another sizeable chunk would be the
contribution of anthropologists, who if they are true fundamentalist disciples
of the functional school would not even concede the possibility of the
historical validity of their material, or dismiss it as irrelevant, and

following their mentor Malonowski, would divide it into myths,

........ and faiiy tales
TP

KP- ^6^

legends,

Mir

(^xe

Mative L C for some 10 years I collected and used oral tradition for
the very practical purpose of adjudicating on lands claims.
And one one
suspects, from what one hears, that the Tonga Historical Records Committee
is busily engaged in collecting traditional data for an equally practical

purpose: that of validating the position and privaleges of the Tongan
establishment.

This conference is concerned with source materials related to research

in the Pacific Area, whether written or oral, and the point which I am trying
to make is that our belief or disbelief in the historical validity of an
oral tradition is as irrelevant in considering whether we should collect it

or not as it would be in the case of a written document.

V/hen one is engaged

in taping or transcribing the story of Riiki
or the Breaking of Kain
Tiku Aba, the Great Tree of Samoa ... or one of Maui's many Rabelaisian
tricks should one pause to consider first whether it is credible or not?
The answer must surely be no, no, a 1,000 times no.

We should endeavour

to obtain everything we can and leave it to the folklorists, cultural or
social ....... to argue the toss on its importance and significance.
That
is their job: ours is to locate, record and preserve for them and for

posterity.
But since the question of the historical veracity of oral tradition has

been raised perhaps I shooild say that having lived for some 20 years
It seemed to me then, and still does, that the extent to which one can

credti oral tradition as evidence of historical fact must largely depend
This sense was premenently possessed by ...

Not by the Melanesians

apparently, for one is told ... great- grandfather ...

like us Europeans.

This brings me to my 5rd point, which is that except on a few remote

islands it is probably too late everywhere to obtain XM ot-aI
c-tai aata concei^iing

- 2 -

the pre-contact past, simply because it has been so overlaid by missionary
and other European accretaons.
What is so valuable, and readily obtainable,
today is data from indigenous sources on post-contact and even recent events

to act as a counterpoise to the voluminous documentation of European origin.
This is the sort of work which has been done so well by Valentine ...

and I undesstand by Professor Salisbury ....

This year the Te Hangi Hiroa

Prize was awarded to a scholar from ... Why my grandfather ate Mr Green.
This was a superb example of the sort of blending ...

Finally it is to be hoped that someone knowle^eable on the subject will
tell us something about the modern advances in recording techniques.

The

new mechanical recording devices, portable and using long-teim batteries;
the use of casettes and other modem apparatus.

And also something about

the difficulties in recording oral material; one understands that the

Columbia ... has demonstrated that one cannot simply send out a girl with

a tape recorder to a village, but that many hours of background and subject
preparation are necessary on the part of the recorder if the informants are
to be kept on the strai^t and narrow parts and led to deliver worthwhile
infoimation to the point JtiS without the record degenerating into garralous

anecdotage.

Some years ago we had a lecture by an oral

records specialist on loan to this library, and it all sounded rather
technical and difficult work.

.

V..,

w/,. yv;, .;v
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Perhaps the most vigorous exponent of this position is Piddington,
who in his 1938 contribution to R.W. Williamson's Essays in Polynesian

Ethnology exhorted his colleagues to 'divert their attention from the

futile lucubrations of pseudo-history'-^^ As the American anthropologist
Herskovits drily comments:

'the swing of the pendulum carried some

anthropologists to the other extreme, so that for the naivetes of pseudo-

history were substituted the naivetes of antihistory'

10

reconstruct the broad outlines of the racial history of the Pacific, but
also tells us something about one of our particular preoccupations:

the

impact of the individual on history.
Understandably, in view of the lack of written sources, the pioneer
Pacific historians, and in particular Ellis, Orsmond and Fornander, made
use of the vast wealth of Polynesian oral tradition which they found ready
to hand in their reconstructions of early Tahitian and Hawaiian history.

At a later period, however, the somewhat uncritical use of tradition by
Percy Smith and other Polynesian specialists, as well as the more world-

embracing speculations of the historical diffusionists such as Elliot
Smith and Perry, coupled with the development of the functional school
of anthropology by Malinowski and Radcliffe-Brown, resulted in a reaction

13

remembered after the detail of local history has been forgotten. As Suggs
suggests: 'There is good reason to believe that Polynesian historical
traditions concerning the origin of island settling parties may often be
reliable'.

It is this revived, though less ambitious, view of the value of oral

tradition in historical reconstruction which has, I think, become generally
accepted among historical field workers, and anthropologists interested

in diachronic studies, if not by the more intransigent armchair theoreticians,
accustomed to their own cultural mileau, who understandably find it

difficult to appreciate the quite exceptional powers of illiterate peoples
to memorize when it serves an important purpose.
example, after analysing the traditions of Tikopia in the

functionalist terms we have already quoted, proceeds to re-examine them,
as a historian woiild, in terms of the light which they can throw on
Tikopia history, carrying 'the time-frame back as far as about the middle

of the 17th century';

in a monograph on pre-contact Gilbertese history

I have commenced with the coming of Tematawerebwe and his followers from

Samoa in approximately A.D. 1400;^^ and in a forthcoming book by the
Princeton anthropologist Martin Silverman oral tradition and documentary

sources are neatly blended, with a careful analysis of the methodological
problems involved, to trac^ the history of the resettled Banaban community
on Rambi Island.

'Why , asks the Yale historian Robin Winks, 'do the Polynesians, and
notably the Maori, have such a strong sense of time, history, myth, and

15

in terms of European chronology. This is true enough, particularly where
genealogical foreshortening has occurred through the intentional or

unintentional omission of one or more generations. Furthermore, the

correlation of a generation with 25 years, originally worked out by Percy
Smith as an acceptable average for Polynesia, and later extended by Grimble
to Micronesia, is only an approximation and may or may not apply to
conditions in Melanesia, just as estimates made in other parts of the

world vary from 17 to 30 years. What one gets from oral data, therefore,

is a time sequence, which in converting to our chronology must be followed,
like a carbon dating, by a plus or minus figure. It is admittedly a
limitation of considerable consequence to the European historian, whose life
has been conditioned by the clock and the calendar, but worries the
indigenous historian hardly at all.

I have dwelt at some length on the subject of oral tradition because

of its particular importance to the Pacific historian, not only in extending
the rather brief historical period covered by documentation but also in

providing a balance to the European view-point expressed in the bulk of
the written sources, an importance which one is glad to see has been
recognized by the Section organizers of this Congress in arranging for a
joint symposium with anthropology on the validation of oral tradition.

In this whole field of unwritten records, including oral tradition,
there lies a great opportunity for the Universities in the islands to make
their distinctive contribution to historical science.

Historians in the

developed countries are so encompassed with the vast and ever-accumulating

16

mass of written documentation that hardly anyone can be expected to
take time off, at least in the foreseeable future, to pay attention to
other sources of, to them, far less significance.

But in the tmergent

countries, where the time span of literature is so much less, the relative
importance of unwritten as compared with written source material is
correspondingly greater.

It is in the Universities now growing up at

Port Moresby, DjayapuTa, Suva, Guam, and no doubt soi.n at Noumea and
other island centres, where the sources are as it were at their back

doors and much of it not easily movable, that one hopes, to quote McCall,

that:

'the methodology of collecting and cross-examining unwritten

documents [may] be established on as firm a basis as has that for using

written documents'.19

As he points out:

each that is extant should be exploited.

'All sources are pertinent and
But when written documents are

missing, it is only something to be lamented, as the lack of any source
material would be; it is not a wholly insurmountable obstacle.'20
For most historians, however, the pre-literate era is at the best

a somewhat vague and unreliable preamble to the historical period proper:
where he can feel at home with his written sources.

And since there were

no indigenous literates in the region on its first discovery by Europeans,
in practice this means the four and a half centuries since Magellan crossed
the Pacific.

In parenthesis, let us hope that after all the commotion

about Cook's bi-centenary, the 450th anniversary of the day on which the
first Pacific Islander sighted the first European - the 7th March next will at least be commemorated by an issue of postage stamps; or perhaps

a muffled peal of bells might be more appropriate.

which largely rejected the historicity of tradition.

In was now held

that its value was primarily as validating data, as the modern functionalist

Raymond Firth puts it, in support of 'the comtemporary corpus of argument,
in its bearing on the contemporary social scene';

not to events in the

period about which it purports to relate, but to social conditions in the
9

period in which it is told.

As from;

77 Arthur Circle,

Forrest, A.C.T.2603,
2nd September, 1971*

i)ear Anvida,

i'hanks ever so for typing the masterpieces
- i-irs 13 says that tliey'll be ready tomorrow so I'll
go and fetch them.
Meanwhile I've sent tVie account for the second

one to Unesco, who said that they would pay for It

(^11.50 it was). If they don't come clean please
ring l^rs Helen Tracey, Australian Advisory Committee
for Unesco, Woden District Centre, Fliilfep, who is
handling the matter (she is a dear soul) and if you
can get no satisfaction out of them be sure to let
me know.

Herewith a cheque for the first effort, which

I am cutting down so as to get it within the 60
minutes.

The last time I tried it out it took just

59^ minutes (if rx> one cou^d'^s or sneezes).
Flease let me have a receipt, so tnat 1 can
charge it against Income Tax; there's no hanri in
trying.
Yours,

As froa; 77 Artlrur circle*
Porrest, A.C.'r.260^,
2nd Septeirber, 1971«

Mrs Helen Tracey,

Australian .ational Advisory Conaiittee for Unesco,
P.O. Box 826,

OAIiEERRA CI'TYi

A.C.T. 2601.

Bear i^rs fraccy,

1 aai sorry not to ]iave sent the account for

the typing of the second paper before tiiis but 1
never seet to eaten up vitii tilings.

However, here

it is, and you will see that it is only for ;i^11.50

instead of the ^12 tliat I predicted,

.hather like

those bargains in David Jones at ^1.99» specially
reduced froii /^2.00,
hany thanks for trying to get your organization

to paj,'^ for this - if you don't succeed just send it
back to Ee and I'll understand.

I woited for

bureaucracies for thirty odd years (very odd, s«ne
of them).

firs Anvida Lamberts'a address is 15 Collier
Street, Curtin, and I have told her that, D.V, and
w.p., Unesco will be paying fier.
1 hope, for your sake, tliat you don't have to

att&id an^^ of tlie actual sessions: I bet they'll be
frightful.

I have tried my first one out and can

get it througti in 59^ minutes flat, if no one coughs
or sneezes.

And at 60 minutes, 1 understand, the

fire alarm goes off.

lours sincerely.

NORFOLK ISRAiro
SOUTH PACIFIC

V V„

2i-

August 1971

Mr. H. E. Maude,
77 Arthur Circle
Forrest

A.C.T.

Dear Mr. Maude,
I was delighted to get your
invitation to the seminar, and after some hesitation

decided that the ou10rtunity vas too good to be missed.

In my telegram to you today I took the liberty of asking
you to make some arrangements for ra y accommodation

will be my first visit to Canberra,

as this

It might be convenient

for me to stay with the other delegates, but if not, any
accommodation that you have been able to arrange v/ill suit me,
I am most grateful for your assistance in this matter,

I'm looking forward very much to meeting some of the
.1

•.

historians whose names are so familiar to me.

Again many thanks,
iOurs sincerely.

':n'r

Vf-Alh
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THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY

August 25, 1971

professor Harry E. Maude
77 Arthur Circle, Forrest
A.C.T. 2603, Australia

Dear Professor Maude:

This tardy reply to your letter of July 21 indicating
a welcome to the UNESCO seminar in September, must

convey my regrets since it appears I shall be unable
to attend this Conference,

It would have been such an opportune occasion for
consulting both with you and with the other participants
a feat that otherwise would entail considerable travel,
I hope all goes well.
Very sincerely.

(Mrs,) Margaret Felts
South Pacific Bibliographer

as

August

Dr.

1971

I'laude

Department of Pacific Histciy
The Puesearch School of Pacific Studies

The Australian National Universifcby
P.O. Box k
Canberra ACT

2600

Australia

Dear Dr. liaudes

I must write at once to inform; you that I have now received a

formal invitation to participate in the Source Ilaterials Related

to Research in the ^*acific Area Seminar.

I have^ of course, accepted and plan to reach Sydney on the 5th
and will be on hand Monday morning for your opening remarks.

Needless to say, I am anxious to meet you after so many years
of seeing your name in print and I am most appreciative that
Bill McGrath brought iry name to your attention and I only wish
that he and some others here who share our interests were go
ing as well.

Sincerely yours.

Daniel J. Peacock

cc: Ifr. William McGrath
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77 Arthur Circle* Pon e at*
A..C,2. 2605* AustraLia*
19th iugust* 1971*

a 'rr.

Dear E3iilie»

Until I got your letter yesterday I had "been under the iinrreasion that all
was well dnd that you uoTild he coming next month.
However I rang up the TJnesco
Advisory Committee people immediately and what has happened apparently is that

Australia was to provide ^5,000 towards the fares and accommodation of participants
and Unosco headquarters in Paris a furthcr^^jX^OO,
Tlic AuBtrslian Unesco people here have written to Paris several times wer
several months* and sent them several cahles* all asking for this ^6*000 hhicli they
were led to suppose would he forthcoming, and on x^hlch assumption the conference was
organized.
But net a single reply has heen received to any conaaunication.

This will no douht astcrd-sh you.
But, having -worked for an intcrnationa].
organization for 7
years it doesn't surprize me in the least.
All international
organizations are more or less inefficient; hut Unesco has the reimtation of
heating the lot.

However* the Advisory- people here are still optimistic (or pretend to he)
that they will get the money within the next week or sc and I liave personally seen

the paper on which your name is written in as the Eo,2 priority (after Professcr

Norman Meller of the Pacific Islands Studies Committee of the Bniverrity of Bawaii)
so we do hope that you will be able to come at thie eleventh hour, if Unesco sends

a cable guararteeirig your fares and e:ipenscE.
I quite agree with you that Guam should have a representative and still hope

that it will prove possible,

iiicugi;, being old and cj-nical, I cannot help feeling

that Unesco in I aris is deliberately stalling with the necessary funds,
I was sorry to hear the bad news of the car accident in which your fariily

was involved, and sincerely trust that your daughter will be completely recovered
sooner than expected.
1 can ^uite imagine that you will have kHh been unable to
do much on the bibliography: but there will come a time.

Probably LU headings

will suit Guam best, when possible, as Amoi'icans are used to them,
I pxt most
enthusiastic about your Bibliography because I fiimly believe that t))crx> is a
special demand for a Bibliography of Guam,
The books which you mention have not yet arrived but no doubt will in due
course.

It can talce several months between hero and Guam, especially as tho

postal people send tnings via San Prancisco as often as not.

Miuriy thanks for the

kind thougnt, and I eook forward to both works.

Immediately tlie boeumentRry '^.onference is over 1 P-ave fi to go to another on
the Preservation of Pacific Cultures in Save., but by the middle of Beptember I trust
that I shall be able to settle down to aericue writing.

Evexybody has gathered

here x'or the Pacific kc iance Congxees at the moment and therr, is general dianaj^'- at

finding tliat travellers' cheques are no longer casl.able - soir.ethirg to do with Nixon's
pronouncement on the dollar, I believe; but I expect that it will all ctrai^^.ten
itself out in a day or two.

With our very best wishes, and hopes for yovLT daughter's speedy recovciy,
Ycuro,

Agana, Guam
August 7th
Dear Mr. Maude,

It now looks as if my dreams of a trip to Australia in September
were merely dreams. The University of Guam apparently has no money to
sponsor such a trip for me or anyone else. I think that is too bad, for
I do believe the university would profit by having some kind of representation at such a meeting.

I wish they could send someone, if not me.

By now, the books I sent should have arrived.

I know ship mail is

rather slow between here and Australia, but it does eventually get through,
Jan Beaty's book should be a new addition to your collection. The other
is the latest annual published by the Navy Relief Society in conjunction
with an annual fund-raising carnival the end of May. There are rumors

that say this may be the last time such a book may be published. We hope
this is not true for most people have looked forward to each new issue
since it was first published in I960. There was no issue for 1961, but
from 1962 it has been an annual publication.

The past two months have been busy ones for me. I had hardly
resettled from my fascinating trip down under when we had news of
several members of the family involved in a serious autoifobile accident.

Both my husband and I took emergency leave to visit them in Mississippi,
I stayed for three weeks.

One daughter is still in serious condition

in the hospital, although all signs indicate final and complete recovery.
It will be very slow. Her husband and sister have been discharged and
are doing well.

Because of this I can report little progress on the bibliographjF
that I have accomplished.

Mr. Williams has kept up some of the work, I

don't believe the delay will be serious. We are looking forward to

seeing Mr. Copell's work. Perhaps Guam will fit into similar categories.
We are presently using LC subject headings wherever possible. This
coincides with our present library practice and we are more familiar with
it.

I am sorry I will not be visiting with you in September. Perhaps
you and your wife might make a trip this direction. We would be happy to
have you visit us and aour center.
Sincerely,

. ■
'W
'•
< '

\

77 Arthur Circle, Forrest,

A.C.T.2603» Australia,
11th June, 1971.

Dear Ehiilie,

We were glad that you liked Canberra and still more so that you were
able to come as it was a real pleasure for us to be able to show you some of

the sights.

IVhat intrigues me about this place is the fact that it really

an oasis surrounded by nothing but millions of sheep, with the nearest outpost
of civilization 200 miles away.
And yet the Government has stuck this
University here, with a staff of over 2,000 engaged in research in ccmiplete
isolation from their fellow men.

I have looked up my recommendations to the Australian Advisory Cmmnittee
for UNESCO re attendance at the September Seminar on Source Materials relating
to Research in the Pacific Area and find that they were as follows:—
A.l - American Micronesia

Mr Daniel Peacock, Supervisor of Library Services,
Saipan, Mariana Islands.

Father Francis Hezel, S.J., Micronesian Seminar,
Truk, Caroline Islands.

Mr W.A. McGrath, Bibliograidiical Specialist, Saipan,
Mariana Islands.

A.5. - Guam

The Micronesian Research Center of the University of
Guam to be invited to select a delegate, probably
Mrs Dnilie Johnston;
Mr Paul Carano; or

Father T. McGrath, S.J.
B.l — University of Guam

Tlie University to be invited to select a participant.

I gather that the financial subvention which the Advisory Cwnmittee has
received so far only permits the fares and accammodation of one delegate from

the Micronesian area to be paid for, so prestimably they wrote to Mr Carano has
the Head of the Center. All he has now to do is to nominate you, if he does
not want to go himself. I gathered from a letter from him that he is not, in

fact, particularly interested in the finer points of bibliography. of course
the more participants who come from Micronesia the better, so long as UNESCO does
not have to pay their fares and accommodation. They are always short of funds
d of course, have to cover the whole Pacific Islands region.

Agana, Guam
May 29, 1971
Dear Honor and Hairy,

One of the highlights of my trip to Australia was the visit

with you in Canberra. I'feny, many thanks for all the time you spent
meeting me, feeding me, and taking care of me while I was there, I

will remember Canberra as the most beautiful pice that I visited.
It may be partly because of the beautiful fall weather and the lovely
red and golden foliage, but mostly I will remember the warm welcome
of the new friends I made there.

I returned to my husband and his mother in Sydney after a pleasant
flight and met them in time for dinner, Wednesday and Thursday were

spent sightseeing as well as in Rotary Club affairs. We left Sydney on

Friday end spent most of the day (at least it seemed so) flying across
Australia, A short stop was made in Singapore for refueling and on
to Bangkok, There we were able to contact a Royal Thai Naval officer
that we had known in Guam some time ago. His ship was stationed in
Bangkok and most of the time was spent with him and his wife. While
he was in Guam he had often visited out housey either alone or with
some of his crew.

They knew our children well and we were a second home

for them. So he could hardly do enough for us. We were happy, but
very tired, when we left. We had seen so much that the average tourist
never knows about. Then on to Hongkong, where we managed to spend the
last few coins that had remained in our purses. With all those marvelous

shops much of our time was spent just windowshopping. We arrived in

Guam as scheduled after skirting a typhoon over the Philippines, It
was i^ot a smooth trip, but it could not be called a rough one either.
After a good night's sleep, we attended the graduation exercises
for number five daughter who had completed her junior high school

requirements. She graduated number seven in a class of about 200 students,
thus earning her trip to the United States to visit with her married
sister there, Herbert's mother, a member of the Guam Board of Education,

handed the class their certificates.
After partially unpacking, I wnt out to the university to look

t my desk and to see what liad happened while I was away. Our new

® brary shelves had finally arrived and were all installed, a pleasant

rise, I't ®akes a great improvement in the appearance of the collection,

will

much easier to keep orderly than the old makeshift wooden

®h Iving we had been using. Glasses are over until summer school
® • c -o it may not be too difficult to catch up, if anyone ever does
begin-

./a library.

A quick survey of the mail, both here at home and at the university
+
Include any correspondence about the UNESCO conference in
*
did 00'^ ^

*

Canberra in September. It is possible I may have missed it, or it may
have been sent by ship mail. Mr. Garano had a copy of what had been

sent to the president of the university (addressed to the previous
president, not to the present one, Fedro G. Sanchez) In that it was
suggested tliat Mr. Garano attend. Mr. Garano said he was more interested
in using historical materials in connection with his writing than in
the work of bibliographers or librarians. He had already suggested that
1 go instead. Our president was under the imprssion that only Mr, Garano
was aked to attend. If 1 should receive an invitation, I believe the
chances of my representing the university would be increased. The
outlook at present is not unfavorable. The program sounds extremely
interesting and 1 know we would profit by having someone there.

Again 1 want to thank both of you for being so kind. 1 hope that
someday you will be going through Guam and have time to stop over. I would
love to show you our island. 1 have a copy of Janice Beaty's Discovering
Guam that I will wrap separately to mail. It should make an interesting
addition to your fascinating collection.
Once more, many, many thanks.
t.

Sincerely,

;

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND SCIENCE
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77 Arthur Circle» Forrest»

A«C.T, 2603» Australia,
A

18th August, 1971*

;

Mr Daniel J. Peacock,

• 'i' .

Supervisor, Library Services,
Office of the High Commissioner,
Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands,

•^

J..

'■ V j

SAIFAl:? h-lariana Islands 9^950.

■

Dear Mr Peacock,

Your letter arrived an hour ago and I am answering it immediately unfortunately it was sent to the University and they often take a time
to re-address letters.

'v -. %

Actually I have nothing to do with the Unesco Seminar on Source
Hateriels for Heseareh in the Pacific Islands except that, as they know
nothing about the islands, they keep coming to me for advice.
Over £ year ago they asked me to make cut a list of recommended

particinarts to te invited to attend the seminar from each of the island

territories.,

I have just looked up my suggestions, which for Micronesia

xv'ere as fcllowej-

Arcricen Ilicrcnesia

(1) Mr Daniel Pea-cock, Supervisor of Library Services, Saipan.
(2) Mr v. ,A. KcGrath, Saipan,

(5) Father Francis Bezel, S.J., Truk.
Guam

ProfesRor Paul Garano, Mici'oneBian Area Research Center,
(2) Firs K&ilie JohtiSton? Eibliographer, Microneeian Area Research Center
University of Cruair-

The University to be invited to select a participant.

At subsBcruent meetings it transpired, if I have got the score right, that

the Rustralian Advisciy Corocdttee for Unesco had only ^5»UC0 to pay for the

fares and accommodation of participants, but expected a further ^6,000 from
Unesco funds in Paris.

As a consequence they hod perforce to pare my list to the bone and it was
decided that not more than one participant cixdclbe invited from any irritoiy
and that special preference should be accorded in making grants to Pacific
Islanders who were unconnected with Governments and who therefore could not
be eaq)ected to get any financial s^aiEtence to enable them to come.

On receipt of your letter I rang the Unesco people here who toll me that
they have i^'ritten to Paris several times over several months, and sent them

several cables, all adcing for this ^6,000 which they were led to suppose
would be forthcoming, and on which assumption the conference was organized.

But believe it or not no reply has yet been received to any sin^e communio.
ation.

^

You will be astcnislied at this? but not if you have worked for intemation
organizations, as I once did for 7 years. Ajid Unesco is the most inefficien

of them all, at least in my opinion.'

at a further emeryency meeting, they decided to invite you to be
the parti
for American liicronesla, but cannot mXM unfortunately pay
for yon sMo^y because t}ioy h^ve long exiiausted what little money they had.

Unesco also
10th,

they have sent you an official iiryitation on the
^
Qll ol* "S con^iected with Pacific

not^
documentation
goodness, v.-ith Unesco) hope and pr^ that you
can persuade 3^° ,'cure than +
Y^ur participation, for
give us 8:ceater Pleas^e t^ to meet with you, benefit fxom your ledge and
advice, and perhaps
- ordinate some of our work for the benefit of the
Pari-Pir area aS ^ whOiO*

Headless to say I hare foaght for your participation from the start, since

I have long known and appreciated your worft and realized that w®
the same
langua^ on documentary "^terl^ ^ its value. I have used end ^mired your

PathwRv^ Ap rn r.-mnessi^ if^-fchw^/B to
and
5ujvpygi and Studies
shall be speaj-ijrjg qjas thp

'<

at ^he meeu

aa well

for achools» which I think has not yet been publiehad.

TRUST TERRITORY OF THE PACIFIC ISLANDS
OFFICE OF THE HIGH COMMISSIONER

CABLE ADDRESS

SAIPAN, MARIANA ISLANDS 96950

HICOTT SAIPAN

12 August 1971
Dr. H. E. Maude

Department of Pacific History
The Research School of Pacific Studies

The Australian National University
P.O. Box 4

Canberra

ACT

2600

Australia

Dear Dr. Maude:

Mr. William McGrath has been kind enough to show me a letter he received

from you recently in which it is intimated that I might expect an invi
tation to attend your September Conference on Source Materials related
to Research in the Pacific Area.

Actually, Bill has kept me abreast of plans for some time and I have
followed developments with keen interest. Because I have hoped that
the way might open for me to attend, I have tried to keep my calendar
clear and myself in readiness. I had thought that once formal word was
received I would swing into action and complete plans to attend.

It is now rather late, I fear. Perhaps I should have written earlier,
but I had thought that might appear to be a bit presumptuous. Even now,
I am not certain that I am in proper form in addressing myself to you.
However, because of the lateness of the hour I have done so.

Three bibliographies treating Micronesian materials have been prepared
under my direction with a fourth and a fifth in progress. I would enjoy
the opportunity to share our experiences in this work with others simi
larly engaged.

Finally, I cannot resist adding that my personal interest in this work
has taken me to the British Museum on three occasions and during one
of those summers I had the happy experience of finding Miss Mander-Jones

and learning of her important work with Pacific manuscript sources.
I would be happy to reimburse you for the cost of a cable if there is

any news you can provide me as to what participation, if any, is antici

pated from the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands.
Sincerely yours.

''mniel'if. Peacock
Supervisor, Library Services

r:ii

■ ;; • ■ '.-i/VV
Mr Daniel J. Peacock,

Supervisor, Libra-ry Services,
Office of the High Commissioner,

Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands,
SAIPAH.
, y.

Mariana lelands 9^950.
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iUiS» Maude,
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77 Arthur Circle,

Forrest, A.C.T. 2603,
y-.''

>
Australia,

:

■■

, . •Tjr.U'.

, k-*!

So, although I realisie that the imerican Crovex-nmont is not made

of money as some people are apt to tliinlc, I am keeping ray fxngere

c3X)G8ed and sending up a little prayer that for once they will a^ae
to your coming to \'hat j.g tho only conference that has ever been
tuad iB'TBVBr likely "to be held, on I'acifSo docnmewH
and studies.

Very sincerely,
'

:

I"', ''

H»E»

77 Arthur Circle* Forrest,

A.C.T, 2603, 16th August, 1971«
Mrs Helen Tracey,

Australian National Advisory Committee for Unesco,
P.O. Box 826, CANlF.HnA CITY.
iirf ■ ■

A.C.T. 2601.

Dear Mrs Tracey,

Herewith the two papers \diich you kindly said that you could
have duplicated for distribution to the participants at the second

paper that I have to ^ve - the one on Pacific Bibliography,

In

tiiis case I'll circulate them round the table at the ^propriate point
ill my talk.

One is headed 'Pacific Monograph Seriess Suggested Style

for Bibliographical Entries' and the other 'A Bibliography of the Cook
Islands, William G. Coppell'.

If they can be done on quarto paper so much the better? but if

not it can't be helped.

Ihe main thing is to have one for each person

there so that they can have sometiling to read wiiile I'm tallcing to
prevent them from falling asleep. At one of the recent papers at
the Canberra Historical Society someone fell asleep half wsy, and as

ho snored loudly it was a bit disconcerting: ve must try to avoid that.
You vdll notice that on p,l of the first paper 'H.L. Davies' and
'A.B. Jones' should be transposed, and that there is one correction and

one addition on p»3 of the second paper and another addition on p.4*
I also promised to confim that Mr Edvdn H. Bryan, Jr., of the
Bernice P. Bishop ifuseuiii, Honolulu, the Director of the Pacific Scien
tific Information Center and Editor of Man In the Pacific will be

attending the meetings at the eiqjense of Ids own organisation and not
of Unesco. He is at present c(»apleting for publication the first
volume of the Gazetteer of Pacific place names, and as Pacific documen
tation has been his lifetime occupation and interest he should be one
of the most valuable participants.

Mr Bryan will be attending the Pacific Science Congress but has
to vacate his room on the 27th or 28th, so perhaps you could book him
in at the Town House Motel vdth the other participants from the 28th,
Tjut at hie ei^ense.

Anyway I'll get him to confirm that this is O.K.

by him.

I think that this is about all except please let me know if
aomathing goes wrong with the Oral Tradition talk - you remember that
Ben Crooombe and Dione Latukefu were to be invited to give ua an ear
bashing for half an hour each - and I'll tjy and fix up an alternative
make-do. Perhaps Kiel Gunson, Dorothy Shineberg, Francis West and I

could haran^e "the mob for 15 minutes each.

two (Bo®^

Or if only one of the

Sione) should back out then we could arrange for two of the

above quartet to perform, so as to fill in the geqp.
Yours sincerely.

BERNICE P. BISHOP MUSEUM
p. O. BOX 6037

HONOLULU, HAWAII 96818

PACIFIC

SCIENTIFIC

INFORMATION

CENTER

August 11,■1971
Mr. H. E, Maude,
77 Arthur Circle,

Forrest, A.C.T.2603, Australia
Dear Harry:

Thank you for your cordial air letter of August 3rd inviting

me to stay in Canberra after the 12th Pacific Science Congress to
attend t he UNESCO International Seminar-conference on Docuunentary
Resources for Research in the Pacific Area.

Everyone here agrees

with me that this would be so very much "up my ally" that I shotild

accept, which I do with enthusiasm.
If everything goes according to plan, I expect to leave here via

Ban-American Airways soon after midnight August 15/16 (our date),

arriving at Sydney on the morning of Tuesday, August 17 (your date),
and continuing on to Canberra about an hour later.

Since my room at

the A.N.U. dormatory is booked to commence that day, thet timing is

excellent. I can only stay there through the 27th or 28th, but I am
sure that, once the bulk of the delegates have departed, I will have
no difficulty finding a room through September 10th.

I am bringing with me as many copies of "Pacific Anthropologists

1971" as my weight allowance will permit,

I promise that the next

edition, if one ever appears, will be called "Pacific Social Scientists."
I will also bring a few copies of other recent publications, and a

memory full of information about Pacific Area documentary resources.
Looking forward to seeing you and other friends soon, I am
Yours very sincerely,

Edwin H. Bryam, Jr., Manager

77 Arthur Circle, Forrest,

A.C.T. 2603, 3rd Aug»xat, 1971.

Miss TIelen Tracy,

Australian National Advisory Conmittee for \Jnesco,

P.O. Pox 826, CAiaiiaRA CI'lY.
A.C.T. 2601,

Dear Miss Tracy,

Herewith the script of ray first paper, which you kindly said

might possibly be typed by someone in your office.

All I need myself

is one original and one copy, double spaced on quarto paper.

"be double spacirr^ and quarto paper is rather essential so if,
for some reason, this is rot possible please return the draft to me
untyped and I shall endeavour to fix it up myself.
I know some
r.overnraent offices have a fixation on loolscap aiid cannot tj'pe on any
other sized paper.

There is a page 5a in addition to a page 5; otherwise iiie

pagination runs straight from 1—24.

The two pages of B.eferences need

not, of course, be dmtMe spaced, so long as each reference is sepco*—

ated (as I have done).
I also attach tifo draft resolutions or recommendations for

discussion and should be grateful if these could be duplicated for
circulation to the participants after the morning tea break on the
Monday.
The Fnclosure headed Pacific Classica Reprints Series after the

References at the end of the paper is rather triclcy because it should
not only be typed as an enclosure to tlie paper hut also duplicated for
circulation to the participants — again ^Sfber the meeting.

If anything is net clear or the typist ctmnot read something or

anything I have written please phone my wife and she will call me froaf.

ray Library, -vAere I work.
veil.

I tmk most grateftil to yon for your help and hope that all goes
If the paper can be typed please let »e have my two copies,

together with ray script as enclosed, before the last week in the month,
as I have to practice it aloud several times before delivery. Meanwhile
I shall work flat out on iny second paper, which will, I'm afraid, not
be ready in time for your office to type.
But this may be my habitual

pessimism; and one never knows.

Yours sincerely.

H.E. Mande.

Unesco Gommittee for Libraries and Related Fields

Meeting of the Sub-Gommittee planning the TJnesco Seminar
on Source Materials Related to Research in the Pacific Area.

To be held in the Gouncil Room, First Floor, Rational •

library, Canberra at 9.30 a.m. on Friday 23 July, 1971.

Agenda

Agenda Item

I

Overseas Unesco Consultant

Agenda Item II

Seminar Program

Agenda Item III
Agenda Item IV

Reception
Participation

Agenda Item

Finance

V

Agenda Item VI
Agenda Item VII

Rapporteurs and Discussion Leaders

Publicity

A;g:enda Item I

Overseas Unesco Consultant

Dr. H.J. Plenderleith has accepted our invitation to

attend the Seminar as the major consultant, and to speak on

the '.'Preservation and Restoration of Documentary Llaterial" and

"Storage and Handling of Material" on \7ednesday, 8 September.
Dr. Plenderrleith will be accompanied by his wife.

As he will

be spending some additional time in Australia, members could

perhaps offer suggestions for his itinerary. A copy of
Dr. Plenderleith's curriculum vitae is attached (Attachment A).
He has also expressed an interest in visiting the Great Barrier
Reef.
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A,":enda Item II
Seminar PrO;°:ram

Attached is a copy of the Seminar program as

determined at the last sub-committee meeting (Attachment B).
Members might now care to decide on (a) the form and time of the
official opening ceremony; (b) a speaker for the session 2.00 to
3,00 p.m. on Monday 6 September, as Dr. Ourtin is unable to
attend; (c) a Chairman for the final session on Friday, 10

September; (d) a Chairman for the public lecture to be given by
Dr. David Lewis on '.Vednesday evening.

The program is at present being printed, and will be
ready to distribute to participants before the Seminar.

Agenda Item III
Receiotion

The Governor-General has advised that he is unable

to host a reception for participants in the Seminar.

However,

an amount of up to $300.00 is available from Seminar f^mds for

this purpose. Perhaps members could suggest a venue and
arrangements for this. It is tentatively programmed for Tuesday
evening as Mr. Richard Hoggart, Assistant Director-General of

Social Sciences^

Human Sciences and Oulture, Unesco, may be

arriving in Canberra on this day.

It is thought that the films

previously scheduled for Tuesday 7th could be shown instead
on Monday 6th.

' -.t
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A.pjeiida Item IV
Partioi'oatlon

Prom funds available for the Seminar, we have

offered to support the follov;ing participants from the
Pacific Islands and Papua and New Guinea:

Mr. S. Tuinaceva, Ihief Archivist, National Archives of Piji,
• who has replied that he is waiting for

permission from the Pijian Government before
he can formally accept the invitation.
Mr. George Kalkoa,

M.L.A., Vila

Dr. Sione Latukefu,

Mr. John Yaxley,

University of Papua and New Guinea.

Deputy Financial Secretary, Solomon Islands,
nominated as his replacement by Mr. Francis
Bugotu who was unable to accept.

Mr. Kevin Green,

Ohief Archivist, Papua and New Guinea archives,

Mr. George Buick, Librarian, University of Papua and New Guinea.
Dr. Fanaafi Larkin,

Director of Education, Nestern Samoa.

Replies to our invitation have not yet been received
from Mr. George Gowan, of the Oook Islands Library and Museum

Society, and Mr. F. Drollet, Government Archivist, Papeete.
Follow up letters and cables have been forwarded.
been received from the Hon. Ve'ehola

No reply has

Nukualofa.

Local participants will include: Mr. A.P. Fleming,

Mr. R. Langdon, Professor O.H.K. Spate, Dr. David Lewis,
Mr. K.A.R. Horn and Miss P. Reynolds of the State Library of
Victoria and the Lalrobe collection, Miss S.M.H. Mourot of the
Mitchell Library.

Mr. G.L. Fischer, Archivist, University of Sydney has
been invited to replace Mr. R.G. Sharraan who is unable to attend,

and Mr. A.E. Bagnall, Ghief Librarian, Alexander Turnbull
Library has accepted our invitation to attend.

No replies have been received from Mrs. Fusitua (to

represent Tonga and at present resident in Ganberra) or from
the Oxley Memorial Library.

Reminder letters have been sent.

- 2 -

Acconinodation has been resef'ved at the Tov/n House

Motel for 22 participants.

Funds will be available to pay

the retiirn economy class airfares of participants, and to
contribute ASIOO.OO towards living expenses for the five days
of the meeting.

One inquiry has been received by this Committee, and

apparently LIr. Maude has received others, from people interested
in attending the Seminar at their ovm expense.

Perhaps meiabers

could consider this matter.

The University of Hawaii has advised that it will make

every effort to support a participant to the Seminar, but our
requests for support to the East-west Oentre, University of
Oalifornia, Santa Iruz, Beinheim Institute, University of the

Pacific and the University of Guam have been unsuccessful (see
also agenda item 7). The South Pacific lomraission has asked
Mr. Maude to represent it.

\

A:'^enda Itetn Y
Finance

It is possible that additional fnnds of up to

US$5,000 (but most likely limited to 02,500) will be made
available from the Unesco Regular Program to sponsor
additional Pacific participation.

If fimds are available, it is proposed that additional

invitations might be selected from the following:

1. Havvaii

-

Dr. Uorman Lleller, Ohairjnan, Pacific Islands
Studies Ooaunittee, University of Hawaii, Honolulu.
An invitation has already been issued to Dr.
Meller without the offer of support for

his visit.

2. Dr. R.O. Orocomb^ University of the South Pacific has also been
asked to attend the Seminar v/ithout the offer of supporting fimds.

3. Guam

-

Mr. Paul Darano, Director, Micronesian Area

Research Sentre, University of Guam has
indicated he is not able to attend.

He has

suggested that Mrs. Smilie Johnston, dhief
Bibliographer at the lentre might be a suitable
replacement.

4. American

-

MiConesia

Mr. Daniel Peacock, Supervisor of library
c.
•
r. •
Services,
Saipan,
Mariana Islands.

5. Gilbert and Ellice Islands -

Mr. Barry McDonald, Research Student,

to suggest a participant if funds are available.

j.Irs. B.H. Lovett, Librarian, South Pacific Oomraission
has indicated that she would be able to attend the Seminar in

a private capacity.

Members might care to consider whether

Mrs. Lovett should receive a formal invitation to the Seminar and

if so whether a second participant should be invited from Hew

Caledonia, as the National Advisory Committee has set aside finds
for tliis purpose.

A/^enla Item VI

(a)

Ra"OT)orteiirs
It was agreed at the last sub-committee meeting that

rapporteurs for each discussion would be necessary, and it was

thought -Wiat research students might be employed for this purpose.
It is unlikely, however, that funds will be available for this

purpose.

(h)

Perhaps members could suggest an alternative arrangement,

Discussion Leaders
It was thought at the last meeting that discussion leaders

could appropriately be appointed for each session and that
Seminar papers should be distributed in advance to those selected.

Members might now care to suggest names for this purpose from
those who are expected to attend.

Afi!:enda Item VII
Publicity

Publicity statenents will be issued to the press
and other media in advance of the Seminar.

The report of the

Seminar will be circulated to relevant specialist journals

(e.g. Pacific Islands monthly).

PLEiJDERLEITH,

Harold James,

C.B.E. 1959; M.C. 19I8; B.Sc., Ph.D., Hon. LID (St Andrev/s);
F.R.3.E. ; F.S.A. ; F.Iti.A.;

First Director of the International Centre for the Study of

the Preservation and Restoration of Cultural Property (created by Unesco)
1959; Director Emeritus, 1971 ; First Keeper, Research Laboratory,
British iliseum v/.C.I 1949-59 ; Hember, Hon. Scientific Advisory
Committee, National Gallery London since 1935; Chairman I944-58,
Foundation Member (Treasurer), International Institute for the
Conservation of liiseum Objects and V/orlcs of Art - later VicePresident and President, and Honorary Fellow 1971»
Chairman of Research Committee of Museum Laboratories,

International Commission on Lfuseums and Permanent Member of Directory
Board.

Born 19 September, 1898 ; son of R.J. Plenderleith,

F.E.I.S., and Lucy Bell (of Hew Zealand), m. 1926 Elizabeth K.S. Smyth.
Educ.

-

Dundee Harris Academy and St Andrev/^s University;

Professor of Chemistry, Royal Academy of Arts, London, 1936-58;

Rhind Lecturer (Edinburgh) 1954 ; Gold Medals, Harris Academy,
Society of Antiquarians of London and University of Young Ham,

Tae Gu, (l970) ; Bronze medal of Unesco, 1971*
Publications

The Preservation of Antiquities

1934

The Conservation of Prints, Dravfings and Manuscripts

1937

The Preservation of Leather Bookbinding I946

The Conservation of Antiquities and V/orks of Art, 1956

(toans . 7 languages) ; Hew edition, autumn 1971>
with co-author Dr Anthony V/erner (Keeper of Research Laboratory,

British Museum).
Reports on many missions for Unesco
Recreations -

Art, iaasic and travel

CXub

Athenaeum

-

Society

RTT B C H W e. Nn

R

DRAFT SFI'.rrNAR PROGRAI.!

I'.Ionday 6 September
9,30 - 10.30 a.m.

Documentary basis for Pacific
Studies - Forms and Origins
Speaker - I/Ir H.E. Ifeude

Chairman - Chairman, TJnesco
Committee for

Libraries

10,30 - 11.00 a.m.

Morning Tea

11.00 - 12.30 p.m.

Discussion (Plenary)

12.30 - 2.00 p.m.

Lunch

2.00 - 3.00 p.m.

3.00 —

3.30 p.m.

3.30 - 5'00

p.m.

Afternoon Tea

Discussion (Plenary)
Films (National Library)

Evening

(at^)

Tuesday 7 September

9, 30 - 10.30 a.m.

"National and Local Collection

of Pacific rfe,nuscripts"
Speaker - I.Ir Kevin Green
Chairoian - Mr G.L. Fischer

10.30

11.00 a.m.

Morning Tea

11.00

12.30 p.m.

Discussion (Plenary)

12.30

2.00 p.m.

Lunch

3.00

"Pacific I&nuscripts Bureau"

2.00

Speaker - LIr R. Langdon
Chairman - Professor O.H.K. Spate

3.00 - 3.30 p.m.

Afternoon Tea

3.30 - 5.00 p.m.

Discussion (Plenary)
Reception

Evening

8 September

^,'^0 - 10.30 a.m.

"Preservation and Restoration of

Documentary Laterial - including
any special problems of concern
to the Pacific"

2.

Speaker

-

Dr H. Plenderleith

Chairman -

Llr G.D. Richardson

10.30

11.00 a.tn.

Morning Tea

11.00

12.30 p.m.

Discussion (Plenary)

12.30

2.00 p.m.

2.00

3,00 p.m.

Lunch

"Storage and Handling of lilaterial including microtexts and their
physical use"
Speaker

- Dr H. Plenderleith

Chairman - Mr G.D. Richardson

3.00 -

3.30 p.m.

Afternoon Tea

3.30 -

5.00

Discussion (Plenary)

Evening - 8.00 p.m.

- Public Lecture

"feecrets th-at only I and the Devil Knorf'
(the blind Tuita)"
Speaker

-

Dr David Lev/is

Thursday 9 September

5.30 -

10.30 a.m.

"Bibliographic Control of Pacific
Manuscripts"

10.30 -

11.00 a.m.

11.00 - 12.30 p.m.

2.00 -

5.00 p.m.

Speaker

-

Ifr H.E. Maude

Chairman

-

I.Ir Harrison Bryan

Morning Tea
Discussion
Free

(i) Visit to Tidbinbilla Tracking
Station and Fauna Reserve

(ii) Display and demonstration,
McDonald Room, Australian
Rational University
10 Senteraber

^^30 - 10.30 a.m.

"Use of Pacific Materials - including
the problems of the scholar and
librarian - the limitations of
microfilm"

Speaker

-

Dr F.J. V/est

Chairman - lb: A.P. Fleming

3.

10.30 - 11.00 a.m.

Morning Tea

11.00 - 12.30 p.m.

- Discussion (Plenary)

12.30 -

-

2.00 -

2.00

5.00 p.m.

Lunch

Summary session vriLth afternoon

tea from 3.00 - 3.30 p.m.
Chairman

-

,„r"

77 Arthur Circle, Torrcst,
A.C.T. 2603, Australia,
3rd August, 1971.

^fr. E.H. Bryan, Jr.,

Pacific Scientific Infrmation Center,
Bernice P. Bishoij 'hiseun,
P.O. Pox ^>037,
HONQLTJLU. Pawaii

Dear Eddie,

« and
md everythinf; acciunuiai.^".
acciiniiilated.

rn glad to he^^^that tj;^

S;^cr^'L?l'rsiIs;';n%hrLrt'of

't^ingfS you and I hav^i; con^xon. I do so hope that you will be able to
complete
;e your
your similar
siraiini- work
woie. ""
on *Polynesia.

.....

SK£"3

make a charge for it;.

1^

American cultural antliropole-

United ;.ingaom,
in the United
I'ingdom, Australia and ^ev Zealand.

But what I am really writing about is to express the sincere hope that,
are aUending ".e facifia Science
pa^Uclplrin the
prolong yonr stay in Canhcrra for
nesLrces tor Reaearch

..

Ilncsco international seninar-contercnce

^ _ the 6th September to Friday

in the Pacific Area, which takes place from ilonaay w

i

bh !^eptemher.
s^eptemuer.
the 10th

,

j X

u +..irra 1 hour

The papers are supposed to each take 1 h

,

■

and after a suitable oreaK

another hour has

for refreshLnts will be followed by discussion, for which another nour
been alloted.

The programme is as follows

Monda

a.nio

Pacific Documentation: an introductory survey.
Oral material and its recording.

a.m

Tuesday

National and Local Collection of Pacific Manuscripts.
The Pacific Manuscripts Bureau.

Wednesday a.m.

The preservation and restoration of documentary material.
The storage and handling of documentation.

Luradsy

a.m.

Pacific Bibliography.
Free.
J'l W a

Friday

ftatD «

n.c uce of Pacific Il.torlale, inclading the prohlemo of
the scholar and the librarian.

p.m.

Recommendations for action, etc.

Your name was one of those originally suggested as Hawaiian participant,

hut unfortunately in the end it transpired (how like Unesco) that there were
only funds to bring one participant from each of the 21 Pacific territories (and
in some cases not even that).

But if you are coming to Canberra in any case

you would be more than welcome as one of us and I'm sure that you would enjoy

participating with others who, like yourself, are interested in the documentation
on the Pacific Islands. There has never been a conference of this nature before
and I think it can be safely said that there will never he another again in our

lifetime.

In any case the Bishop Museum should be represented, as one of the

main centres concerned with Pacific documentation; and possibly even more so the
Pacific Scientific Information Center.

l/jth best \vi8he8,

Very sincerely,

BERNICE P. BISHOP MUSEUM
p. O. BOX 6037
HONOLULU, HAWAII 96SI8

PACIFIC

SCIENTIFIC

INFOPJ^ATION

CENTER

March 3, 1971
Dear Harry:

Thank you for your letter of 19 February, received this morning.
I am glad that you find the annotated bibliography on land in Micronesia
and its resources useful.

I should caution you that, in giving any bibliographic publicity

to the booklet you shoiild note that any correspondance regarding copies
of it should be sent to the Headquarters, Trust Territory of the Pacific

Islands, Saipan, Mariana Islands 96950. The copy I sent you was from a
small "private stock" which I held out for my friends. The bulk of the
copies were sent to Saipan. Already I have received many requests for
copies from persons who were not intimate "friends", and it is embarrass
ing to have to forv/ard the request on to my "benefactors."
Yes, I have work well advanced on the Micronesian portion of my

gazetteer of Pacific place names. It is only going to try to cover the
islands of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, but I anticipate

some 30,000 or more names, with more than 100 maps. The impetus for
this job came from the Trust Territory Administration; but this time I

am going to print about 1000 more copies than what I furnish the Trust
Territory, and hope that I don't get stuck with them. However, I think
that copies will sell, for there is nothing else like what I am doing.
and Pacific place names are hard to locate.

If health and budget permit, I want to start right in on a similar

guide to Polynesian place names. I have almost.as many names for
Polynesia as for Micronesia;

perhaps a few less because while there are

almost as many islands, there were fewer different names per island (except
the large ones). Micronesian names had many variants chiefly because islands
were administered in turn by Micronesians, Spanish, Germans, Japanese, GIs,
and Americans, with Russian and French explorers adding their quota.
I will send you a copy of the Gyide to place names in the TTPI as
soon as it comes from the press, to get your reaction, and for this one

you can say that copies can be obtained from the Pacific Scientific
Information Center.

I am also planning to print in booklet form a series of newspaper

columns which I ran in a Kwajalein newspaper. This is going to be called
Life in

Marshall Islands, and it also will have a bibliography.

You are doing a grand job in producing bibliographic information

-^0^}

about the Pacific. There are lots of persons who are interested, but^^
had^tne "gu^J^ption" to publish what they learn, except for Micronesxa

from the Headquarters of the Trust Territory. Also working on Micronesian

bibliography is is the Micronesian Area Research Center at the University
of Guam.
doubtless know the extensive listing of material which

is lying dormant in the University of Hawaii's library. Have you also
seen the interesting geographical-bibliographical material in the
Bulletin de la Societe des Etudes Oceaniennes, XIV (lO), Juin 1970? I have

difficulty in getting the fine points because ray French isn't too good.
I hope to come to the 12th Pacific Science Congress with a new

directory of persons working on the Social Sciences in the Pacific.
Do you want me to give your address as 77 Arthur Circle, Forrest, A.C.T.
2603? and your specialty as "Pacific cultural history." Out of
deference to those who think "Anthropology" is the study of man as an

animal, not a civilized scholar, I may

"Pacific Social Scientists."

'

With very best regards,

change the title to

, yCABLE ADDRESS:

ADRESSC T^L^GRAPHIQUE:

"SOUTHPACOM." NOUMEA

••SOUTHPACOM," NOUMEA

SOUTH PACIFIC COMMISSION

COMMISSION DU FACIFIQUE SUD

NOUMEA, NEW CALEDONIA

NOUMEA. NOUVELLE-CALeoONIE

POST Box No. 9

Boite Postale No. 9

17th Jime, 1971

In reply, please quote.
PLEASE ADDRESS REPLY TO
THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

Mr H.E, Maude,

77 Arthur Circle,
FORREST. A.C.T. 2603,
Australia,
-; ■4*-

Dear Harry,

Thank you for your letter of 11 June.

2.

It seems very doubtful that I will be able to get to the •

Seminar on Source Materials in September.
I must be in Suva for a
University Co\incil meeting around that time.

would greatly appreciate it if you could represent the
South Pacific Commission.
•j.

Yours sincerely.
'C

I.-*

..'I . 4-

.

• ■"3. ■
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hn E. deTo

Acting Secretary-Gex^al
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77 Arthur Circle, Forrest,

A.C.T. 2603, Australia,
218t <mly, 1971.

jMrs itargaret Felts,
South Pacific Fibliopirapher,
The University Library,
University of California,

SANTA CRUZ. California 95060,
T/• S» A.

Dear Mrs Felts,

I have just returned from a visit to Adelaide and Mildura to find

your letter awaiting me.

I have duly passed on your enquiry to the organizers of the inter*
national Seainar—Conference on Source .Materials relating to l^esearch in

the Pacific Area, i.e. the Australian National Advisory Committee for Unesco,

P.O. Box 826, Canberra City, A.C.T. 2601, Australia, who are acting on
behalf of the "Unesco Comittee for Libraries and !felated Fields.

In the meantime I do know that the Seminar is being held from Monday
the 6th September to Friday the 10th September, 1071, and that the tentative
programme is as set out in the enclosure.

Your campus was high on our priority list of invitees, but in the

event funds to provide for fares and accommodation proved to be so meagre
that the list of those whose attendance could be subsidized fr«n TTnesco

funds bad to be confined to a dozen or so participants from the 21 Pacific
Islands territories.

I understand, however, that the TFniversity of California at Santa
Cruz was, in fact the only mainland University to be invited to send a
doctunentation specialist to tlie seminar, albeit at their own expense. They
have, I believe, not yet replied to this invitation.

Several other interested people are expected to travel and attend
the semintir at their own or their organization's expense and if you, or
anyone else from iAe Library or the Center for South Pacific Studies can
manage to arrange this you would certainly be very welcome indeed.

In particular I should like to have the opportunity of consulting
you on the bibliographical coverage of tlie Pacific Islands which we are
now arranging to be compiled by a number of area specialists for publication
by the Australian f ational University Press in the series of Oceanic Biblio*
graphics being prepared for inclusion in the Pacific Monograjih Series.
Yours sincerely.

H.E. Maude.

UI^IVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA CRUZ
SANTA BAHBAEA • SANTA CRUZ

BERKELEY • DAVIS • IRVINE • LOS ANGELES • RIVERSIDE • SAN DIEGO • SAN FRANCISCO

laea

SANTA CRUZ, CALIFORNIA

THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY

9506O

June 24, 1971
) A
k'

*

Professor Harry E. Maude
Department of Pacific History
Research School of Pacific Studies

The Australian National University
Box 4 P.O.

/ . i i:

-• A > '

*

■

L

Canberra, Australia
Dear Professor Maude:

With reference to your letter to Mr. William A.
McGrath dated 14th June, 1970, I wish to inquire if
the UNESCO Regional Seminar on Source Materials
relating to the Pacific Islands is being held, as
announced, 5th - 12th September 1971.

If so, would you be so kind as to send particulars?
Thank you.
Sincerely yours.

Mrs. Margai^t Felts
South Pacific Bibliographer

77 Artlr.ir Circle, Forrest,

A.C.T. 2503, Australia,
23rd July, 1971.
Mr William A. McCrath,
P.O. Box 240, Capitol Hill,
SAIPAN. Mariana Islands 96950,
U.S. Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands.

Dear Mr McGrath,

I have been away on an nnexpectcdiy prolonged visit to Adelaide

and Mildura, but an now baclr and about to go into seclusion to prepare
for the two forthccMning conferences.

Before doing so, however, I do want to thank you for your kindness
in sending ne so ruich useful and interesting documentation and information

on Iiicronesia, and for your letters and the postcard written on your way
back to Saipan from Mew Cuinea.

Jim Davidson told me all about your fine address, at which he was
Chaiman and which very much impressed him. And now I have a copy from
you (just arrived).

I'm sorry to say that at otir final meeting yesterday the Unesco
people informed us that there was insufficient money available to bring
more tlian a handful of participants from the islands to the September
Conference on Source Materials related to Research in the Pacific Area.
I did my best to urge your case but they apparently only have some S6,000
to cover 21 territories.

rr

^

j

i

But I understood that, subject to certain contingencies (which
should be resolved in the next few days) it was decided to invite Mr
Daniel Peacock to represent fJicrouesia, so if he can't or does not want
to come perhaps he will nominate you instead, just as Professor Carano
has nominated Mrs Ibilie Johnston.

I hope that all goes well with the Biblio^jraphy, and with all
good wishes.
Yours,

BY AIR MAIL )ST

CAR
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UlffiSCO COI.^tlIT'l'EE FOR LIBRARIES AilD RELATED FIELDS
REPORT OF SUB-COLIJITTEE
SEIvUNAR OR SOURCE MTSI^IALS RELATING
TO RESEARCH III THE PACIFIC AREA

RATIONAL LIBRARY OP AUSTRALIA

FRIDAY 23 JULY 1971
PRESENT

Jlr W.D. RICHARDSON

Assistant National Librarian

(Chairman)
Mr HARRISON BRYAN

Librarian, University of Sydney

Mr J•J• GRANEEK

Librarian, Australian National
University

Mr H.E. MAUDE

Mr G.D. RICHARDSON

Principal Librarian, Library of
New South Wales

Dr P»J» V/EST

Pacific History, Australian
National University

SECRETARIAT

lass J. PANNIPEX

Mrs

H« TEACBY

The report of the previous meeting v/as confirmed.

AGErffiA ITEST I

■

-

Overseas Unesco Consiiltant

It was agreed that the arrangements decided upon at the

recent meeting of the Unesco Committee for Libraries and Related
Fields for Dr. Plenderleith were suitable,

llembers will be kept

informed of developments.

AGEHLA ITEII II

Formal Opening

-

Seminar Program

-

Monday 6 September

Mr Graneek (as Chairman of the IJnesco Committee for Libraries

and Related Fields) agreed to formally open the Seminar. The first
session v/ill commence at 9*20 instead of 9.30 in order to make provision
for this.

Afternoon Session - Monday 6 September

As Dr Curtin is unable to attend the Seminar it was agreed that
this session should be divided between Br. Crocombe and Dr
It is understood that Dr Crocombe

Latukefu.

will attend the Pacific Science

Congress from 18 August to 3 September and a second invitation will be

sent to him with the offer to meet his accommodation costs for the period
of the Seminar

Tuesday 7 September

Mr F.L. Fischer, Archivist, University of Sydney vd.ll chair

the first Session - National and Local Collection of Pacific manuscripts

(lir Sharman is unable to attend the Seminar)
Public Lecture - '.'/ednesdav 8 September

Sir Keith Hancock will be invited by Dr l^'est to chair Dr Lewis'
Lecture, If he is not available Dr West has agreed to take the Chair on
that occasion.

Closing Session - Friday 10 September
Professor O.H.K. Spate, Director of the Research School of Pacific
Studies will be invited to chair this Session,

2.

AGSI-TDA ITBIvI III

-

Reception

It was agreed that the Ladies V/ithdrawing Room, University House
would be suitable venue for the Seminar reception and that this should be
a cocktail party to commence at 5*30 p.Ei«

lir Graneek undertook to make the necessary arrangements to

reserve the Ladies Vifithdrawing Room. It was thought that approximately
100 invitations should be issued.

Invitations will be issued to people in the follovriLng categories:
1.

Those at A.H.U. concerned with Pacific Studies.

Mr Graneek and Dr V/est

will compile a list - approximately 20 - 30
2. Representatives from Education and Science - 5

3. Diplomatic representatives (cultural attache's) from each
area involved -

Fiji
France
Great Britain

New Zealand

United States
Netherlands

Portugal

Nauru (Melbourne)
Samoa

Tonga

4. Representatives of some of the major companies in the islands
e.g. Burns Philp

5. Representative from External Territories
6. Editor of Pacific Islands Monthly -

Stuart Inder

7. Members of the Unesco Committee for Libraries and Related Fields
8. A.B.C. - Keith Richards
C.S.I.R'O.

10. Canberra Times and Australian
11. Editor. Pacific Islands Trade Review

12. Dr John Cumpston and other indiciduals as suggested by Mr Maude.
ytc Graneek and

Mr \7.D. Richardson agreed to check the final

invitation list. Members noted that it is likely that Lir Richard

Hoggart, Assistant Director-General of Social Sciences, Human Sciences
and Culture v/ill be in Canberra on Tuesday 7 September and that he has
been tentatively invited to attend the Cocktail Party.

3.

AGIliroA ITSIIS IV and ? - Participation and Finance

These items were considered together as it was agreed that if
further.finance is available from Unesco Regular Program Funds, this
should be used to sponsor additional participants to the Seminar#

The following order of priority was assigned to possible additional
participants#

1.

Dr R.G. Crocombe, University of the South Pacific
- It is understood that Dr Crocombe may, in any case be

visiting Australia at the time of the Pacific Science Congress and
if this is the case the only funds required would be to meet the
cost of his accommodation during the Seminar period#

2.

Dr Uorman Lleller, Chairman, Pacific Islands Studies Committee,

University of Hawaii,

3#

Honolulu.

lies Emilie Johnston, Chief Bibliographer,Liicronesian Area

Research Centre.

4#

Invitation to University at Santa Cruz accompanied by offer to

meet cost half economy airfare - approximately

It v^as noted that the Rational Advisory has funds to
sponsor a representative from

New Caledonia and

it was

thought that an invitation should therefore be extended to Mr
Chamberlain, Editor of Etude Melanesian

Mr Drollet (French Polynesia)

is unable to attend.

Invitations to particiuatns without the offer of funds

1, Mrs B.H. Lovett, Libraries, South Pacific Commission
2.

Sister Maria del Valle, LHcroniesian Area Research Institute

3#

Father Hezel,

Truk

4, lie Daniel Peacock, Supervisor of Library Services, Saipan, Mariana Islands
(l/Ir Maude will reply to (2) and (3) )
Local Participants.

It was agreed that an invitation should be issued to Mr Ira

Raymond, Librarian, Barr Smith Library, University of Adelaide.

AGSiroA ITSI.I YI

Rapporteurs

It was noted th3,t all sessions v^ill be tape recorded.

In order to co-ordinate the main points arising from discussion

sessions for the final closing session it v/as suggested that a chief

rapporteur should be appointed and I.ir Buiclc v/ill be asked if he
would be prepared to undertake this task.

Other sub-committee

members expressed their willingness to assist libc Buick, if required.
Discussion Leaders.

It was agreed that it would be the task of individual

to identify discussion leaders.

chairmen

Chairmen will be approached in this

by the secretariat.

AG"S!n)A 1TE?,T 711

In addition to providing publicity statements to the press and

other media, members suggested that they should also be made available to
the Editor.

L»A.A. Journal and members of this Committee.

Seminar Venue

A display of relevant material ^Till be organised in the

4th Floor Conference Room at the Rational Library.
It was thought that LIr Langdon might give the demonstration

scheduled for Thursday 9 September.
It v/as agreed that participatns should be seated at tables

arranged in U - shape and that a large map of the Pacific would be useful.

77 Arthur Circle, Forrest,

A.C.T. 2603, Australia,
2l8t /uly, 1971.

Sister Maria Teresa del Valle,
Micronesian Area Kesearch Center,
University of Guam, P.O. Box EK,
AGATIA. r-uan 96910.

Pear Sister del Valle,

I have just returned from a month in Adelaide and Mildura to find
your letter awaiting me.
I have passed on your enquiry to the organizers of the international
Seminar—Conference or. Sotirce "'aterials relating to .Mesearch in the Pacific

Area, i.e. the Australian tational Advisory Committee for Unesco, P.O. Box
326, Canberra City, A.C.T. 2601, Australia, who are acting on behalf of the
Unesco Committee for Libraries and Related Fields.

In the meantime I do know Ihat the Seminar is being held fr(»n Monday 4%

the 6th September to Friday tiie lOtb September, 1971» and that the tentative
programme is as set out in the enclosure.
Your nane was considered as a possible invitee but in the event funds
to provide for the fares and accommodation of those invited officially proved
to be so meagre that the list had to be drastically curtailed and only a

dozen or so could be financed for the whole Pacific area (21 territories).
I understand, however, that several interested people are expected to
travel and attend the seminar at their own expense and if you can manage to
arrange this you would certainly be very welcome indeed.
1 personally hope that you can coinc as 1 aiii r.iost anxious to discuss

with you the possibility of your compiling (perhaps in collaboration with
Father ."rancis ]Iezel) a Bibliography of the ipanish period in Icronesia,
for publication by the Australian National lAiiversity Press in tlie series of
Oceanic bibliographies now being prepared for inclusion in the Pacific Mono

graph Series.
\/ith all good mshes.
Yours sincerely.

I'.F. ' aude.

MICRONESUW

Unhersitu

AREA

RESEARCH

CENTER

of Gaaai , P.O. Boi EK, Atana, Oian 90910
June lii, 1971

Mr. HI# E# Maude

77 Asrthur Circle

Forrest, A# C. T'. 2603
CMBERRA, AUSTRALIA

Dear Mr# Maude:

Through Mr# William Mc ($rath I have received some prelinu.nary information
concerning the UNESCO REGIONAL SEMINAR:SOURCE MATERIALS RELATING TO THE
PACIFIC ISLANDS.

I am very interested in having information about this seminar to be held

on September 5-12, 1971# I would appreciate any assistance you can give
me concerning this matter#

Thank you for your attention#

sincerely
Sincerely yours.
yours,

ft

A /\ «

I

/

/U'- O-.Ig'
Maria Teresa del Vklle, M.M.B#
Instructor of History
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imESCO COI-n-IITTES FOR LIBRABIES MTB RELATED FIELDS
SUB-COl-3'JTTBB IIBETING

SEj^gEAB OCT SOURCE I^IATBRIALS KELATIITG TO RESE/iHCH
IN THE PACIFIC REGION

AGENDA

1,

Determination of Final Seminar Program
A draft outline is included in the report of

the previous meeting (attached).

2.

Comments of the Unesco Committee for Libraries

and Related Fields on the Report of the Previous

Meeting (attached).

5. Selection of Seminar Participants (Local and
Overseas) and Issue of Invitations
Mr. Maude has drara up a list of suggestions and
this is attached.

4.

Entertainment

5.

Finance

6.

Other
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ui)!Esco co:."n:?T5E for lierapjes Ai-n) relatbi)
FIELDS SUB-GOI.EJTTBB I.IRSTIITCt
SBI.UiTAR OK SOITRGE i.IATERIALS RELATING
TO RESEimCR IN THE PACIFIC REGION

National Library of Australia, Llonday, 11 Ilay, 1970

Sir Harold Vlhite (Chairman)
I'a: Harrison Bryan (not present
at Meeting)

National Librarian
Librarian, University of Sydney

Mr J.J. Graneek (not present at
Meeting)

Librarian, Australian National
University

Ivir H.E. Maude

Pacific History, Australian
National University

Lie G.D. Richardson

Principal Librarian, Library of N.S.Vv.

Dr F.J. V/est

Pacific History, Australian National
University

(Professor J.V/. Davidson, Pacific History, Australian National University,
will be invited to join the sub-committee when he returns from overseas).
Background to the Senina.r Proposal

The Chairman outlined developments leading to the proposal
to hold the Semiimr.

He said two Unesco-sponsored meetings of librarians

and others from the Pacific area had already taken place and this Seminar

was planned as a tMrd meeting wliich might consolidate and carry forward
the v/ork of the earlier Unesco meetings.

The proposal for the Seminar

had been advanced at the 1965 meeting of the Australian Unesco Committee

for Libraries and Related Fields and subsequently endorsed by the Australian
National Advisory Committee for Unesco. ( A copy of this submission is

attached.) The delays in proceeding v/ith the proposal coiild be attributed
to a number of difficulties, but these were now resolved.

It was noted that the Director-General of Unesco has made

provision for the Seminar in his Draft Program and Budget for 1971-72

(^^5,000). The sub-committee envisaged that a matching request for
assistance would be made under his Program of Participation in the
activities of Member States.
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TTeed for the Seminar

The great increase in the number of research workers engaged in
Pacific studies since the end of V/orld War II, now numbering several
thoiisand, has resulted in a corresponding increase both in the demand
for all forms of source material, both printed aud in manuscript, for

purposes of study, wirLle at the same time it has greatly augmented
the annual output of published and unpublished items (books, pamphlets,
articles, theses, and other documentation). A recent survey estimates
that 'the number of publications referring in whole or in part to the
South Pacific produced in the brief space of twenty-t\vo years since
the end of the war exceeds the output of the entire period of over

three centuries from the era of European discovery to Pearl Harbour'.
Although the main Pacific Research Libraries, i.e. the National
Library of Australia, the Mitchell Library of Sydney, the Alexander
Turnbull Library of V/ellington and the Library of the University of
Hawaii, are attempting, v/ith some success, to keep abreast of this

rapidly-increasing flood of new material and at the same time to fill
the gaps in their collections by purchase or copying, the time has
come when a Seminar is necessary to survey, evaJuate and co-ordina-te

the considerable volume of work being done by institutions and indiv
idual scholars in the location, collection, recording and making
available to users of the sources on the Pacific region.

Such a Seminar is particularly opportune at the present time
because of the recent establishment of Universities in the Pacific

Islands in New Guinea, Guam and Fiji, vfith others in contemplation,
and of archives and public libraries at a number of island centres.

All these institutions are interested, and many of them actively

engaged, in the collection of local source ma^terial for research
parposes, but in almost every case those in charge are v/orking in
isolation and vrithout the expertise necessary for effective results.
Several unfortunate instances v/ere cited where whole series of documents

of considerable value to research had been recently destroyed either
deliberately or through lack of care in preservation.

A further reason for holding a Seminar at this time is the fact

that during the paet decade a number of institutions specifically concerned
with Pacific documentation have been established, for example the

international inter-library Pacific Jvlanuscripts Bureau, the Pacific

Scientific Information Center, and the Societe des Oce'anistes v/ith its
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annual Bibliographie de I'Oceaiiies and a number of scholars are no;?
specializing in this field, vfhether in location, evaluation or
bibliograpliical control.
Aim of the Seminar

While there is an increasing number of institutions and

individuals engaged in one or more of the many aspects of work on
Pacific source materials the persons immediately concerned, i.e. the
librarians and arcldvists in the main depository institutions, the

largely untrained workers in the islands, and the scholars, bibliographers
and users of material for the most part attached to Universities, have

never had an opportunity to get together to co-ordinate their functions,
which often overlap.

In particular, there has been no opportunity for

the trained specialists to advise and assist the vitally important
workers in the field where, for lack of expertise and encouragement,

the formation of adequate and properly run libraries and archives, and
the collection of manuscript sources, has hitherto been inadequate and
unsystematic.
The aim of the Seminar is to bring together those librarians
and scholars who are concerned with and already have a deep knov/ledge of

the materials related to research in the Pacific area.

liembers agreed

that an immediate need exists for steps to be taken to advise relevant

authorities on preservation of materials for future use.
Area to be included

It was agreed that the Semina.r should include in its geographical
coverage materials concerned with the Pacific Islands, defined as
comprising Melanesia, I.Iicronesia and Polynesia and the Territory of

Papua and Hew Guinea (but excluding V/est Irian), from the commencement
of ;vritten or oral records. Hew Zealand, it was suggested, should
be included when, as in most Llaori studies, there was a thematic
connexion ¥d.th the Pacific Islands.

It was agreed that Mr Maude would compile a list of people

v/ith a specific interest in and knowledge of the area.

The list would

include library administrators, bibliographers and scholars.

A meeting

will be held to discuss this list and to drav/ up an invitation list.

Members thought that there might be some 40 invitations issued and that

this number v/ould include 10 or possibly 12 overseas participants. It

may also be possible to include provision for the attendance of observers
at the Seminar.
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Overseas participants would be selected because of their
interest in and knowledge of the area. They may be drav/n from the

region itself or from other countries vath an established interest
in the area (Englands Prance> U.S.A.) Japan).
Date and Place of Seminar

National Library of Australia Sunday 5 - Saturday 11 September
1971Form of the Seminar

Members considered the Seminar should provide both plenary

and group sessions over a five day period and that tvTO major papers
should be presented each day.
Draft PrOjgram
Monday -

Formal Opening Ceremony - Governor General.

(9

Paper I.

Documentary basis for Pacific Studies - Forms and Origins.
Possible speakers - Raymond Firth, London School of Economics
and Political Science

Professor Doiagias Oliver, Professor of Anthropology, University
of Hawaii and Harvard University, has been approached and is
not available

Professor Ron -Grokeham^ Professor of Pacific Studies, University
of the South Pacific
Mr H.E. llaude.

iJi 4"^

Paper II.

Preservation and Restoration of Documentary material - including

(Possible

any special problems of concern to the Pacific

speakers) Dr Plenderleith - Rome Centre
Dato Alv^'i Jantan (Malaysian National Archives).

Paper III

Storage and handling of material (including microfilm and its
use).

Paper IV

Pacific Manuscripts Bureau (Mr Langdon, Executive Officer, Pacific
Manuscripts Bureau)

f'lj Paper V.

Bibliographic Control of Pacific Llanuscripts (Mr Maude).
../5

r) Paper VI
Paper

Oral Traditions and their collection (Dr V/est to advise African specialist, probably from U.K.)

VII

Identification and evaluation of different forms of material

(including films a,nd vernacular material)
- possibility of two papers (a librarian and a historian).
Paper VIII

National and local collection of specific manuscripts

(lan Diamond - Archivist, Central Archives of Fiji and
the V/est Pacific Office of the High Commissioner, Suva.

^

Paper IX

V'

Use of Pacific L^aterials - includir.g the problems of the
scholar and librarian - the limitations of microfilm.

Entertainment

(l) Possibility of reception by Governor-General.
(2) Evening of films on the Pacific.
(3) Visit to School of Pacific History, A.N.U.
(4)

Free afternoon (Tlmisday)
Visit to Tidbinbilla Reserve or
Parliament House and local sites.

(5) Public lecture (v/ednesday night) by Emeritus Professor John Beaglehole,

Victoria University, V/elling-ton

x/h. r,c~J.

- A synopsis of the history of the Pacific.

^ ^
—'

The Seminar Sessions ■ivill be divided as follows;
9.30 - 10.30

11.00 - 11.

- Morning Tea

ii.^^e^. 12.30
12.30 - 2.00 - Lunch
2.00 - 3.00

3.00 - 3>30 - Afternoon Tea
3.30 - 5.00
Future Action

Follov/ing further consideration by the Committee for Libraries and

Related Fields, a submission will be prepared for presentation to the

National Advisory Committee.

This will include a request for ;«;5}000 under

-ithe Participation Program to assist in bringing to Australia
specialists from the region.
The meeting closed at 3.45 P»ei»

Tentative List of Participant Invitees

A. Pacific Islands Representatives

lo

/ijaerican f'icronesia

Father Francis Hezel, 3.J., Micronesian Seminar, Triilc, Caroline
Islands.

Mr H.A, McGratb, Bibliographical Specialist, Saipan, Mariana Islands.

Daniel Peacock, Supervisor of Librarj'' Services, Saipan, Mariana
Islands.

2.

Cook Islands

George Cowan, Chairman, Cook Islands Library and Museum Societj'-,
Rarotonga.

Mr Taira Here, author and translator, Rarotonga.
3.

Fi.ii

Mr Filipe Bole, Education Department, Suva.
Setareki Tuinaceva, Chief Archivist, Fiji Central Archives, Suva.
4.

Fi'ench Polynesia

Felix Drollet, Governsient Archivist, Papeete,
Dr Paul Cttino, Centre OivSTCM de Papeete, Papeete,
M. Raoul Tessier, Papeete,

Father Patrick O'E-eilly to be consulted \,rhen he attends the raeeting

on the Conservation of the Indigenous Cultural Heritage of the South
Pacific,

5.

Guam

The Micronesian Area Pvesearch Center of the University of Guam to be

invited to select a delagate, probably:—
Father T. McGrath, S,J.; or
Mrs Eiaile Johnston.

6.

Gilbert and Ellice Islands

To await the results of the February elections and then invite the
Member for Education and Social Services by name,
7.

Ilavaii

Miss Agnes Conrad, State Archivist, Iionolulu.

'^yr Norman j'eller, Chairman, Pacific Islands Studies Coramittei
University of Hawaii, Honolulu.

^ V

^
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Nev/ Caledonia

M. L. Chevalier to be consulted when he attands the meeting on tlie
Conservation of the Indigenous Cultural Heritage of the Soxitli Pacific,
9,

New Hebrides

^Ir George Kalkoa, H.L.A., Vila.
Mr Keith Vloodx^ard, Secretary to Administration British Services, Vila.
10.

Papua and New Guinea

Mr George Buick, Chief Librarian, University of Papua and New Guinea,
Port Moresby.
,ifiy

Mr Kevin Green, Chief Archivist, Archives of Papua and New Guinea,
Port Moresby,
11.

Sanoa

Dr Lowell D. llolraes, ¥ichita State University, Wichita, Kansas.

"^Dr Fanaafi Ha'ia'i, Education Department, Wel-ldrrrgLun, N'ev~2^H"lmid-.
Mrs Fetaui Mataafa, Apia, Vfestern Samoa.
12.

Solomon Islands

Francis Bugotu, Education Department, Uoniara.
13.

Tonga

Mrs Eeseta Fusitu'a, Canberra.

Dr Sione Latxiliefu, University of Papua and New Guinea, Port Moresby.

^ The lion. Ve'ehala, Nukualofa.
B. Pacific Islands Universities Representatives
1„

University of Guam

The University to be invited to select a participant.
2.

University of Hawaii

Dr Gavan Daxvs, University of Hawaii, Honolulu.

Miss Renee Ileyura, Curator of Pacific Collections, University of Hawaii,
Honolixlu.

3.

University of Papua and Few Guinea

Dr K.L. Inglxv5, University of Papua and New Guinea, Port Moresby.
4.

University of the South Pacific

E.G. Crocombe, University of the South Pacific, Suva.

I....
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C. Area Source Specialists
1.

Ameri ca

Mr Ernest Dodge, Director, Peabody Museum, Salem, Massachusetts,
2o

Europe

Father Patrick O'Reilly, Secretary-General, International Association
of Oceanic Studies, Paris.
3.

United Kingdom and Cor.niionv/ealth

Miss Phyllis HandeiWones, Director, Guide to Manuscripts relating
to Australasia and the Pacific Isiraids, London,

D, Sub.i e ct Spe ci ali sts

1,

Bibliography and printed sources

Ml' II,E. liaude, Canberra,
2,

Manuscripts

Mr Robert Langdon, Australian National University, Canberra.
3,

Missionary records

Dr Kiel Gunson, Australian National University, Canberra,
4, '.^dialing and maritime records

Dr John Cumpston, Canberra,

juery; Should there be representatives from Universities outside the
Pacific Islands area specializing in Pacific Islands studies, i.e.:—

1, The University of Auckland, South Pacific Programme;
2, The Research School of Pacific Studies, Australian National
University, Canberra; and

3, The University of California, Center for South Pacific
Studies, Santa Cruz, California;

and possibly from the East—Uest Center, Honolulu?

EX'J'RAOl' - Report - Unesog Oqraaittee f_qr^Libx^aries
anl Related EieT.'fs - Ts7"O".

Source rvfeteriala relating to Research in the Pacific
Area.
~

Members considered the draft report of the sub
committee meeting held on 11 May at the National Library
of Australia.

It was suggested, as Sir Harold V/hie has

now retired, that he be asked whether he wishes to continue

as Chairman of the Committee. It was thought however, in
view of venue of the Seminar that the National Library should
continue to be represented on the sub-committee.

Mr. Burmester reported that appropriate rooms
have already been reserved at the National Library.
It was thoo^ght, however, that the draft report
should be amended in certain ways. In particular, it v/as
suggested Rest Irian should be included in the scops of
the Seminar proceedings, in view of anthropological,
social and ethnological affinities with New Guinea. This
■suggested amendment will be drawn to the attention of the
sub-committee.

In addition to the bodies already selected to
receive invitations, it was thought representatives from
the following institutions should also attend.
1. Australian Academy of Humanities.

2. Oxley wiemorial Library (University of Queensland)
3.

o'^aiiS Library of South Australia.

4.

Libraries with significant holdings of relevant
material.

It was agreed that Mr. Buick and Mr. Reid

would pass on other suggestions concerning participa
tion to the secretariat.

Tne program of the Seminar was approved in
general, however, and the sub-com.mittee authorised to
proceed with planning.

77 Arthur Circle,

Forrest, A.C.T.2603,
nth June, 1971.

Mr J.M. Parr,

Secretary, Australian National Advisory
Committee for TJNESCO,

P.O. Box 826, CANBERRA CITY. A.C.T.2601.

Dear Mr Parr,

I have just heard frwn Mrs Bnilie Johnston, Chief Bibliographer of
the Micronesian Area .Research Center at Guam, that the Head of the Center,
Mr Paul Carano, would like to nominate her to attend the Seminar of Source

Materials relating to Research in the Pacific Area instead of coming himself,
as he is interested in the writing up of research rather than in bibliography.

Should you receive a letter to this effect from Mr CEurano perhaps you
would be willing to send a formal invitation to Mrs Johnston accordingly.
It would be a pity if no one was to. attend, from the Center in view of the

importance of its work in relation to the interests of the Seminar.
Yours sincerely.

H.E. Maude.
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m^SOO COLMITTEE FOR LIBRARIES AlID RELATED FIELDS
REPORT OF SUB-GOlvnvIITTEE

SEIvIINAR ON SOUROE MTERIALS RELATING
TO RESEARCH IN THE PACIFIC AREA

NATIONAL LIBRARY OF AUSTRALIA

THURSDAY 25 FEBRUARY, 1971

PRESEITT

Mr YhD. RICHARDSON

Assistant National Librarian

'

(Chairraan)
Ih? HARRISON BRYAN

Librarian, University' of Sydney

Mr J •J • GRAITSEK

Librarian, Australian National
University

Mr- H.E. MAUDE

Principal Librarian, Library of

Ivir G.D. RICHARDSON

New South Y/ales

Pacific History, Australian
National University

Dr F.J. Y/EST

SECRETARIAT

Mr J. RiiER

Miss J. PANNIFEX

Mr V/.D. Richardson was welcomed to the sub-committee.

As the

National Library is the venue of the Seminar, it was agreed that it
would be appropriate for the Library's representative to chair the
meeting and Mr U.D. Richardson agreed to do this.
The report of the previous meeting v/as confirmed.

AGENDA ITEM I - Determination of final seminar nrogram
After discussion of the draft the final program was amended
to read as follows:
Monday 7 Sentember

"Documentary bases for Pacific Studies -

9.30 - 10.30

Forms and Origins"
Speaker:

Mr H.E. Maude

Chairman:

Chairman, Unesco Committee for Libraries

10.30 - 11.00
11.00 - 12.30
12.30 - 2.00
2.00 -

Morning Tea

Discussion (plenary)
Lunch

"Oral traditions and their collection"
3.00
Possible Speakers

(in order of priority)

2.

(i)

Dr P.h. Curtin, Professor of History,
University of Wisconsin

(ii)

Dr T. Vansina

» Ann Arbor,

University of Michigan

(iii)

Dr Sione Latuhefu, Senior Lectuxer
in History, University of Papua and
Hew Guinea

Chairman:

Professor R. Orocombe

3.00 -

3.30

Afternoon Tea

3.30 -

5.00

Discussion (plenary)

EVEHIHG

Reception by Governor General or by national Advisory Gonmiittee
perhaps in the Menzies library
Tuesday 7' September
"national and local collection of

9.30 - 10.30

specific manuscripts"
Speaker:

Mr Kevin Green

Ghairiaan:

Mr R.G. Sharman

10.30 - 11.00

Morning Tea

11.00 - 12.30

Discussion (plenary)

12.30 -

2.00

2.00 -

3.00

Lunch

Speaker;

Chairman:

"Pacific Manuscripts Bureau"
Mr R. Langdon

Professor O.H.K. Spate

3.00 -

3.30

Afternoon Tea

3.30 -

5.00

Discussion (plenary)

etoing

Films (national Library)
Titles to be selected from national

Library holdings by Mr W.D. Richardson
in consultation with Mr Maude and
Dr West.

Wpr^uesdav 8 Septeoiber

9.30 - 10.30

"Preservation and Restoration of

Documentary Material - including any
special problems of concern to the
Pacific."

/3.

3.

Speaker;

Dr H. Plenderleith

Oliairmaji;

Mr G.D. Richardson

10.30

11 .00

Morning Tea

11 .00

12.3o

Discussion (plenary)

12.30

2.00

2.00

3.00

Lunch

"Storage and Handling of material

(including microtexts and their

physical use)"
Speaker;

Dr H. Plenderleith

Chairman;

lilr G.D. Richardson

3.00 -

3.30

Afternoon Tea

3.30 -

5.00

Discussion (plenary)
PUBLIC LECTHRE

EVEHIHa

Theatrette, Groimd Ploor, National

8.00 p.m.

Library
Speaker:

Dr David Lewis

To be nominated by Dr Lewis

Chairman;

Thursday 9 September

"Bibliographic Control of Pacific
Manuscripts"

9.30 - 10.30
Speaker;

Llr H.E. Maude

Chairman!

lilr Harrison Bryan
Morning Tea

10.30 - 11.00
11.00 - 12.30
2.00 -

Discussion

5.00

Free

(i)

Visit to Tidbinbilla Tracking Station
and Fauna Reserve

(ii)

Display and demonstration practical

conservation of documentary material.
McDonald Room.

A.N.U.

Hridav ^0 September
"Use of Pacific Materials including the

9.30 - 10.30

problems of the scholar and librarian the limitations of microfilm".

Speaker;

Dr F.J. West

Chairman:

Mr A.P. Fleming

10.30

11 .00

Morning Tea

11.00

12.30

Discussion (plenary)

12.30

2.00

Lunch

2.00

5.00

Summary Session with afternoon tea from
3.00 - 3.30 p.m.
Chairman;

Dr Norman Meller

4.
MPPORTEUTvS FOR PLENARY SESSIONS

It vms agreed that rapporteurs for each discussion would he

neoessary and it was thought that a- research student from the

Australian National University might be employed for this purpose.
AGENDA ITBIvI 2 - OOT.n.ISN'JS OP THjC UNSSGO OGLIIITTBE PGR LIBRAHIES

AND RELATED PIELDS ON THE REPORT OP THE PREYIQUS
MEETING

The comments of the Unesco Oonraittee for Libraries and Related

Fields on the report of the previous meeting of the sub-committee
were considered.

It v;as the agreed opinion of members of th*^ sub

committee, however, that a study of West Irian could not appropriately
be included in the Seminar program.
AGEUDA ITB?.'I 3 - SELECTION OP SEMIN.AR PARTICIPANTS

(Local and Overseas)

It was explained that present indications are that funds from two
sources vjill be available for the Seminar.

(i) Those provided by the Director-General of Unesco under his
program of Participation in the activities of Member States -

((i;US.6,000) for travel of overseas participants.
(ii) those made available by the Australian National Advisory
Committee for Unesco ((?A.3,000) - for travel and accommodation
for local participants and those from Papua and New Guinea*

From funds available under (l) it was thou^?-ht it would be
possible to invii>e the following participants, in order of priority,
from selected areas.

American Micronesia

(i) I5r Daniel Peacock, Supervisor of Library Services,
Saipan, Mariana Islands

(ii) Father Francis Hezel, Micronesian Seminar, Trulc, Caroline Islar.ds
(iii) Mr W.A. McGrath, Bibliographical Specialist, Saipa^i, Mariana
Islands

Cook Islands

(i)

Ir Seorge Cowan, Chairman, Cook Islanis Library and liuseum
Society, Raratonga.

(ii)

Ir Taira Rere, author and translator, Raratonga.

Piji-

(1) Hr Setareki Tuinaoeva, Chief Archivist, Fiji Central, Archives,

(ii) Mr Filipe Bole, Education Department, Suva

Suva
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French Polynesia

(i) Ivir Felix Prollet, Goveminent Archivist, Papeete
(ii) Dr Paul Ottiro, Centre ORSIOM de Papeete, Papeete
(iii) M Raoul Tessier, Papeete
Guam

Mr Paul Carano, Director, Micronesian Area Research Centre,

University of Guam
Gilbert and Ellice Islands
Research student Barry McDonald, A.U.U. to be approached
about selection of a suitable representative.
Hawaii

(i) Dr Norman Meller, Chairman, Pacific Islands Studies Conimittee,
University of Hawaii, Honolulu

(ii) Miss Agnes Conrad, State Archivist, Honolulu.
(Initially an approach will be made to the East Uest

Center for funds to support Dr Heller's attendance at the Semirah
New Caled.onia

th? Maude and Dr West to advise on a suitable participant after

consultation with Dorothy Schineberg.

Alternatively, it was thought

that the South Pacific Commission could be asked to sponsor a
suitable participant
New Hebrides

(i) Mr George Kalkoa, M.L.A., Vila
(ii) llr Keith Woodward, Secretary to Administrator British
Services, Vila.
Samoa

(i) Dr Fanaafi larkin. Education Department, Apia, Samoa

(ii) Mns Fetaui Mataofa, Apia, Western Samoa
Solomon Islands

Mr Francis Bugotu, Education Department, Honiara
Tonga

(No priorities were assigned and Unesco funds would not be

recj_uired)•
Dr Sione Latukefu, Senior Lecturer in History, University of

Papua and New Guinea, Port Moresby.

(National Advisory

Committee funds).

/6,

The Hon. Ye'ehola Hulcualofa (presumably oouJ-d support himself)
Ivlrs Eeseta Pusitua, Canberra (local)

(The American Pacific Territ.ories were assigned lower
priority than the other areas mentioned in the event of

insujCficient funds).
IvIAJOR OVERSEAS COHSULTAHTS

Dr H. Plenderleith, Director of the Rome Centre will

be ashed to participate in the Seminar as a major consiHtant.
An invitation will also be extended to Dr P.D. Curtin, Professor
of History, University of Wisconsin, or alternative (see p.2)

Punds available under (ii - national Advisory Committee) will be used to
suryoort the following:
Panua and Hew Guinea

Mr Kevin Green, Chief Archivist, Archives of Papua and Hew Guinea,
Port Moresby

Mr George Buick, Chief Librarian, University of Papua and Hew Guinea,
Port Moresby
Interstate suh-comj-n.ittee members
Mr G.D. Richardson

Mr Harrison Bryaii

Librariesholding major collections of relevance to the Seminar
0x1ey Memorial Library
Mitchell Library,

La Trobe Library

Alexander Turnbull Library (HZ) ?
Represenoatiyeb ^p-L_ Pacific Islanis and other Relevant Universities
Universit.y of Hawaii

Dr Gavin Daws, University of Hawaii, Honolulu

Miss Renee Heyun, Cui'ator of Pacific Collections, Univei^sity of
Hawaii, Honolulu

(The University to be asked to sponsor its ov/n participants)
University of Papua and Hew Guinea.

Dr K.L. Inglis, University of Papua and Hew Guinea, Port Moresby
(Mr Graneek will advise whether Dr Inglis will be resident in
Canberra at the time of the Seminar)
n-n-Tversity of the South Pacific

Dr R.G. Crocombe, University of the South Pacific, Suva
(The University to be asked to sponsor Dr Crocombe)
TTni.verslt.v of Auckland (South Pacific Program')

Mr Parr will enquire when he visits New Zealand in late March
about a suitable representative).
/7.

7.

UiilYerslty of Oalifornla, Center for South Pacific Stiiiies.

Santa. Gruz, Oalifornia (to be asked to sponsor a representative)
East-West Centre, Honolalu

To be asked to sponsor Dr iJorraan I.-Ieller or to be funded by
the Director G-eneral of Unesoo.

AGENDA IT:S:J_4 - EETBRTAIDMBhT
Discussed imder item I and incorporated in the text of the
final seminar program.

AGEiTGA ITil.T 5 - EINANGE

The allocation of funds available from Director-General of Unesco

and from the Australian ITational Advisory Ooim-nittee was discussed under

agenda item (3).
It was thought, however, that possible sources of other funds
might be -

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Coimcil of Library Resources
Gulbenbenkian Eoundation
Eord Eoundation

(These, if available, would be used to sponsor Dr Gurtin's
visit and attendance of participantsfbom the Pacific Islands).

An approach will be made to these organisations by the National
Library.

AGENDA ITEf.I 6 - OTHER

(i)

Publicity
Publicity Statements and invitations will be issued to

meiabers of the press and other media before the Seminar.

Advance

press releases will also oe made available to relevant journals,

(e.g. Pacific Island s Monthly).
(ii) It was thought that relevant material might be appropriately
displayed in the McDonald room at the Australian National University
and perhaps in an area adjoining the Conference Room at the National
Library

(iii) Seminar papers will be distributed in advance to Chairmen
and those appointed by Chairmen as discussion leaders.

(iv) The proposed date of the next meeting is Friday 23 July 1971*

77 Arthur Circle,

Forrest, A.C.?.2603,
11th ffay, 1971.

Mr iT.M. Parr,

Secretary, Australian National Advisory
Committee for TJNISCO,

P.O. Rox S26, CA.NBlMdlA CITY. A.C.T.2601.
. Dear >lp Parr,
I have received a letter frwn Dr Fanaafi M.

Lturkin, Director of Education, Government of Western
Samoa, stating that she anticiiiates being able to
attend the Vnesco seminar on Source Materials relating
to Pcesearch in the Pacific Area in September.
Yours sincerely.

H.E. Maude.

Robert,

Dr Fanaafi M. Larkin (ne'e Fanaafi Ifa'ia'i),
Director of Edncation, Western Samoa, sends the

following names cf people able ard willing to
assist you in the collection of oral tradition:—

(1) Kir Albert \/endt, presently Acting Principal
of Samoa College;

(2) Toelupe Vaitoa, Samoan Language and Customs
Instructor at the Teachers' College, Malifa;

(5) Puiono Faaiuaso, an orator fron Falealupo,
Savaii, and also chief programme officer
for the Samoan Cultural Programmes for the
local Radio Station; and

(4) Mr Apelu Ainvao, Editor of the Samoa School
Puhlications Branch.

11.5,71.

77 Arthur Circle, Forreat,

A.C,T.2603, Australia,
lltb May, 1971.

Dr Fauaafi .M. Larkin,
Director of Edncation, V/estem Saraoa,

Departusent of Education,
APIA. V.-estcm Raraoa.

Dear Dr Larkin,

Thank you for your letter 2/l/24 of the 23rd March kindly letting
mo know that you nay be able to attend the Uuosco international seminarconference on Source Materials relating to Uescarch in the Pacific Area,

which is being held in Canberra from the 5th to the 11th Heptembor.
would have replied to it before but have been away.

I

I have, however, ascertained frm the Australian National Advisory
Coramittee for Unesco that they hato duly sent you an official invitation
as the representative of V/estem Samoa and we shall be delighted if you can
spare the time to be present. You wilV find several others there from the
different island territories whom you already know.

Thank you also for letting me know the names of others interested
in the collection and teaching of oral traditions, I will keep these on
record and also pass them on to Mr Robert Langdon, in charge of the Pacific
Manuscripts Bureau, who is particularly engaged in tliis work tuid hopes to
be able to visit Samoa before long in hit. search for both oral and manus
cript material.

It was certainly a pleasure meeting you, having heard so much about
you from Mr Davies and other old friends in New Zealand; and possessing
your M,A, thesis and also Storiea from old Samoa in my Library, Your

doctoral thesis is not included in our recently published VJorld Catalogue
of Theses on the Pacific Islands but this may be because it does not, in
fact, relate to the Pacific area?
With best wishes.

Yours sincerely.

n.E, Maude,

:I
i

OUR

REF:

YOUR

REF:
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GOVERNIIENT OF WESTERN SAMOA

Department of Education

APM. WESTERN SAMOA

23 March 1971

Mr I.E. Maude,
The School of Pacific Studies,
Australian National University,
Canberra A.C.T.,

► If »V i

1

AUSTRALIA.

Dear Mr Maude,

Please excuse the long delay between our brief meeting in
Canberra and this letter, I have had q.\iite a lot on my plate ever since
I retvirned but I have not forgotten the matters we discussed and which you
raised in your letter.

At this point looking ahead, I think I shall be able to attend a

September seminar,

I would also like to suggest the names of some people

who wotild be able to assist in the collection and teaching of verbal
traditions.

They are Mr Albert Wendt, presently Acting Principal of Samoa College;

Toelupe Vaitoa - Samoan Language and Customs instructor at Teachers' College,

Malifa; Puiono Paaiuaso (an orator from Palealupo, Savaii) but also chief
programme officer for Samoan Cultural programmes for the local radio,

Mr Apelu Aiavao, Editor of our Schools Publications Branch,
I hope these will be of v»se to you.

It was good meeting you at long

last, I had heard a lot about you for you have become "a tradition" almost
in the South Pacific!
All good wishes.

Yours sincerely,

(Panaafi M, LarkinJ"^
DIRECTOR OP EDUCATIQW

TELEPHONE;

81 7211.

TELEGRAMS: "EDSCI"

Australian Katlonal Advisory Committee for UNESCO
ADDRESS

WODEN DISTRICT CENTRE, PHILLIP, A.C.T.

POSTAL ADDRESS

P.O. BOX 826, CANBERRA CITY, A.C.T. 2601
IN YOUR REPLY PLEASE QUOTE

-W-6l3/1L74-

Mr. H.E. Maude,
77 Arthur Circle,
EOREEST. A.C.T. 2603

• Dear Mr. Maude,

This is to confinn that a meeting of the suh-

oommittee planning the Unesco Seminar on Source Materials
Relating to Research in the Pacific Area will he held on

Thursday, 25 Pehruary, at the Rational Library (1st Ploor,
Council Room), commencing at 10.15 a.m.
The Chairman of the Unesco Committee for Libraries

and Related Fields, Mr. G.D. Richardson, has recommended
that the sub-committee, following Sir Harold White's
retirement, should continue to be chaired by the Rational
Library representative, and Mr. W.D. Richardson, Assistant
Rational Librarian, has accepted the invitation.
A report of the previous meeting is enclosed,
together with agenda papers for the coming meeting.
Yours sincerely.

jiM, Parr
Secretary

':¥& ■
- L. \:
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77 Arthur Circle, Forrest,

A,C.T.2603, 9th February, 1971.
■,'

."• ; • £■ '>T.
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Mr Francis Bugotu,
Park Eoyal J'otel,

'^•'1 '• '
»• . *

. H

106 Korthbotime A^nue,

.ai

-f.

■.

: . J:

HtAPPgC. A.C.T.2601,

■ ': "*1 ;f;,'^ir ^■' "
'
V.;
Dear Mr Bugotu,

•7WK;

1 should greatly appreciate your advice as to •who, apart
from yourself, night profi'fcably be invited to attend ■the International

-A' .;?

Seminar on Source Materials relating to Research in ■the Pacific

,," ,•",. , ''>V

scheduled to be held during September.

• •■ -r
.':5v.
I ■
. .vJ

> J

I enclose a tentati've draft synopsis of "tlie smniuar progrffane,

'v\.>

which however will not be finalized until ■the next meeting of the

Organizing Comraittee.

■■ vj* ■ . . , 'i"

It ■will, I ■iMnlc, gi've you an idea as to its

scope.

It is hoi>ed that one or more invitees from ■the major Pacific
Islands territories may be able to attend and we are anxious that
■they should be people who would be interested in the discussions and
papers and, ^at is perhaps more important, be in a position to urge,
and influence ■their Govcmmente to promote, measures for the collection
and preservation of docximen^tary and oral material relating to the
collection and preservation of documentary and oral material relating

;v ;^:. .-; ■ ,
. • '. ■. 'I ■•

■*

■ ' >.• •■

--jfu.

to Mustcr.area.

I" you can spore a minute from your labours at the Conference
perhaps you would be so kind as to ring me at 731793 and give me
the benefit of your advice on this matter.

You may ho interested to learn that negotiations are proceeding

with a view to a coaprehenaive and retrospocUve Bibliography of the

^^olobion Islands being prepared by Father James Uall for publication
in the Pacific Monograph Series by the Australian National University
Press.
This should enable everything that has been written on the

Solomons on any subject, whether in book, monograph, article or other

forn« to be readily located without difficulty.

I hope that all goes well at the Education Conference, and
i hear that they keep you all very busy.
Yours sincerely.

n.E. Maude.
't
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Unesco Regional Seminar
Source Materials relating to the Pacific Area

Proposed Papers

(l) The Documentary Basis for Pacific Studies - fomujind origins,
P

# ?

,

(2) Use of Pacific research materials.
(3) Identification and evaluation of source materials,

^

(4) Oral tradition.

j?

(5) Local collection and preservation (local responsibility).
'

?
^

(6) Preservation and restoration of documentary material,
(7) Storage and handling (including microfilms as a means),
(s) The Pacific Manuscripts Bureau.
(9) Bibliographical control of Pacific source material.

Date; 5th - 12th September, 1971•
Governor-General to he invited to open the Seminar.

Professor J.C, Beaglehole to he invited to give public address on
Wednesday night.

Members of semintir to consist of three groups

(1) Expert contributors.
(2) Participants.

(3) Observers.
Morning Papers 9.30 - 10.30; with discussion 11 - 12.30.
Afternoon Papers 2-3; with discussion 3»30 - 5.

Reguired;-

(1) List of speakers.

(2) List of participants to be invited.

77 Arthiir Circle,

Porrest, A,C.T.2603,
3rd January, 1971.

Mr J,M, Parr,
Secretaiy, Australian National Advidory

C<X!nlttee for UNESCO,

P.O. Box P26, CA?IBHiaA CITY. A.e.T.2601.
Dear ?lr Parr,

In reply to your letter W63/ll74 of the 7th December, I
enclose a suggested list of possible participant inritees to -tiie
Seminar on Source Materials relating to Research in the Pacific
area.

I shoald like to emphasize tiiat it is a very tentative
list indeed, meant only as a basis for discussion, and that it
concentrates on indigenous representatives and the actual workers
on Pacific Islands source materials rather than the administrative

heads of organizations who, as was pointed out at the last meeting
of the sub-committee, will invite themoelvea in any case if they
wish to come.

Some technical specialists have been omitted because, althougit
they are experts on e.g. manuscript or book restoration and repair
in the tropics, they are not primarily concerned with the Pacific
Islands region, whereas this list is. These names can, however,
be brought up for consideration, if desired, at the next meeting.
I would recommend that Mr Robert Langdon, Executive Officer

of the Pacific Manuscripts Bureau, and attached to the Research
School of Pacific fitudiea at the Australian National TJnivorsity,

should be invited to attend any subsequent meetings of the planning
sub-eoBBdlttee. As the only person in the world engaged full-time
on the location, collection and copying, listing and provision for
study of Pacific Islands documentary source materials and the
acknowledged expert on Pacific manuscripts and, to a lesser extent,
on literature in general, I felt tliat the work of the last meeting
waa rather hampered by not being able to refer to him for advice
on a number of topics.
Yours sincerely,

H.E. Mande.

Tentative List of Participant Invitees

A. Pacific Islands Ilepreaontatives

1.

American Micronesia

^Father Francis Hezel^ S.J., Micronesian Seminar, Tmk, Caroline
Islands.

Mr

tfcGrath, Bibliographical Specialist, Saipan, Mariana Islands.

'^Mr Daniel Peacock, Sapervisor of Library Services, Saipan, Mariana
Islands.
2.

Cook Islands

Mr George Cowan, Chairman, Cook Islands Library and Museum Society,
Barotonga.

Mr Taira Rere, author and translator, Rarotonga.
3.

Fi.ii

Mr Filipe Bole, Education Department, Suva.
Mr Setareki Tuinaceva, Chief Archivist, Fiji Central Archives, Suva.
4.

French Polynesia

M. Felix Drollet, Government Archivist, Papeete,

Dr Paul Ottino, Centre ORSTOM de Papeete, Papeete,
M. Raoul Teasier, Papeete.

Father Patrick O'Reilly to be consulted when he attends the meeting
on the Conservation of the Indigenous Cultural Heritage ef the South
Pacific.

5'

Guam

The Micronesian Area Research Center of the University ef Guam to he
invited to select a delegate, probablyto
Father T. McGrath, S.J.; or
Mrs Emile Johnston.

6.

Gilbert and Ellice Islands

To await the results of the February elections and then invite the
Member for Education and Social Services by name.
7.

Hawaii

Miss Agnes Conrad, State Archivist, Honolulu.

Dr Norman Meller, Chaiman, Pacific Islands Studies Committee,
University of Hawaii, Honolulu.

- 2-

8,

Nev Caledonia

M. L. Chevalier to be consulted when he attands the meeting on the
Conservation of the Indigenous Cultural Ileritage of the South Pacifici

''eir
9.

Nev Hebrides

' .■

t-

V.

Mr George Kalkoa, M.L.A., Vila.

Mr Keith Woodward, Secretary to Administration British Services, Vila.
10.

Papua and Nev Guinea

Mr George Buick, Chief Librarian, University of Papua and Nev Guinea,
Port Moresby.

Mr Kevin Green, Qiief Archivist, Archives of Papua and Nev Guinea,
Port Moresby.
11.

Saaoa

Dr Lowell D. Holmes, V^ichita State University, Wichita, Kansas.
Dr Fanaafi Ma'ia'i, Education Department, Wellington, New Zealand.
Mrs Fetaui Mataafa, Apia, Western Banoa.
12.

Solomon Islands

Mr Francis Bngotu, Education Department, Honiara.
13.

Tonga

Mrs Eeseta Fusitu'a, Canberra.

Dr Si one Latukefu, University of Papua and New Guinea, Port Moresby.
The Hon. Ve'ehala, Nukualofa.
B. Pacific Islands Universities Representatives
1.

TMiversitv of Gumb

The University to be invited to select a participant.
2.

University of llavaii

Dr Gavan Davs, University of Hawaii, Honolulu.
Miss Renee Heyom, Curator of Pacific eollections, University of Hawaii,
Honolulu.

3.

Tbiiverslty of Papua and New Guinea

Dr K.L. Inglis, University of Papua and Nev Cminea, Port Moresby.
4.

University of the South Pacific

Dr R.G. Crooombe, University of the South Pacific, Suva.

1
C, Area Sonrce Specialists
1.

America

Mr Ernest Dodge, Director, Peabody Masenm, Salem, Massachosetts*
2*

Europe

Father Patrick O'Reilly, Secretary—General, International Association
of Oceanic Studies, Paris.
3.

Enited Eingd<wn and Copcnonvoalth

Miss I^llis Monder-Jones, Director, (kiide to Manuscripts relating
to Australasia and the Pacific Islands, London.
D, Subject Specialists
1.

BiblioKranliy and printed sources

Mr 11.E. Maude, Canberra.
2.

Manuscripts

Mr Robert Langdon, Australian National IMiversity, Canberra.
3.

Missionary records

Dr Niel Gunson, Aitstralian National Dhiversity, Canberra.
h,

l^fhaling and maritime records

Dr John Cumpston, Canberra.

Query; Should there be ropresentatiyes from IMiyersities outside the
Pacific Islands area specializing in Pacific Islands studies, i.e.:.
1. Ihe Dhiyersity of Auckland, South Pacific Programme;
2. The Research School of Pacific Studies, Australian Natianal

University, Canberra; and

3. The raaiversity of California, Center for South Pacific
Studies, Santa Cruz, California;

and possibly from the East-V/ost Center, Uonolulu?

TELEPHONE:

81 7211.

TELEGRAMS: "EDSCI"

Australian National Advisory Committee for UNESCO
ADDRESS

POSTAL ADDRESS

Mr. H. E. Maude,
77 Arthur Circle,

FORREST.

A.C.T.

WODEN DISTRICT CENTRE, PHILLIP, A.C.T.
P.O. BOX 826, CANBERRA CITY, A.C.T. 2601
IN YOUR REPLY PLEASE pUOTE

2603

1/65/1174

7 DEC 1970
Dear I-Ir. Maude,

VJe are hoping to have another meeting of the

sub-committee planning the 'Seminar on Source Materials
Relating to Research in the Pacific Area', in mid-January,
The date is yet to be decided.
It would certainly be helpful at this stage if

you could send us the suggested list of participants
which you have compiled. Me can then attach it to other
agenda papers to be circulated before the meeting.
I do appreciate your kind assistance with
this.

Yours sincerely.

M. Parr)
'

Secretary

•f

T

ii

THE AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL UNIVERSITY
THE LIBRARY

Telegraphic & Cable Address:
"Natuniv-Canberra

BOX 4, P.O.,
CANBERRA. A.C.T. 2600

Telephone: 49-5111

Librarian: J. J. Graneek. M.A.

Mr. H.

23rd June , 1970

Maude,

Pacific History,

Pesearch ochool of Pacific Studies.
Dear Mr. Maude,

Thank you so much for sending over the three books along with your

rsonal note. I sm indeed most grateful for the books and I can promise
vou that they will not be swept into the Library stockJ

t/

I realize now that your book does not deal v/ith Melanesian groups

and I shall probably do a little reading in it later on in the year, and
for the moment, concentrate on the books you have lent me. Meanwhile, I
"^hall k>=ep Of Islands and Men in a safe place.
I was able to locate on the Library shelves Isles of Illusion

g, Lvnch and also several books by S. Cheesman. I shall certainly enjoy
reading them too.

T'bis morning when we talked about next year's Conference on Pacific

Documentation emd Library Development I mentioned the National ilrchives of
*■' 1

and their excellent work in book preservation.
Director and address of the Archives.

I list below the

Mrs. Hedwig /jinuar.

Director of the National Library of Singapore is also a good contact snd a
"te outstanding person.

Her address at the National Library of Singapore

is Stamford Soad, Singapore 6.
■

With many thanks for your ready help,
irs sincerely.

(JE/II M. vVALLHR)
Associate Librarian,
Institute of Advanced Studies.

Dato Alwi Jantan, Director,
APKIB iiegara Malaysia,
„on rex
Parsekutuan,
Banganan

Jalan Sultan,
-etaling,

.

SfiLAiMGCa, i'.alay'-ia

THE LffiRARY OF NEW SOUTH WALES
Macquarie Street, Sydney, N.S.W. 2000

G. D. Richardson, M.A., F.L.A.A.

Telephone; 221 1388, Ext.

Principal Librarian and Secretary

211

Telex: 21150
in your rq>ly please quote:

GDR.JB FL7O/124I
30th June 1970
Mr. H. E. Maude,

Department of Pacific History,
The Research School of Pacific Studies,
The Australian National University,
Box 4 P.0*>

CANBERRA, A.C.T.

2600

Dear Mr. Maude,

A reply to your letter of 19th June I97O
has "been rather delayed hy my absence from Sydney.
I was in Canbeirra
last Thursday, but did not have a chance to telephone you.
However, yo\u? suggestion that Mr. Boustead

might be the man to deal with preservation and restoration of documentary
materials at our UNESCO Seminar next year is not entirely new. I did
not suggest him myself largely because I would prefer if possible to

have someone like Dr. Werner from the British Museum or his predecessor.
Dr. Pienderleith, who is now I think in Rome.
Both of these have a
scholarly and scientific background and experience that Mr. Boustead
lacks. I still think that if we could get either of these two

scientifically trained experts, it would be the better thing to do.

But if there is difficulty about this, over
funds or other reasons, then I should be happy enough with Mr. Boustead.

I know that he has acquired a good deal of knowledge of processes and
methods although his work has I think mostly been concerned with

paintings and perhaps some objets d'art rather than with manuscripts.
At the same time, Mr. Boustead is of course nearer home, and perhaps
deserves more consideration on that account.
Yours sincerely.

G. D. Richardson

'fr-':

7,;.;

•/«
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Uneaco Begional Seminar

Source Materials relating to the Pacific Islands

Proposed Papers

(0

(l) The Documentary Basis for Pacific Studies — forms and origins.

-C-f) (2) Use of Pacific research materials,
(3) Identification and evaluation of source materieJ.s,
) (4) Oral tradition,

(5) Local collection and preservation (local responsibility),
(6) Preservation and restoration of documnntary material,

(7) Storage and handling (including microfilms as a means),
(S) The Pacific Manuscripts Bureau,

{'8^ (9) Bibliographical control of Pacific source material.

Date; 5th - 12th September, 1971.
'

Governor-General to be invited to open the Seninar,

Professor J,C, Beaglehole to be invited to give public address on
Wednesday night.
Members of seminar to consist 4f three groups

(1) Expert contributors.
(2) Participants,
(3) Observers,

'r ■

Morning Papers 9,30 - 10,30; with discussion 11 - 12,30,
Afternoon Papers 2—3? with discussion 3.30 — 5.
Required:-

(1) List of speakers,

(2) List of participants to be invited.

r-
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Departraent of Pacific niatory,
3rd August, 1970.

■
V
h

i

*

Dear Bon,

I vas really delighted to find out that you have not yet

lost your sense of huraour (cuid invective).

They say it takes

3 years vith University professors and 3 with Colonial governors

(the fomer, of course, being so much closer to God).
Alas, I cannot come over at present for the simple reason

that Jim, who controls the purse strings, has disappeared (not for

the first time) into the blue to liberate yet another oppressed
territory from the colonial yoke.
They say that one administrator
was seen actually trembling at the knees when Jim's rather ascetic
bat none the less sinister figure vas noticed descending front a

plane.
Be this as it may the point is that Deryck Scarr, who acts
as Head of Department in his absence, has insufficient authority to
authorize my fare.
But I knew that Jim means to Aurn up at Port Moresby, subject
to being granted a permit to enter New THiinea, and I shall tackle him
there without fail.
His Secretary tells me that at the moment he is
in Hong Kong, so if yon hear on the news that the place has beenhanded

back to Seking yon will know that James Bond was at the back of'it all.
However, granted all the bullshit, as you so irrevently phrased
■rach of my last letter, there is one serious point and that is that on
discassing the matter over with wiser heads than mine it has been

pointed out that as my papers were i^itten for Congresses, Conferences

(or in one ease for a small group of honours graduates) they are largely

onintelligible to those unfami4ih vith the esoteric jargon of social

science and possessing a ^r knowledge of Pacific research.

I have never spokra to a group of Bonnal undergraduates in my
life and wonldn't have a clue idiat they can take in and what they
cannet.
And I ssi in any case quite unable to express myself simply,
which is one ef the hardest things in the wMrld.

I was stupid not to have thought of ^is before, but idien it

was gently pointed out to me (notably by Howard Hayden, former Director
of Education in Fiji) I saw the point at once - and it really does seem
an insuperAble objection.

Many thanks for the fine list of inrosMctive invitees to the
Hneseo Seminar (if anything ever comes of it). They are most useful
and T am adding all to the list.
Yours,

-fk.:

THE UN/l/ERS/TY OF THE SOUTH PACIFIC
Laucala 6ay, Suva. Fiji

, "
TEL. SUVA 27 131

P.O.BOX 1168

OUR REF,

-
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Departcsent of I'aci f.ic Uiatory,
l6th July, 1970.
Professor it.n, Croconibe,
The University of the oouth Pacific,

P.O. Pox II6P,

- .■, , ir

'^ji.

Bear Hen,

I did not write to you before about the Unesco "eftional Seminar
on Source 'materials relating to the Pacific Area because it is one of

those ^ne8co Tentiires dreamed up apparently in 19^3 by the Australian
T'nesco Coiiimttce for Libraries and Heleted fields and subsequently
endorsed by the Australian ational Advisory Committee for ?Jneaco which
may, or may not, e<»ie to anything.
:~o far as I am aware po one connected with the Pacific Islands

was consulted about the Seminar, or even beard of its being ir.ooted,
until fay last, when I was asked to stt on a Committee to plan when

it was to be held, what was to be discussed and who was to be invited
to attend.

~hc Australian

ational Advisory Coiiroiittec have not,

however, approved tJie holding of the Beainar as yet, nor have they
or fnesco provided the necessary funds for it to function.
At the Bionrent, therefore, the Seminjur propasal can only he
^oeeribed as in an embryonic stage.
If anything comes of it all the
Ihiosco i>eople who arc presiwiably oriiaiiizing It will vo doubt get in

touch with the iJniversity of the South lacific and yourself In particular
direct.
Seaiwhile I can only assure jrou, in confidence fsince T was

given no iuandate to disclose the proceedirf;s of tJie meeting), thct the
first three nases suggested to address the tjathering were the CovernorCrcneral of Australia, Ibieritus li^ofessor Tohn lieaglehole and yourself.
It has beet suggested that tliere should bo about 40 ir^'itatione

issued and that Uuis number would include .1.0-12 overseas iiarticipants,

together with obamrrers (in iwticular, presumably, fron the island
tlniversities) and the expert participa'its who will read the papers and
lead the subsequent discussion.

I onelaae a note of tho the proposed {lapers, though tlieir

jnrecise titles have otill to be worked out.

Z have got you down en

my list as to bo invited to give Paper (3) on the ♦Identification and
Evaluation of Source Materials♦ but I see that the Secretary's draft
report ef the proceedings at the meeting has your ncae against Pap«u'

(1) en 'The Deeuacntary haeis for laeific Studies — forus and origina*.

- 2-

Ilo doubt all eueh matters vill be settled at the next meeting, if and
vhen one is held.

Paper (3) would, I envisage, be more concerned with the actual
work being done in the islands, from Vew 'Guinea and the laxiemB to

'I'ahitj, and the needs and poesiMlities for exrension; iaper (l) weald
be in effect a sunsnarj' of the history of the i'acific Islande in the
broodeat sense of the term, including the developnent of tiie study of

the region, ehowing how each episode has resulted in the creation of
a body of docuraontntion and indicating its possible survival and, if
it has snrvivod, its probable location and accsssibility.

There is

no need i.o be elamed at tliis for I have written two papers on the

subject and delivered one to the Cook J.i—Craitwiary Celebrations at
Adelaide, and you are welcome to both.
I have been asked to prepare 'a list of people with a speeific
interest in and knowledge of the Pacific Islands and its source material,
both oral and wittcn', to include Librarians, bibliographers, scholars

and (tlds is ray idea) people wiiJi on interest in the subject and

sufficient political pull iu tlieir ten'itories who, after we had convertei
tlKsa at the -oHinar to the true faith, could go back to tlieir territories

aiut get tilings laoving in liio way of library and archives provision, and
the collection and preservation of local oral and written doomentatien.
If you know of any people it? any of the islands who come under one or
more of these liea'dinra I should be most grateful indeed if you could
luuit up the family pencil, jot them down on a sheet of paper, and put
them in an envelope addressed to me.

Yea, 1 had thought of suggesting the possibility of ooming
to ^:uva and giving a talk or two loaybe to scuie of your students on on#
or more of the following subject#:-*

(1) iheDocumentary basis for Pacific Studies;

(2) The Developaent of Pacific research;

(3) Pacific history — past, present and future; and

(4) baiteke ar»d TinoUa of Abcmaua — a case study In culture elMnge.
But then candid friends pointed out that (a) talks at Universities ware
given strictly by invitation; (b) it would not be worthwhile going aeresi
for a single talk; (c) tvo talks would bore th«8 stiff; (d) this sort
of stuff is not on their syllabus anyway end would only disrupt their
minds; and (e) that the students would be far happier chasing after the

girls.

The idea, I suppose, was really to get away frm the cold f«r

a few days and to try out parts of oty I'residential Address far A^-SSAAS
at Port -nrcshy and note tlio passages where people began to throw thl«|^<
I trust that all goes well with Marjorie and you and that we

shall indeed ueet again before I retire frw tlie Itoiversity next year,

though admittedly it does appear rather unlikely, 1 have been workiag

■#1
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on Pr P.O. Coppell's Pibliograpby of the Cook Islands, vrhich I hope to

piblish before the end oi" ttie year as Vol.11 of the I'aoific Monographs
Series.
Father iJ.ooaten.ian is helpin^j on the vernacular uatericJ.
Would Marjorie and<-or you have tiiac to scan through Uie «iraft, when it
is ready^ to suggest additions and ameTidnicnts?
At present it is on
cards — 7 drawers full.

With best wishes from ns two to you both,
Yours,
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THE UNIVERSITY OF THE SOUTH PACIFIC
Laucala Bay. Suva. Fiji
TEL. SUVA 27 131

OURRER

P.O. BOX 1168

RGO/pr.

SUVA, FIJI.
July 3rd, 1970.

Professor H.E. Maude,
Department of Pacific History,
Australian National University,
Box 4, P.O.,

Canberra, A.C.T. 2600,
Australia.

Dear Harry,

I understand that there is a conference coming
up next year on source materials relating to the Pacific
Islands. I wonder if you could let us know when and
where it is likely to be held and who is handling the

organization. If the meeting is open to general parti
cipants, I would hope that it will be possible for
U.S.P. to be represented.

V/e had heard some time ago that you may be paying
a visit to Suva, '-fe are very hopeful that this is so
and that you will have time to visit the university and

meet students during your visit.
Yours s'jincerely.

R.Ga Crocombe

/"■ I ^
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Departcient of Pacific ilietory,
7th July, 1970.

Miss K. Pannifex,

Australian National Advisory Cotmaittee for UNESCO,
P.O. Pox P26, CA'PERRA CITY. A.C.T. 2601.
Dear Mias Patmifex,

Sorry I have delayed scmewfaat in replying to your note of
the 26th, forwarding a draft synopsis of the proceedings of the
Sab-^0B)mittee meeting on the proposed Soninar on Source Materials
relating to llesearch in the Pacific region which met on ^e lltli
'fiqr last. Unfortunately I had to produce an Address to the History
Section ef AN7AAS hy a deadline date so was only able to tackle your
draft yesterday.

On page i I have nothing to say except that ^^r Uraneek was
not st the meeting.

Vhether ''r Dryan vss there I cannot say, as

I have never met him.

On page 2 I enclose some rather substantial comnients on the
three sections dealing with the 'Need for the Seminar', the 'Aim ef

the Stninsr* and the 'Area to be Included', together vitli a suggested
re-draftisg which I feel might confertn more to the sense ef the
preecsdings and the euggeations and discussions which arose from

them.

I also attach copies of a snrvey of Pacific materials and an

AddrsM te the last Biennial Conference of the Library Association

ef Aaetralia. (Jhfertunately they boUi have the same title, since
the Address was given at the request ef members who bed read the
survey; hut admittedly it does add a certain wionnt of confudion.

Ab regards pages 3 and 4 I can see that the next meeting will
have to eenaider mere than the liet of invitations to the Seminar

which yew refer to, since the titles of the papers which I have been
circulating (based on lists made independently by Mr Ourmeister end

myself) differ sonewfast from those quoted by you.

Thrthermore, the

main apeakcre en eaeb paper have still te be decided on. Incident^

ally (3) on p.3 should read 'the Research School of Pacific Studies'.
I hope yon do not mind my suggesting certain changes in the
draft. They are soly meant te help, end in any case there is sbeo*
lately ns need for yen ts pay any sttentisn to tbem.
Yours sincerely.

;' '
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H.E. Maude.
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Cttnments

Weed for the Seminar

(1) All libraries are interested in the collection of material, bat
only the Pacific Research Libraries are concerned vith the

comprehensive collection of Pacific source material; certainly
not the island institutions.

(2) General surveys of existing sources have been made, e.g. my own
survey for the Pacific Research Ubraries.

Synoptic regional

bibliographies, on the other hand, have been proved by a feas—

♦

ibility study^ to be both impracticable and unnecessary.

(3) Some scholars specialize in the literature of a particular area;
others on the whole pacific field.

(4) The work of the South Pacific Commission on microfilming manuscript
material was transferred to the Wational Library of Anatralia,
together vith their existing stock.

The National Library agreed

to continue the work and I have never been advised by them that

they have, in fact, discontinued it.

It has, howevor, been

superseded in practice by the more conprehensive and systematie
activities of the Pacific Manuscripts Bureau, which is supported

by the National Library as well as by the other Pacific Research
Libraries.

(3) Who are these residents?

I do not know them, but should be glad

to learn their nues.

(6) It is not quite accurate to say that there has only been a limited
collection of material by tertiary institutions, unlass yen are
referring only to University and not to Public Libraries.

The

main research libraries are remarkably comprehensive in their

collections (see my Address to the Library Association ef

Australia).

(7) The South Pacific Comodssien has indicated that *ve have moved
semevhat from this \indertaking* (letter from the PregrassM Director
of the Social Development Section dated 17.10.68), and have
staitd that they do not propose to compile a new Mbliegranhy
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of Mtlio.qTapMea of the Pacific Islands, vhich they have now

.

handed over to me to cmapile.

".ih

In fact there la now nohody on

their staff with the expert knowledge of Pacific documentary
■f.

sonrces necessary to produce a survey of the regional material,

.; fr.:

'w< \ '

nor could they obtain such information from the Territories
themselves.
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Area to be included

. „
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(s)

not material emanating from Melanesia, Micronesia and
Polynesia that Ml is to be included, but rather material from

,4. '

i

the areas comprised

under these terras.

(9) This idirasing is, I surest, misleading.
n.
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Suggested amendment

Reed for the Seminar

The great increase in the number of research workers engaged in
Pacific studies since the end of World V/ar II, now numbering several
thousand, has resulted in a corresponding increase both in the demand

for all forms of source material, both jirinted and in manuscript, for
purposes of study, while at the same time it has greatly augmented

the annual output of published and unpublished items (books, pamidilets,
articles, theses, and other documentation). A recent survey estimates
that *the number of publications referring in whole or in part to the
South Pacific produced in the brief space of twenty^twe years since
the end of the war exceeds the output of the entire period of over
three centuries from the era of European discovery to Pearl Harbour*.
Although the main Pacific Research Libraries, i.e. the National

Library of Australia, the Mitchell Library of Sydney, the Alexander

Turnbull Library of Wellington and the Library of the Ihiiversity of
Hawaii, are attempting, with some success, to keep abreast of this
rapidly-increasing flood of new material and at the same time to fill

the gaps in their collections by pirchase or copying, the time has
come when a Seminar is necessary to survey, evaluate and co-ordinate

the considerable volume of work being done by institutions and indiv
idual scholars, in the location, collection, recording and making
available to users of the sources on the Pacific region.
Such a Seminar is particularly opporttue at the present tine
because of the recent establishment of Thiiversities in the Pacific

Islands in New Guinea, Guam and Fiji, with others in contemplation,
and of archives and public libraries at a number of island centres.
All these institutions are interested, and many ef then actively
engaged, in the collection of local source material for research

purposes, but in almost every case those in charge are working in
isolation and without the expertise necessary for effective results.
Several unfortunate instances were cited where whole series ef dseam«its

of considerable value to.research had been recently destroyed eitlwr
deliberately or through lack of care in preservation.

i i

:

* f
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A farther reason for holding a Seminar at this time is the fact

that a4f>MMPili during the past decade a number of institutions

specifically concerned %dth Pacific documentation have been estab^
lishedy for example the international inter—library Pacific Manuscripts
■i

i

'

* *

Bureau, the Pacific Scientific Information Center, and the Societe
Oceanistes with its wmual Bibliographie de I'Oceanie, and a
number of scholars are now specializing in this field, whether in

location, evaluation or bibliographical control.

Aim of the Seninar

The problem today is that while there is thus an increasing
number of institutions and individuals engaged in one or more of the

■any aspects of work on Pacific source materials the persons immed
iately concerned, i.e. the librarians and archivists in the main

depository institutions, the largely untrained workers in the islands,
and the scholars, bibliographers and users of material for the most

part attached to Universities, have never had an opportimity to get
together to co-ordinate their functions, which often overlap.
In

particular, there has been no opportunity for the trained specialists
to advise and assist the vitally important workers in the field where,
for lack of expertese and encouragement, the formation of adequate
and properly run libraries and archives, and the collection of

manuscript sources^ has|MH hitherto been inadequate and unsystematic.
ArBa to be Included

It was agreed that the Seminar should include in its geographical
coverage materials concerned witii the Pacific Islands, defined as

comprising I'elanesia, Micronesia and Polynesia and the Territory of

Papua and New Guinea (but excluding V/est Irian), from the commencement
of written or oral records.

New Zealand, it was suggested, should

be included when, as in most Maori studies, there was a thematie

connexion with the Pacific Islands.

'hi..'

I>eparti»?cnt of Pacific L'istory,
19"0i June, 1970.

"r 0.7% Picliardson,

Friiieipal Librarian,

Ibe Tiibrary of 7:ew South -'ales,
::acquarie Street,
SmTY, '
.S.'f. 2000.

Dear Mr Richardson,

I have m idea that at the recent Coiaaittee i leeting you
undertook to locate aoffleone «ho could talk at
jn-oposed

Sanliiar of the 'I-reaervation and Restoration of DoeoKiontary ^^aterial ,
and I think ve all felt that he would have to be brought in from
abroad.

Since the meeting it has been suggested to me by Robert I.^gdra
that Ilr vailiao Boustcad, sonscrvator of the Art Oallery of New South
"^^ales, is the leading authority in Australia on this subject and
night be the mna yea are looking for, particularly as he is on the
spot.

Mr Bonatead is a member of the International Institute for
the Conservation of Historic and Artistic V/orks, and at a 'Ineaco
Conference held at Barcelona in 196l, which passed a resolution

urging that steps should be tal^en for the preservation of cultural
and faisterieal material in hot and humid eliiiiates, he was assigned

the responsibility for such work in the Pacific Islands, including
New Ouinea.

luch of -r Houstead's work is connected with uniseiBH material
but be is alse inierceied in demcueutatien and has apparently

ezperiflieuted on processes for reviving fading writing in documents
and preserving paper damaged by insects. There is an article on
him and his woik in the Pacific Islands 'Monthly for September, 1962
(rel.XXXIII, ne.2), p.P2, from idiieh much of the above is taken.
Yours sincerely.

H.K. Maude.
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ATTACm;iaiT B

TOBSCO COlvgllTTEE FOR LIBRARIES AlTD REL/iTEB
FIELDS SUB-COI.n.IITTEB MEETDTG

SEIvIIlTAR OF SOURCE I.UlTERIALS RELATIRG
TO RESEARCH IN THE PACIFIC REGIGIT

Rational Library of Australia, Monday, 11 May, 1970

Sir Harold Lhite (Chairman)
lie Harrison Bryan(not present
at meeting)

Rational Librarian
Librarian, University of Sydney

Mr J.J. Graneelc

Librarian, Australian Rational
University

Mr H.E. Maude

Pacific History, Australian
Rational University

Mr G.D. Richardson

Principal Librarian, Public
Library of R.S.W.

Dr F.J. West

Pacific History, Australian
Rational University

(Professor J.W. Davidson, Pacific History, Australian Rational
University, will be invited to join the sub-committee v/hen he

returns from overseas.)
Baclcground to the Seminar Proposal

The Chairman outlined developments leading to the

proposal to hold the Seminar.

He said tViO Unesco-sponsored

meetings of librarians and others from the Pacific area had

already taken place and this Seminar was planned as a third

meeting v/hich might consolidate and carry forward the work of
•the earlier Unesco meetings.
The proposal for the Seminar

had been advanced at the 1965 meeting of the Australian Unesco

Committee for Licrajries and Relaued Fields and subsequently
endorsed by the Australian Rationa^l Advisory Committee for

Unesco.

A copy of this submission is 9,ttached.

The delays

in proceeding with the proposal could be attributed to a number
of difficulties, but these were now resolved.

It was noted that the Director-General of Unesco has

made provision for the Seminar in his Draft Program and Budget
for 1971"-72. f^$5,000). The sub-committee envisaged that a

21

matching request for assistance -would be made under his Program
of Participation in the activities of irtember States.
Need for the Seminar

Although island institutions such as the Universities

of Papua and New Guinea, Hav/aii and South Pacific were interested
in the collection of material, no attempts had yet been made at a

general survey of existing sources.

Similarly, scholars tended

to become expert in some specific area (i.e. a particular island)
and were not generally conversant with the materials of a number
of islands.
The -work of the South Pacific Commission on micro

filming Pacific manuscripts had been discontinued.

Residents of

certain areas were sometimes well acquainted with local resources

but the problem of evaluation remained v;here untrained individuals
were concerned.

Until recently there had been only limited collection of
materials by tertiary institutions, except by outside bodies such
as the National libra.ry of Australia or government archivists.

If/here collections v/ere in the hands of goverrjnent archivists it
was frequently difficult to obtain access.
/

It was thought that a necessary preliminary to the

Seminar might be the prepars.tion of a suiv-ey of the region's

materials and that the South Pacific Commission m.lght be willing
to assist with such a project.

An approach will be made to the

Division of Social Development of the South Pacific Commission
concerning this proposal.
Aim of the Semnnar

The aim of the Seminar is to bring together librarians
and scholsns who are concerned with and already have a deep Icnow-

ledge of the materials related to research in the Pacific area.
Members agreed that an immediate need exists for steps to be taken

to advise relevant authorities on preservation of materials for
future use.

fl -rpa. to be included

It was agreed that the Seminar should include a study of

all materials from Mcronesian, Melannesian and Polynesian cultures
dat'lng from the beginning of their contacts wfith European cultures.

In addition materials from T.P.N.G. (but not Y/est Irian) would be
included. New Zealand, it was suggested, also should be included
because of its Lfe.ori history.

v-
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Participation .

It was agreed that Mr Maude would compile a list of people with a

specific interest in and knowledge of the area. The list would include both
library administrators, "bibliographers and scholars.

A meeting will be held

to discuss this list and to drav; up an invitation list. I'iembers thought that
there might bo some 4^ invitations issued and that this number would include
10 or possibly 12 overseas participants. It may also be possible to include

provision for the attendance of observers at the Seminar.
Overseas pai'ticipants would be selected because of their interest

in and knowledge of the area. They may be drawn from the region itself or
from other couiitries with an established interest in the area (England, France,

U.S.A., Japan).
Date and Place of Seminar

. National Library of Australia Sunday 5 - Saturday It September
1971.
/

Form of the Seminar

Members considered the Seminar should provide both plenary and group

sessions over a five day period and that two major papers should be presented
each day.
Draft Pro,?pram
Monday -

Formal Opening Ceremony — Governor General.
Paper 1.

Documentary basis for Pacific Studies - Forms and Origins.
Possible speakers — Raymond Firth, London School of Economics
and Political Science

Professor Douglas Oliver, Professor of Anthropology, University
of Hawaii and Harvard University

has been approached and is not

available

Professor Ron Croke|iam, Professor of Pacific Studies, University
of the South Pacific

23

Mr H.E. Maude.

PaT3er II.

Preservation and Restoration of Documentaay material - including

(Possible

any special problems of concern to the Pacific

speakers)

Dr Plenderlikh - Rome Centre
Dato Alwi Jantan (Malaysian National Archives).

Paper III. Storage and h-andling of material (including microfilm and its
use).

Paper IV.

Pacific Manuscripts Bureau (Mr Langdon, Executive Officer, Pacific
Manuscripts Bureau)

Paoer V.

Bibliographic Control of Pacific Manuscripts (Mr Maude).

Paper VI.

Oral Traditions and their collection (Dr West to advise - African
specialist, probably from U.K.)

Paper VII. Identification and evaluation of different forms of material
(including films and vernacular material)
/

— possibility of two papers (a librarian and a historian).

Paper VIII. National and local collection of specific manuscripts (Ian Diamond
Archivist, Central Archives of Fiji and the West Pacific Office of
the High Commissioner, Suva ■

Paper IX.

Use of Pacific Materials - including the problems of the scholar
and librarian - the limitations of microfilm.

Entertainment

(1) Possibility of reception by Governor-General.
(2) Evening of films on the Pacific.

(3) Visit to School of Pacific History, A.N.U.

(4)

Free afternoon (Thursday)
Visit to Tidbinbilla Reserve or

Parliament House and local sites.

(5) Public lecture (Wednesday night) by Emeritus Professor John Beaglehole,
Victoria University, Wellington

A synopsis of the history of the Pacific.

24
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The Seminar Sessions will be divided as follows;

9.30-10.30.
11.00 - 11.30 - Morning Tea

11.30 - 12.30
12.30 - 2.00 - Lunch
2.00 - 3.00

3.00 - 3.30 - Afternoon Tea
3.30 - 5.00
Future Action

Following further consideration by the Committee for Libraries and '
Related Fields, a submission will be prepared for presentation to the Rational

Advisory Committee. This will include a request for S5»000 under the
Participation Program to assist in bringing to Australia specialists from
the region.

/

The meeting closed at 3.45p*®»
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Jim,

I have typed out a few notes on the
Unesco Regional Seminar on Source Materials
relating to the Pacific Islands.
Tlie titles

of the papers are not in their final form hut
only as in my rough notes — no doubt they will
be polished up eventually.
T did not worry you with the business
before because I knew that you were very busy
and had not realized that you were off to New

Guinea.
I shall try to stall them off for
the time being; but if you can think of any

speakers or invitees before you go I should
be most grateful if you would jot them donm
on a piece of paper.

23.3.70.
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TELEPHONE:

81 7211.

TELEGRAMS:

"EDSCI'

Australian National Advisory Committee for UNESCO
ADDRESS

WODEN DISTRICT CENTRE, PHILLIP, A.C.T.

POSTAL ADDRESS

P.O. BOX 826, CANBERRA CITY, A.C.T. 2601
IN YOUR REPLY PLEASE QUOTE

v;63/1174

7 HAY
Dear Mr Maude,

I am enclosing the agenda for the meeting
on Monday, 11 May 1970 of the Sub-committee set up to
organise the Unesco Regional Seminar on Source materials
relating to the Pacific Area.
The meeting will commence at 9 a.m. in the

Conference Room, 4th Floor, National Library.
Yours sincerely.

-y

Parr)
Secretary

Mr H.E. Maude,
77 Arthur Circle,
FORREST.

A.C.T. 2603.

AlgTRALIAJT UNESCO COMMITTEE FOR LIBRajlIES i^JlD RELATED FIELIS

SEMINAR ON SOURCE MATERIALS RELATINC TO THE
PACIFIC AREA

MEETING OP SUB-COMMITTEE

MONDAY, 11 may 1970
9.00A.M.

CONFERENCE ROOM, 4TH FLOOR, NATIONAL LIBRARY

AGEITDA

1. Consideration of previous proposals (see "background note).
2. Selection of Seminar participants
(a) Overseas
(b) Local

3. Form of Seminar program.
4.

Other.

■I'.'

w:

SHJIIITAR on source materials for RESEj^NCH RELATING TC THE PACIFIC AREA
The Australian Unesco Committee for Litraries and Related Fields

has proposed that a Regional Seminar on "Source Materials for Research relating
to the Pacific Area" - "be held in the spring of 1971 at the National Library

in Canberra. The detailed organisation of the Seminar will be the responsibility
of a sub-committee set up by the Libraries Committee for the purpose.

A list of

members of the Committee and the sub-committee is attached. The following
statement outlines previous discussions of the Libraries Committee on the

Seminar proposal and may be of use as background information for members of the
Sub-committee.

Aims of the Seminar

The Seminar is planned as a follow-up to earlier Unesco meetings on
library resources and development in the Pacific area.

The first of these

meetings was the Seminar on the International Esohange of Publications in the
Indo-Pacific area, held in Tokyo in 1957. The second was the Regional Seminar
on the Development of National Libraries in Asia and the Pacific Area held in

Manila in 1964. The concern of both these Seminars was with the broad problems
facing national libraries in the area. The Seminar now proposed would build

on the discussions of the previous Seminars without covering the same ground.
It is the opinion of the Committee for Libraries and Related Fields

that libraries in the Pacific area are faced with a growing responsibility to
provide for the needs of research into the history and current affairs of the
countries in and around the Pacific by governments, institutions for higher
education and research, and scholars generally. Their task is complicated by
the diversity of peoples, cultures, languages and activities in the area and

by the uneven development of national administrations, libraries, scholarshipj

publishing, and bibliographical and acquisition sources. These factors
n^ot-

partially explain why no systematic attempt has yet been made to overcome the
difficulties. Research workers in Australia are fully aware of the seriousness
of these difficulties and acknowledge their inhibiting effect.

2.

The need for greater public av;areness of the history and problems
of the area is widely recognised.

The development of this awareness, based

on a mutual exchange of information, would, it is hoped, promote better
understanding and intellectual and cultural co-operation, as well as the
improvement of library resources and services in the area.
Content of the Seminar

The Committee for Libraries and Related Fields expects that the

Seminar will be broadly concerned with the identification, preservation,
availability, organisation and use of source materials for research relating

to Pacific area. Specific matters would be the improvement of national

bibliography; co-operative acquisition, including exchange and micro-filming;
shared cataloguing and inter-library lending.
Participation

The region from which the specialist participants will be drawn, the

Pacific, has been broadly defined by the Committee to include any Unesco Member
le

TO

Ui^ 4ut^

State which has geogi'aphical affinity with the Pacific area, together with other
Member States with traditional interests. Special arrangements will be desirable

to allow participation by some Pacific islands and territories, possibly with
the co-operation of the South Pacific Commission.

Australian participants would bva drawn from/libraries with well
(hf-

A

developed interesus in the area. The total number of active particinants might

be limited to some 40 people (20-25 Australians and 15 from overseas) but it
may be possible to arrange for other interested Australians to attend as observers.
Finance

The Committee originally proposed that overseas participants would be

financed by the Director-General of Unesco under his Program of Participation

in the Activities of Member States. Members had in mind that ideally SUS10,000
would be required for this purpose.

3.

Diiring 1969 there were informal discussions with the Unesco
Secretariat in Paris, initiated by the Australian Permanent Delegate

to Unesco concerning the possibility of the Director—General sponsoring
the Seminar in some way under his Regular Program for 1971-72.
Our understanding is that of the $21,000 proposed for a new

I program of Studies of Oceanic cultures, some $5)000 has been allocated
1 for a research project on source materials of the Pacific area and that
this amount could be used for the purposes of the Seminar, If this is

the case, it appears that overseas participation could be financed jointly

from Regular Program ($5)000) and Participation Program ($5)000) funds.
As is normal with Seminars sponsored by the National Advisory

Committee, we would expect to have funds available to support the
attendance of Australian specialists and possibly to contribute to the
expenses of overseas participants.

I.ET.IBERS OP THE SUB-CGIEirTTEE

Sir Harold V/hite (Chairman)

National Librarian

Ivir Harrison Bryan

Librarian,
University of Sydney.

Fa? J. J. Craneek

Librarian,
Australian National University,

Mr H. E. Maude

Pacific History,

Australian National University,
Mr G. D. Richardson

Principal Librarian,
Public Library of N.S.Y/',

Dr P. J. West

Pacific History,

Australian National University,

Professor J, V/, Davidson, Pacific History, Australian National
University, will be in-'/lted to join the subcomnittee when he returns from overseas.

A.
AUSTRALIA:: ":f'5cq

?cr li

3 A::D H3LATED FIELDS
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Kr G.D. Richardson, ((Jnaiiman),
Principal Librarian,
Public Library of Nca- South Wales,
Macquarie Street,
syD::EYo

x.s.v/.

Services

20C0.

Australian Advisory Council
on Bibliographical

Mr H. Bryan,
Librarian,

University of Sydney,
SYDNEY.

Australian Ad^dsory Counci!
on Bibliographical

U.SN,'/,

Services

2006.

Librarj/' Interests in the
Territoiy of Papua and

Mr VLG. Buick,
Librarian,

University of Papua and Raw Guinea,

PORT MORESBY.

. Raw Guinea

kp.N.G.
Library' Association of

Mr R.F. Doust,
Senior Arcrdvist,
Archives Office of Rev; South Wales,

Australia

Public Library of Raw South Wales,
Macquarie Street,
SYDNEY.

R.S.W. •

2000,

Professor V.R. Geddes,

Department of Anthropology,
University of Sydney,
SYDNEY.

R.S.W.

Couiicil

20C5.

Mr D.T.C, Gillespie,

Nominated by Depni-tment of

One Tree Hill Road,
SMITH GULLY.

Social Sciences Research

Education and Science

VIC.

3760.

Mr J.J. Graneek,

Australian Advisory Council

Librarian

on Bibliographical

Australian Rational University,

Services

Box 4,

G.P.O.,

CAJ-.'BBRPuA.

A.C.T.

2500.

Professor P.A. Moran,

Department of Statistics,

Australian Academy of
Science

Australian Rational University,
Box 4,

G.P.O.,

CANBERRA.

A.C.T.

2600.

•Commonwealth Library-

Sir Grenfell Price,

32 Edwin Terrace,
CIIHEKTCM
S.A.

Interests

5C31.

Library Association of

Mr Barrett Raid,
Executi-'/e Oi'ficer,

Australia

Library Coioricil of Victoria,
Library Services Divi.sion,

323 Swanston Street,
MELBOURNE.

VIC.

ICOO.

Australian Acaderay of the

Professor K.V. Sinclair,

Australian Academy of the Hunnnities,

HuiEanities

P.O. Box 443,
CANBERPA CI'TY.

A.C.T.

2501.

Hartjd
Commonwealth Library

tlsi-H-ri-. Vrhi te,
National Librarian,

. Interests

National Library of Australia,
CANBEKRA.

A.C.T.

2600.

A representative of the Department of External Affairs, Canberra, A..C.T.
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I'ondav t) S?r>tfr:ber

9.30 - 10.30 a.c.

Documentary basis for Paxific
Studies - Porms and Origins
Spealcer - I.Ir H.E. ifeude
Chairman - Chairman, Unesco
Committee for
Libraries

IC.30 - 11.00 a.ra.

r.Iorning Tea

11.00 - 12.30 P'W.

Discussion (Plenary)

12.30 - 2.00 p.m.

L\inch

2,00

- 3.00 p.m.

3.00 -

3.30 p.m.

3.30 - 5.00

p.m.

Afternoon Tea

Disci.u;sion (Plenary)
Films (national Library)

Eveni ng

Ti)e0 dr y 7 2rp1.er.'ji.')0T'

9. 30 - 10.30 a.m.

"ilationol and Local Collection

of Pacific lianuscripts"

SpeaJcer - Mr Kevin Green
Chairnian - Mr G.L. Fischer
10.30 - 11.00 a.m.

Morning Tea

11.00 - 12.30 p.m.

Discussion (Plenary)

12.30 -

2.00 p.m.

Lunch

3.00

"Pacific Manuscripts Dareaix"

2,00 -

Speaker - I.Ir R. Langdon
Chairman - Professor O.H.K. Spate
3,00 -

3.30 p.m.

Afternoon Tea

3.30 -

5.00 p.m.

Discussion (Plenary)
Reception

AVenlng

,7edn-:;d-m J

■'t

0.30 _ 10,30 a.m.

"Preservation and Restoration of

])ocumrrtar,y Material - including
any s.peci?.l problems of concern
to t! e Pacific"

1-^

2.

Speaker

-

Dr K. Plenderleith

Chairman -

Hr G.D. rdchardson

10.30 - 11.00 a.r.

- Ilornina,- Tea

11.00 - 12.30 p.m.

- Discussion (Plenary)

12.30 -

2.00 p.m.

- Lunch

2.00 -

3*00 p.m.

- "Storage and Handling of "aterial including nicrotezts and their
physical I'se"

Speaker

- Dr H. Plenderleith

Chairman - "r G.D. Pdchardson
3.00

-

3«30 p.m.

- Afternoon Tea

3.30

-

5.00 p.m.

- Discussion (Plenary)

E\'-eninff - 8.00 p.m.

- Public Lecture

"Secrets th?.t only I and the Devil Knc'.v'

(the blind Tuita,)"
Speaker -

Dr David Lev/is

Thursday 0 Sentemlier

9.30

-

10.30 a.m.

"Bibliographic Control of Pacific
Manuscripts"
Speaker

-

Mr H.E. Maude

Chairman - Mr Harrison Bryan
10.30-

11.00a.m.

- Morning Tea

11.00 - 12.30 p.m.

- Discussion
2.00 -

5.00 p.m.
" Pree

(i) Visit to Tidbinbilla Tracking
Sta.tion and Fauna Reserve

(ii) Display and demonstration,
McDonald Room, Australian
Wational University

Fridav

10 Sept^-mber

9.30 - 10.30 a.m.

"Use of Pacific Miaterials - includin;
the problerns of the scholar and

liVjrarian - the limitations of
niicrofi Im"

SpeaJior
Ch

-

Dr F.J. V/est

airman - lb? A.P. Flemina

•

- r--

10.30 - 11.00 a.m.

Korning- Tea

11.00 - 12.30 p.m.

Discussion (Plenary)

12.30 -

2.00

Lunch

5.00 p.m.

Summary session vdth afternoon

2.00 -

tea from 3.00 » 3.30 p.u,.
Chairman

-

AUSTRALIAN UNESCO SEMINAR ON SOURCE MATERIALS RELATED TO RESEARCH
IN THE PACIFIC AREA

Canberra: 6-10 September, 1971.
•Jf

Resolutions from the Seminar to the Australian UNESCO Committee
for Libraries and Related Subjects.

Nq , 1

PACIFIC SOURCE MATERIALS
In order to facilitate the widest possible dissemination

throughout the Pacific Islands of source materials related to the
Pacific Area, it is recommended that the UNESCO Committee for
Libraries and Related Fields, in collaboration with appropriate
libraries concerned with Pacific documentary research, should

arrange for the preparation of:(a) a basic list of standard published source materials
on the Pacific Area for issue to each library,
museum or other appropriate cultural organisation

within the Pacific Islands;

together with

(b) a supplementary list of standard sources on each
Pacific Islands country or territory, for issue to
the appropriate organisation within the Island
Group concerned;

and that the Committee be requested to investigate the best means
of making these works available to the appropriate local organisations.
No. 2

PACIFIC CLASSICS REPRINTS SERIES
Since many basic published materials related to the

Pacific Area are now unobtainable except at prices beyond the
financial means of those most in need of them in the Pacific Islands,
it is recommended that the UNESCO Committee for Libraries and

Related Fields, in collaboration with the appropriate libraries
concerned with Pacific documentary research, should arrange;

(a) for the preparation of a list of such works
arranged in order of their importance as source
material and their scarcity;

(b) for the reproduction of the works listed by the

cheapest means possible consonant with readability

and an attractive appearance;

and

(c) for the sale of the works at wholesale rates to
Pacific institutions and to the retail trade for

the use of students, research workers, the peoples
of the Pacific Islands and the general public
throughout the world.

No. 3

In view' of the fact that the peoples of the Pacific •

oming increasingly interested in the preservation of souni^'^®
within their islands and facilities there have

Increased in very recent years (e.g. University of Papua New Guinea,

University of the South Pacific, University of Guam, several new

museums and libraries as well as activities in these fields by
some departments of education and teachers' colleges), future

meetings and deliberations concerned with this topic should provide
in addition to institutional involvement, for the fullest possible
representation by Pacific Islanders .

No . 4

Since some Pacific .countries and territories which are
self-governing or independent do not yet have adequate archival
or library facilities, it is recommended that application be made
to the Director General of UNESCO in terms of his Long Term Outline
Plan for 197l/l976 para. 372.

'' ^

■

^

- (i) 'to assist the establishment or
development of archives, libraries

and/or museums where interest in
the establishment of these facilities
is evident;

(ii) for the training of Pacific Islanders
in library and archival skills;

(b) nations which hold primary records created in a Pacific
country or territory (usually obtained during a colonial

relationship) be requested to return such records, in
original or in copy, to the country or territory

y
'

concerned, upon the establishment of facilities to
accommodate them.

No. 5

'

DOCUMENT PRESERVATION HANDBOOK

In order to encourage the widest possible safeguarding in
the Pacific Islands of documentary materials which otherwise might
deteriorate before they can be used in archives or placed in other

protective custody with suitable facilities for their preservation
it is recommended that;

'

(a) the UNESCO Committee for Libraries and Related Field
arrange with Dr H .J. Plenderleith for thq^preparat'
of a brief handbook which sets out in non-techn*
language a variety of simple, inexpensive ways that
documentary materials may be protected against/th
major ravishes of tropical climate, insects and
comparable other Island risks;

and

(b) that the Committee be requested to facilitat

publishing and distribution of the handbook "

thnLIfic*!
No. 6

utilisation in

CENTRAI^CONSERVATION and REGTONAT, CONSERV.TXnM ,. 'Tr F Tf In view of the acute and urgent need for nra

Pacific material and for research into and advice on
created by that particular environment, that the UNEc;pn°n '"f
for Libraries and Related Fields and the UNESCO ComTn't+should be urged to approach the Australian and New

of
Museums

Zealand governments!

(a) to establish or develop each a central laboratory
in Australia and New Zealand;

under the direction

of trained professional staff;

(b) to establish or develop existing local restoration
workshops into regional laboratories in Australia;

(c) to give similar help to the various Pacific Islands
groups wishing to establish similar laboratories;

(d) to give consideration to membership of the Rome Centre .

No . 7

That this meeting recommends the formation of a Pacific

regional branch of the International Council on Archives to promote
collaboration in the development of

(a) archival services

(b) projects relating to archival source materials (such
as the proposed UNESCO Guide to Oceania records);
and that the support of the International Council on Archives for

the proposal be sought as soon as possible.
No . 8

depository LIBRARIES AND CURRENT NATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY

1.
That as soon as libraries are established in Pacific area
countries, legislative provision should be made in these countries

for the obligatory deposit of all publications in a designated
library or other appropriate institution.

2.
That the possibility of publishing a bibliography of
current publications in Polynesia, Mel^esia and possibly Micronesia,
either in the countries themselves or in some regional centre be

investigated as a priority.

That the UNESCO Committee be asked to investigate the
foregoing and take appropriate action.

That the attention
urgK'i

u

j

to the Jaoanese
need to fill
publications,

and to tho

luiiogxup y,

in
area ot o P Japanese
^ scholar,
scholar Dr
R=.^-o , P^^esent
availability
in the
the
distinguished
Dr Hatanaka,
to undertake
this
of a
task

No . 10

Referring to Resolution Ak of the Meeting on

. rJturL,
held atthat
theaANU
in January 1971?
wSr^
^®®
Oceanic
meeting
museum-library'
complex
act?^^^^®®^
the view of the
tied in with the educ?tiSn?f ^ ^
cultural c
vehicle for the conservation and deve]
is an apphop ^^^.tures, and to Resolution No. 4 of this

South
that the

mittee
Commxtte

consider
an institution in each
. that
be equipped

territory ^g^-g^tic copying equipment.

®ting

ecilities.

No. 11

In view of the complicated nature of the art of collection

of oral tradition and oral evidence, and in view of the urgency
of their collection before they are lost forever with the passing
away of able informants, this seminar strongly recommends

(al that the UNESCO Committee for Libraries and Related

Fields should seriously consider and make appropriate
recommendations for the establishment of an institution
or a department attached to an existing institution

in the Pacific area for the training of scholars for
the purpose of collecting these historical sources;
and

(b) that a special fund be set up to finaince the collection
of such material.
No. 12

1.
That investigation be made of the feasibility of establishing
a society, with representative directive panel, for publishing
Pacific source materials including vernacular material.

2.

That preparation of these materials for publication be

undertaken when appropriate ,by,suitable students within the Pacific
area as part of their training .
No. 13

. /^hat this seminar strongly recommends to UNESCO the
desirability of a further seminar in 2 or 3 years time to review
progress in the implementation of the above recommendations.

